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Law Library Record 26
July 1939 to June 1940
Saturday, July 1, 1939
8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Mr. Erwin, Johnson City used Lib. Miss Baker phoned. Mr. Stewart came to
arrange for Monday schedule. 3 students from Business law class on hill came to rese [sic]
Contract restatements after 2 cops were out for weekend and the other reserved.
Monday, July 3, 1939
8 - 12:15 Frances Apperson
Discussed few things with Miss Ogden. Checked mail and read part of Helpful Hints. Read
R.R. 5 shelves. Told Mr. Stewart about charging system. Mr. Fisher brought supply of books
from Frantz, McConnell and Seymour, as gifts.
8 - 10:30 E. L. Ogden
1 - 5
Mr. John Ayres (contract basis) used Lib. Also E.E. Fisher (for Frantz McConnell + Seymour,
contract basis) and Wm. Kreis for Webb, Bass + McCampbell (contract basis). Asked Mr.
Kreis to bring letter of authorization from contract members holders in his firm. Miss Baker
phoned to O.K. schedule + said F.A. would leave at Law a copy of her schedule at Main Lib. I
phoned R. Kennerly about his students + Law College students, wanting Restatements
(Contracts) at same time. He said give law college students preference; and that it would be
all right for his students to read Clark, Anson, Williston’s selections instead of Restatements
if the latter is in use. Sorted vols sent by Frantz McConnell + Seymour and packed two
boxes of dups, to be sent to Main Lib. for disposal after listing is finished.
12:00 - 1:55 H. F. Stewart
7:00 - 9:30
Received instructions from Miss Ogden. Read Helpful Hints. Mr. Kennerly’s students failed
to come after Restatement of Contract. Those law students who had reserved books for the
holidays; came after them.
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Tuesday Wednesday, July 5 1939
8 - 12: E. L. Ogden
Mr. John Ayres (contract basis); Henry Hudson (contract basis) and E.E. Fisher for R.M.
McConnell (contract basis) used Lib. Phoned Miss Currell to ask whom to see about having
Lib. fern treated. She said Mr. Arthur Mayer but if we would send the fern to her she would
see to it personally. Posted notice that Lib. desk is receiving requests for reserves – Mostly
busy making notes about work for others!
1:15 - 5 F. Apperson
Checked accumulated mail in my basket and the advance sheets in this p.m.’s mail. Mr.
Perrin said he’d get fern some morning. He may have to be reminded, as he first said it was
“not in his line.” Mr. McNabb brought books back from Kramer. Mr. Fisher used library. I
collated and added to record the books from Main.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Cut up reserve slips and made a copy of the examination schedule for this term. Copied off
list of books in the Frantz McConnell + Seymour Gift. Worked on the Law Library
Circulation Statistics, completed it for May and June. Fans and clock were off when I came
in at 7 oclock. Miss Apperson unknowingly pulled the wrong switch. Read Helpful Hints
again.
Thursday, July 6, 1939
8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 5
Lib. used by Robert Young for W. Kennerly City director of law, with Dean Witham’s
standing permission; T. Goodman (contract basis). Mr. Perrin took one box of dupes to
Main. Campus mail. A visitor, going about the Lib. as though he knew his way said no – he
wasn’t connected with U.T. but from Neal Law School. Was just looking around – didn’t
know whether he would practice in Knoxville or not – one of our law students had told him
he thought anyone could come. I said he was welcome to look around and explained
restrictions as to use. Student came in and reported paper in cigaret jar was burning in hall.
I found a lot of crumpled paper had been put there – had to get water to put it out. Put some
current periodical files in order. Lists of books from offered by various publishers in
payment of advertising in Tenn. Law Rev. were sent to Lib. for checking what we have +
what we might want. Didn’t finish those.
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12 - 1:30 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Straightened up the room and the reporters under the alcove. Walked around looking at the
shelves. Answered phone call; for Mr. Belsheim. He wasn’t in. Wrapped up packages. Phone
call for a student.
Friday, July 7, 1939
8 - 12:30 F. Apperson
Checked mail, including campus mail, with advance sheets, U.S.C.A. current service, etc.
Made record for Miss 182. Mr. Thomason and K. Smith for C.H. Smith (member) took books
out. Mr. Fisher used library.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
Straightened up the reading room, putting up book and facing chairs at the tables. Read
Guide to Law Library.
1:00 - 5 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Looked up more law book reviews for items checked by faculty on publishers’ lists. Robert
Young used Lib. for W. Kennerly (Dean Witham’s standing permission). At night a student
came to ask how to cite a Tenn. case in his master’s thesis in correct form. He wanted to
refer to a page different from that on which the case began. I thought I knew the correct
way – at least how I had seen it done but attempted to show the authority for it in “Uniform
system of citations” but found that so complicated that it did not reassure me. Then he
wanted another form – citing U.S. Stat. at Large – whether to cite by vol + page or by
chapter. We found the passage he wanted by vol + page (2 Stat 381) so it seemed OK to
leave it so. Am not sure I did not mislead him. Mr. Kirkman came to look over situation
about lights – considering cost of a new kind – long tubes instead of globes over tables.
Saturday, July 8, 1939
8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
Lindsay Young used Lib. yesterday for Robert Young Sr. (contract basis). E.E. Fisher asked
to have renewed to July 18 all books charged to members of Frantz McConnell + Seymour.
None are ready to return to day + Fisher will be away until 18th. Finished notes on checked
items of lists of offered by publications for advt. credit, Tenn. law rev. and turned it in to
Mrs. Morris. Yesterday Mr. Perrin took one box of the dups for Main Lib. Said he’d get the
other later.
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Monday, July 10, 1939
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked mail, added few books from records to shelf list. Miss Walsh called about mending
supplies needed next year. I called Mr. Thomason and told him that authorization of other
people to sign for him had to be in writing. He had mentioned asked (in person) other day
that Mr. Trythall represent him. Mr. Kellog, having reserve book out, just came back in town
this a.m. and as he lives quite a distance from college, I gave him permission to return book
later today.
1:00 - 5 E. L. Ogden
N.B. Morrell (contract basis) used Lib. Got from dups, wrapped + packed nos asked for by
Miss Mounger to be sent in exchange for pubs. already rec’d. Dean Witham brought up lists
of books wanted offered on advt. credit for final check + decision. Arranged with Mr.
Stewart to exchange Lib. hours with him at night I coming Wed. and he coming Fri. this
week.
12:00 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7:00 - 9:30
Straightened up the reading room, put books up on the shelves. A Mr. Holland, visitor, who
said he was graduate of U. of Ky and had just moved to Knoxville came in and wanted to
just look at some books. Martindale and Hubbel Law Directory was about all he used. Ruled
some serial check cards. Several students used the library (time for “exams” approaching).
Tuesday, July 11
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked mail, discussed things with Miss Ogden. One U.T. student in Bus. law used library.
Also, Mr. Highbaugh (contract basis? courtesy basis) who returned a book. Added books to
daily record. Wrote up 1 review. Did not get to periodical checking of books periodicals
received by exchange.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
Straightened up the reading room. Wrapped a package. Miss Ogden agreed to come tonight
instead of Wednesday, the latter having been substituted for Friday evening.
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8 - 10:15 E. L. Ogden
1 - 5
In morning, campus mail. Mr. Highbaugh was allowed to borrow as a courtesy because he
gave the Law Lib a book he published and wanted a list of Law Libraries to send advts. to.
Lent a 1937 Standard directory without time limit. Wrote Miss Walsh Law Lib. would want
1 yd dk blue + one of black book cloth + about 1 pint glue for 1939/40 book mending. In
afternoon Wayne Oliver (of Maryville bar). Mr. Laurent, who says he is still giving U.T. Ext.
course begun last Dec. so he is U.T. status and not TVA as I had understood.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Sorted pams +c waiting in basket and memo waiting in desk and made more progress in
disposing of them than I could have hoped. Few students. A postponed class in contracts
met 7 -8:30.
Wednesday July 12
8 - 12:15 E. L. Ogden
Got Mr. McClure to bring typewriter from Law Rev. Room + put in Conference Room for use
for Library work only. Students not to use. Cleaned up paste containers + mending supplies.
Mr. J. Pike Powers and T. Goodman (both on contract basis) used Lib. Found fans can be
turned off and on by using window stick with care. Mr. McClure took the broken chair near
Lib. desk + sent it to be mended.
1:15 - 5 F. Apperson
Checked mail and spent most of time checking the exchange periodicals (June 22). It took
longer than I expected. Instructed Mr. Stewart a little in pasting. Student (girl) in Polit.
science used library. Few law students. Campus mail.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Straightened up the reading room and shelves. Look for N.J. Law Journal 1939; No 1-2 and
Okla. State Bar Journ. no 7. But could not find them. Put plates in Illinois Appellate Court
Reporter Vol.1 - 34.
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Thursday, July 13, 1939
8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Mr. J. Thomason (contract basis) used Lib. Mrs. Morris came to get the copy of Mr. Davis
prize copyright essay. He wrote for it to be sent him (New York) and he will send a carbon
copy at once in return. When discharging books ret’d after overnight use, noticed that a
cop. 1 of Contracts restatement was not on shelves nor charged. Hadn’t turned up at 12:00
[penciled note] This was missing Wed. p.m. I forgot to mention it – FA
12 - 1:30 H. F. Stewart
Wrapped packages. Straightened up the reading room. Restatement on Contract had not
returned at 1:30. Miss Ogden agreed to come tonight in my place.
1:30 - 5 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Dean Witham meeting contracts class tonight – postponed from yesterday. Asked him to
speak to them about Contracts missing vol. Haven’t found yet the 8 CJ. cop. 1 missed
yesterday. Cleared off a good many waiting items. Apropos of F.A.’s remarks about time it
takes to attend to periodicals. It is universal experience of all those who handle unbound
material that it always takes more time than one expects, more time than one imagined it
ever could take, and finally sometimes, one suspects, more time than the things are worth.
But one never gets over hoping that this time it will not be so!
Friday, July 14
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked mail, typed cat. cds. for copyright pam. Made cards for other pams and added to
cds. Campus mail came at last minute, so haven’t touched it. Looked over periodicals for
book reviews and wrote one. Read some of the article on American copyright protection of
foreign authors. U.T. polit. science student used lib. this a.m. Campus mail.
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1 - 5 E. L. Ogden
Users of Library – Mr. H.G. Trythall, with letter from J.C. Thomason (contract basis); and
Paul Slayden, with letter of authorization to use for Guy P. Webb (contract basis). Mr.
Slayden is working regularly for this firm and says Mr. Webb means the authorization to
stand as long as Mr. Slayden works there, the letter (or rather note or memo) does not state
this clearly; Robert Young (for Warren Kennerly, with Dean Witham’s standing
permission); Mr. Laurent (TVA), looking over what we have on statutory interpretation and
wanting information on most recent works pub. Could not give him satisfactory
information on this. Told him Judge Jones has a copy of Sutherland on this subject – Ed. 2,
1904 2 v. + if he would notify me beforehand I would have it in Lib. for him to see. He said
not now, but maybe later. Finished marking book plates of Ill App. Rpts v.1 - 34 – clear but
not handsome results.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Put in plates in Illinois Appellate report v. 34 - 68, marked title page and stamped plate.
Straightened room, wrapped package. Found So. Cal. L.R. v. 12, 1 - 4.
Saturday [July 15]
8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
Asked Judge Jones about books on Statutory interpretation: He says Sutherland, Ed. 2 is
standard but it is out of print and hard to get. If Mr. Laurent comes back + wants to see
what he has they can be brought to Lib. If he Judge J. isn’t here, Mr. McClure or Mrs. Morris
will let Lib. desk attendant go in + get them. They are near the door at left as you go in – 2d
row of vertical section cases against the wall, 2d shelf from bottom (I think it was) along
with Sizar’s Pritchard on wills (which is easy to recognize). Judge The Sutherland has title
“Lewis’s Sutherland” and alongside of it is black (2d ed) which Lib. has and Endlich, which
Lib. hasn’t, + Mr. Laurent might like to see. Arranged with Dean Witham to get his cop. of
Williston’s Selections on Contracts and Restatement to lend over week end. Got So. Calif
Law Rev. ready to bind and revised partially, binding instruction cards. Phone call from
Main Lib that binding will be sent N.L.B. as soon as 200 v. can be got together. No new titles
– only those previously bound. Campus mail.
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Monday, July 17
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked mail, filed pam. cards and shelved pams. Collated and added some vols. to
inventory. Instructed Mr. Stewart in collation. Compared L.C. depository card for
Carnegie foundation’s “Review of period. legal lit.,” to see if fit enough to order cards. Mr.
Priest had 2 reserve books out and I finally got in touch with boarding place (Sigma Chi)
leaving word (he was asleep) to return as soon as possible. Not here yet. Mr. Burnett of C.H.
Smith office used library and returned book.
1 - 5 E. L. Ogden
Robert Young used Lib. for W W Kennerly (Dean’s standing permission). Shifted in N.E.
stack making room for growth where needed from Ore. to Fed.
12 - 3:45 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Mr. Priest returned his books at 1:00. Put plates in Illinois Appellate Ct. Reports from 68 -
102. Straightened up the reading room. Worked 2 ½ hours extra this afternoon to make
up for that lost last week.
Tuesday, July 18
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Discussed cataloging and other things with Miss Ogden. Checked small am’t mail. Wrote up
a book review. Added reporters to inventory. No mail this a.m. Straightened room. Robert
Young and 2 Business Law students from U.T. used books on contracts. Instructed Mr.
Stewart some in filing cat. and shelf cds. and in shelving removing superseded advance
sheets.
8 - 10 E. L. Ogden
1 - 5:15
L.C. Morton used Lib. for J.G. Johnson (contract basis) and WW Kreis for R. Leslie Bass
(contract basis) bringing letter of authorization. Dean Witham brought a visitor (Mr.
Larsen) from Milwaukee + showed them around. Investigated books not found when Mr.
Stewart took inventory in Lib. Off. Accounted for all but Fletcher Cycl. corp. v. 19. Campus
mail.
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12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Put up book; straightened up shelves and the reading room. Mr. Priest paid his fine of .80
by giving a dollar bill. Took out .15 from the drawer to make the change since I couldn’t do
it very well from the fine box. Put plates in Illinois Appellate Court Reports v. 103 - 136.
Somewhat warm, temperature 96 º at nine o’clock. Fans made it seem cooler though.
Wednesday, July 19
8 - 12:15 E. L. Ogden
Robert Young (for W.W. Kennerly) used Lib. also N.B. Morrell (contract basis) and two out
of town lawyers, one who had been here before (and Mr. Irwin, I think) and a Mr.
Underwood with him. Got Frantz McConnell gifts in box to go to Main for cataloging. Mr.
Lindley (substitute janitor) said he could clean some of the pasteboard strips for covering
books. He swept B. with “compound” that prevents dust. Marked Ill App. reports and
mended two books on contracts. Did some of the housecleaning that was crowded out last
Sat.
1:15 - 5 F. Apperson
Checked campus and P.O. mail, revised Mr. Stewart’s filing, and looked over book reviews
in new periodicals. Also looked over the copyright law symposium of Nathan Burkan
memorial. Added vols. from daily record to cat. cds. + removed cat. cds. Mr. Morton of for
Mr. Jas. G. Johnson called to see if Am. decisions could be taken out. I could find no
restriction to contrary and said yes. He came and used library some. New student came in
for minute. Filed pam. cards in official list.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Put up the Ill. Appellate Ct. Reports and pasted plates in v. 137 - 170. Straightened up the
reading room.
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Thursday, July 20, 1939
8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Dean Witham came + talked about tables. He is sure we can get in two more in front of
middle row and is asking U.T. shop to send some one to measure size of tables. There
would be three approximate 3 ft x 5 ft by 30 in (high) and one for Lib. Office – 22 in x 5 ft x
30 in high. The first three are to go at end of present long tables in the middle row and the
narrow table to replace the old “bar” table in Lib. off., which will be used in place of fac.
table, which will be used to replace the long table holding the dictionary. This will improve
the width of passage through Lib. Office and give seating table space for 9 12 more readers.
Some of these Told him 6 new chairs would be wanted as we can take 6 others from places
where they are too crowded. Two men to look at lights. Praised up the new method they
want to try. Mr. Wicker brought in sample for new cover, 1st p. + editorial p. Tenn. Law Rev.
for criticism of changes in type. Told Miss Baker Dean’s suggestion for chairs. She phoned
him about it later. Mr. Goodman (contract basis) used Lib. Balcony swept.
1:30 - 5 E. L. Ogden
Phoned Main Lib. statistics of 1939/39 binding for Law Lib. Memo is in binding drawer
back of cards. Miss Baker asked for it this a.m. R. Young jr used Lib. for W.W Kennerly.
12 - 1:30 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Made copy of schedule for second term. Took inventory of Section 7 - 10.
Friday, July 21
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked P.O. and campus mail. Added books to shelf cards. Office of Mr. J.C. Thomason
called to renew book. Mr. Fisher (for Mr. Seymour) and Mr. Burnett (for Mr. C.H. Smith)
returned books. Tried to locate books for Miss Cockrell, but couldn’t find official list card
for Osborn – The Mind of the juror. (found card later).
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
Collated 5 (2d) Atl. Reports and shelved. Put up books in reading room and put chairs under
the table.
1 - 5 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
N.B. Morrell (contract basis) used Lib.; also L.C. Morton (for J.G. Johnson, contract basis).
Worked on binding. Marked Ill app. reports, waiting since W. and checked up missing vols.




8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Pettway (fee basis) and M. Ely (for L.C. Ely, contract basis) about a dozen students off +
on. Miss Baker phoned for a report on Mr. Stewart’s time. Reported 66 : hrs through Jul. 21
as recorded and Jul. 24 - 31 as scheduled. She Miss Walsh says she will report 67 hrs., the
odd 3 hr. to be made up. Began shifting to make room for periodicals now at bindery + to
be added for the next year. Took some things from R.R. 4b to Balcony and moved some
current periodicals from 4a to 4b. Haven’t changed entries on current checkcards. Perhaps
not necessary? Campus mail – took Frantz McConnell gifts for cataloging.
Monday, July 24
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked Sat’s and today’s mail, added Arizona reports 52 and added Amer. juris. v. 20 to
shelf cd. Finished cards for Nathan Burkan memorial pams. Wrote 1 review and began
another. Mr. McCauley came (former student) in and used lib. some. Also Mr. Robert Young.
People were putting in light bulbs when I came this A.M.
1:00 - 5:00 E. L. Ogden
L.C. Ely (contract basis) used Lib. Letter came from Treasurer’s Office that RR. Kramer has
paid fee to Dec. 31, 1939. Campus mail. Spent most of the P.M looking up reviews of
books checked by Dean Witham on Bancroft + Whitney list of books offered for advt. in
Tenn. Law Rev. Campus mail.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Returned books to the shelves. Placed chairs under the tables. Put plates in Illinois
Appellate Reports v. 171 - 204.
Tuesday, July 25
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Made pamphlet record, checked mail (both kinds), finished book review begun yesterday.
Removed shelf cds. for adding few more vols. Student from the campus used library. Book
came in mail from Main lib. for Dean W. to see (Munsterberg – On the witness stand).
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1:00 - 5:00 E. L. Ogden
8 - 10:00
Marked book plates in Ill reports. Put some of cardboard strips cleaned by Mr. Lindley in
place of dirty ones – RR-3 + and left others to be cleaned. A student from the Hill – a lawyer
(contract) whose name I forget, hope to recall later, used Lib. Also at near closing time a
man from the Hill wanting to find something about Chisholm vs. Ga 1792. Not the report or
decision as to suability of the state, but why Chisholm of S.C. wanted to sue the state. I
found nothing + said I’d ask some of the faculty to morrow where to look. The man who
wants it will come back. Mr. Brehm asked to leave a book he is returning to Mr. Warner.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Pasted plates in Illinois Appellate Reports v. 205 - 236. None of the members of the faculty
were here tonight and so didn’t ask about information. Bill Kreis came in, evidently not on
much business. He just looked in one book. Put books on the shelves. Several more students
used the library tonight. Chas. McNabb of Poore, Kramer & Cox used the library.
Wednesday, July 26, 1939
8 - 12:15 E. L. Ogden
Asked Dean Witham about Chisholm v. Ga. He looked in various case + text books on
constitutional law but found no statement on point wanted – what was the contract, or
obligation about which Chisholm wanted to bring the suit against Ga. I looked in
Willoughby (3 v.) Willis (1 v.), Life of John Marshall (though he wasn’t one of the Justices) +
found nothing. The paper left at the desk the other day about Mynatt divorce case had B.
McAuley’s name on it. I left it with Mrs. Morris, as he is more likely to stop on 2d floor than
come to Lib.
1:15 - 5 F. Apperson
Checked campus mail, filed cat. cds., added vols. to cat. cds. and shelf-list. Mr. Laurent
(T.V.A. and U.T. faculty) used library. About 4:30, Mr. Rountree from Fowler + Fowler (both
contract members) asked if he could use library to look up point in law. I said he could for
this p.m.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Put plates in Illinois Appellate Court Report v. 237 - 282. Put books back onto shelves.
Collated two Tenn. Reports for bindery. The person wanting to know about Chisholm v. Ga.
never did come. The lights have been much better since they were put in several days ago.
Mr. Francis Headman for J Pike Power Jr (contract basis) used library.
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Thursday, July 27, 1939
8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 5
Charles Snepp for (Frantz McConnell &c) (contract basis) and N.B. Morrell (contract basis)
used Lib. Inspected shelves RR 2 - 4a and transferred to B several short sets, mostly not
current and not much used. Made further research for Chisholm v. Ga + found only that
Edmund Randolph, 1st U.S. Atty. Gen. was private counsel for Alexander Chisholm. A biog.
of Randolph might give data wanted. Law Lib. hasn’t a detailed biog. Case mentioned in
Carson Hist. U.S. Sup. Ct. + in Beveridge’s life of Marshall. Did some mending. Mrs. Morris
left in Lib. for storage until wanted 5 cops of Nathan Burkan Prize essays (that is the few
best chosen from 48 state prize winners) to be used for students when in preparing for
future competitions. These in wrappers as rec’d will be kept in B.-1-E.-Sec.1 until needed.
Wrote Main to ask if Nat’l Lawyers Guild Q. v. 1 no. 3 - 4 were due on subscription.
12 - 1:30 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Shifted books in Sections 2-3-4a. Filed additions to C.C.H. Returned last volumes of Ill. App.
Ct. Reports to shelve. Returned books to shelves and straightened chairs.
Friday, July 28
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked small amount of mail, filed shelf cards, removed cds. from shelf list to add vols.,
added vols. to cat. cds. Mr. J.C. Thomason (contract) and Chas. McNabb (for Mr. Kramer –
fee) used library. I may have done committed the unpardonable – I let Mr. Fisher take out
‛39 Yale law rev. for Mr. Seymour (contract) until tomorrow. He told me he had taken out 
periodicals before. I told him we might call it in before tomorrow. He and Mr. McNabb also
took out 2 advance sheets of reporter system. I read part of Lundberg’s “Priesthood of the
Law” (Harv. law rev.). Interesting, but I didn’t finish.
12 - 1:30 H. F. Stewart
Returned books to the shelves. Straightened shelves. Very quiet today noon.
1:30 - 5:00 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
John Baugh used Lib. for W.J. Donaldson (contract basis) and N.B. Morrell (contract basis)
also came. Campus mail. Revised slips for reprints in v. 2 Essays on const’l law + at night for
v. 3. Table + 6 chairs returned from Main Lib – lent at beginning of 1st summer term.
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Saturday, July 29, 1939
8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
Mostly housecleaning. Mr. Belsheim is giving his course on administrative law without a
case book, assigning cases to be read in Reports. This makes it necessary (or at least
reasonable) to lend reports to students more liberally than has been customary. When It
has been done very little and only after much questioning to see why necessary. So I lent 3
v. U.S. Repts and 1 v. N.Y. It will for weekend. It will be necessary to watch books when they
come back for signs of wear. It would be better to lend a state report instead of a reporter
for any given case unless the state report is very shaky. Books returned should be put aside
for mending if they need it. Fall term begins Sep. 27. Miss Walsh says binding to be sent to
Main Monday.
Monday, July 31
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked mail (both kinds), wrote 1 book review. Library used lots this a.m. – Mr. Steinmetz,
U.T. Business Law student, and law students. Called Mr. Fisher about Yale law journal
which he had forgotten to return. He returned it. T.V.A. office called to get dates on 3 cases
(N.C. cases). Miss Walsh called about binding list.
1:00 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Lib. used by Mr. Flynn (for J. Thomason; contract basis). Faculty very busy – in + out in
rushes – in consequence(?) of U.T. trustees meeting today. Packed books for bindery +
phoned Miss Walsh about list.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Filed citations of periodicals. Some seem to be out of place. Compiled library circulation
statistics for the month of July. Several students used the library. The books left on the table
(near the Tenn. reports) have citations given in “Rights in Land” might be easier, for the
students, if they were left there for a while. Changed the U.S. News.
Tuesday, Aug. 1
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked mail (P.O.). Campus mail came late. Wrote book review, added vols. to shelf and
cat. cards. Public acts came in campus mail. Called about having man to come for binding.
Came Got it when brought campus mail.
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1 - 5:15 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Fisher used Lib. for CM Seymour (contract basis); also N.B. Morrell (contract basis).
Preston Taylor came to use Martindale at closing time. Mended.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Collated two volumes of Public Acts of 1939. Cut up cards (Kindergarden work, so I was
told). Put up books and replaced chairs. Took books up to the balcony. Rearranged book
review citations.
[Wednesday] Aug. 2
1:15 - 5 F. Apperson
Checked campus mail. Finished checking + adding vols. to shelf cds from old Daily Record
book (except for some with ? I want to ask about) + added some from new record book.
Student from Hill, Mr. Fisher (for Charles Seymour, contract) and Mr. Kreis (for Leslie Bass,
contract) and Dr. White (U.T. faculty) used library. I made pamphlet card for new pam.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Did some mending on vol. 2 of Tiffany on Real Property. Filed some shelf cards. Trimmed
up other cards. Looked for things pertaining to U.T. in the Public Acts of 1939. Shifted
books in the office and lowered some shelves. Returned books to the shelves in the reading
room and placed chairs under the tables. It is comfortable in the library tonight the
temperature being only about 83º.
8 - 12:15 E. L. Ogden
Inspected R.T. shelves for space and selected works to be transferred to Balcony. Mended.
Thursday, Aug. 4 3
8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Users of library: F. Headman (for J.P. Powers, contract basis), E. Fisher (for C.
Seymour) (contract basis); answering phone for Dean’s Office while Sec. is on leave rest of
week. Dean W. says exams will be Aug. 22 - 24; mended; attended to pubs. brought by
campus mail.
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1:30 - 5 E. L. Ogden
Miss Williams phoned to send over Tenn. Shepard’s Citations to be returned to pub. for
discount of $5.00 on the $40.00 price of 1939 ed. (a holdup! Lib. has been paying upkeep
service $10.00(?) a yr. + for combining these supplements + 1st ed. they want $40.00
more!) I sent cop. 2 from RR-2 and got cop 2 from stacks to put in RR-2 till new ed comes.
Mended. Very few readers. Miss Williams asked also about Beck, Cornelius, Kocourek,
Simes, Jones forms to ask if new eds were wanted. I told which were replacements and
which additional cops. No new eds among them. (Changed to Shepard cop. 2 because cop1
was a Sanford gift).
12 - 1:30 [H. F. Stewart]
7 - 9:30
Collated two “Reporters.” Adjusted shelves and shifted books in the “Library Office.”
Patched several places in Tiffany on Real Property Vol 2. Filed sheets in “P.H.” Trust
Service. Looked in Public Acts of 1939 for acts pertaining to the University of Tennessee.
Mr. Charles McNabb of Poore, Kramer, and Cox used the library.
Aug. 4 – Friday
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Mail (campus + P.O.). Several library users. Mr. Claxton (?) of T.V.A. used library. Also,
messengers from T.V.A. came for several books. I was quite busy for while, getting them,
and had to get Dean Witham to help in one of the English citations.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
Mended a little on Tiffany and continued to look in Public Acts of 1939 for things about U.T.
1:00 - 5 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
In afternoon H. Broome used Lib. for Judge Hicks (ex-officio basis) and Mr. Cassidy of
Lebanon who came to see Dean Witham (who was out) because Mr. Will Shaffroth of Amer.
Bar Ass’n told him how nice Dean W. was. He asked about “the man from Mass” who used
to be here (Judge Turner), no. of students + fac +c. Was driving with family to Pittsburg to
teach. Going via Asheville + Wash. Wanted to know the route which Mr. Broome kindly
explained. At night F. Headman and a man with him used Lib. for J. P. Powers (contract
basis). Prepared a memo for attention of Dean Witham calling regarding need for more
janitor service.
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Saturday, Aug. 5, 1939
8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. F. Headman, with same companion as yesterday (for J.P. Powers, contract basis) and
E.E. Fisher (for Frantz McConnell &c. – contract basis) used Lib. Took memo to Dean
Witham calling attention to need for more janitor service, restrictions to prevent groups
lingering to smoke + talk outside Lib. door; automatic door closing fixture for Lib. door;
insistence that cigaret stubs + matches be deposited in jars provided for them. Attended to
usual chores + did some mending. Returned 2 Tiffany Real prop. to circulation though
cleaning + mending not entirely finished. Posted notice about reserves for Ag. 16 and later.
Sur [entry ends]
Monday, Aug. 7
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked mail. Revised shelf-cards, filed by Mr. Stewart. Changed entry (on typewriter) to
include vol. 1 of U.S. Interstate Commerce Commission reports. Read some in Lundberg’s
article, “Law factories” (Hawser). Made list of Costa Rican works from list of new books (for
Main lib. cat. dept.). Mr. Miller (T.V.A. librarian) called asked by phone for date no. of issue
of Law and Contemporary Problems, v. 4, p. 321.
1:00 - 5:00 E. L. Ogden
Dean Witham came in + asked about lights + broken shade and how long step ladder had
been in hall. I suspect a reflection of my memo of last Sat. Rec’d a letter from Lewis Morse,
Cornell Librarian, asking information about reports of Tenn. tax com’n and Pub. Util. Com’n
reports. Prepared reply that Law Lib. had no file + that his letter was referred to Main Lib.
He sent a similar request in Mar. 1938 for information on Tenn. railroad com’n. Looked up
“Taxation” in Tenn. Law Rev. and Tenn. bar ass’n reports but found no statement of the
facts he could use for his “historical sketch” or list of publications. Began to examine Tenn.
Acts 1939 (Public) found by Mr. Stewart as relating to U.T.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Finished the Public Acts of 1939, took books into the balcony and return[ed] books & the
shelves. Mended on Tiffany.
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Tuesday, Aug. 8
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Discussed library work with Miss Ogden. Made report of July book statistics. Looked over
new cards from Main Lib., but did not decide about all the headings. Checked campus mail.
Mr. Broome (for Judge Hicks, ex officio user) used library. Also Mr. Edelmann (U.T. Political
science faculty) used library.
1:00 - 5:00 15 E. L. Ogden
8 - 10:20
Mr. Broo In A.M. shifted to make room for N.Y. Sup. growth. Suggested to F.H.A. that she
might find out what Miss Mounger would like in the way of information about serials in the
Law Lib. and see what can be done about giving it to her. Tried to find some description or
speeches regarding Scopes v. Tenn. asked for at noon, but located only 2 ref. in Tenn. law
rev. which probably do not give the kind of information wanted. Spent most of pm.
comparing Eds. 4 - 5 of Lindley on Partnership and making notes on their differences – all
because in order to decide on subject headings! Mr. Broome, asking for vol. of Harv. L. Rev.
at bindery, found extracts in Current Legal Thought + Dig. of legal periods which gave
information about article + led to 2 other articles he found helpful. Moral: Sometimes
round-about is worthwhile though time-consuming. Sent Main July book stat. prepared by
F.H.A. also referred Mr. Morse’s letter to “Main”
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Returned books from the table to the shelves. Erased some pencil marks in Tiffany.
Wednesday Aug 9 1939
8 - 12:15 E L Ogden
Users of Lib: Robert Young (for WW Kennerly, courtesy basis – Dean Witham’s consent); T.
Dunlap for Frantz McConnell +c. (contract basis); selected a few more books from RT to be
put in OT + made a few new shelf labels for RT. Considered changes wanted for law cat. in
L.C. cards for An. rev. legal ed. Exam sched came to Lib. desk yesterday.
1:15 - 5:00 F. Apperson
Robt Young used lib. most of p.m. Mr. Dunlap came for another book. Mr. Gass (Mrs. Morris
says from N.C. and formerly U.T. faculty member) used N.C. code. I typed card 2’s for note
on cards for Lindley on partnership, 4th ed. Filed some cards. Made 1 pamphlet record. (but
Mr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith) (contract basis) used library.
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12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Lowered shelves in section 4 of the reading room and some in the library office. Shifted
some of the books in N.E. stacks (New York Supp.). Mr. Laurent of T.V.A. used the library for
a few minutes at noon. Few students used the library in the evening, most of them left
about 8:45. Straightened the chairs in the reading room. Mr. Claxton of T.V.A. used
library almost at 9:30 PM.
Thursday, Aug 10, 1939
8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Users of Law Lib.: F. Headman (for J.P. Powers, contract) R. (or L. Young for WW Kennerly.
T. Dunlap and Harton for Frantz McConnell &c. (contract). Mentioned that two weeks from
tomorrow is commencement + shorter hours will be kept thereafter. Mr. Bird visited Lib
and took a borrowed a book. Gave him full two weeks limit as he is in town daily + can be
reached. He isn’t in summer school but “hanging around” at Poore Kramer + Cox office.
Dunlap + Harton asked for Labor law treatise, which we haven’t. Gave them Current legal
thought, special labor no., N.C. Law + Contemp problems Wage + hour no. + suggested
periodical indexes.
1:30 - 5:00 25 E. L. Ogden
R. Young again. Two weeks from today my last day before my vacation and before short
hours for Lib. Made notes of things to be done from now to Sep. 25. Mended. Frank Flynn
(for J.C. Thomason, contract) at 4:55 wanted help – so stayed to oblige.
12 - 1:30 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Labelled shelves where books had been shifted. Returned books to the shelves in the
reading room and returned books. Sharpened pencils and inked the stamp pad. Mended
some more pages in Tiffany on Real Property.
Friday, Aug. 11
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked mail. Began making list of holdings (serials) for Miss Mounger. Man taking Mr.
Perrin’s place said Mr. Perrin would be back Monday. He did not have time to take fern to
Ag. college this a.m. Mr. Fisher returned books for R.M. McConnell (contract). I filed set of
cat. cds.; added 2 vols. (campus mail) to record + inventory. A Virginia lawyer thinking of
staying here (?) to take Tenn. bar exam asked about paying fee to use library. I referred him
to Dean W. who had class at the time. He did not have time to wait to see him.
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12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
Collated volume 188 So. Reporter and 127 (2d) Southwestern. Did not shelve them.
Straightened the reading room.
1 - 5 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Listed portions of Tenn. Public Acts 1939 to be copied by HHT in September. Disposed of
a few memoranda of matters awaiting attention.
Saturday, Aug 12, 1939
8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
At closing time yesterday, Mr. McClure said some painting was to be done in building this
year didn’t know just what. About noon saw Mrs. Morris + asked. She said “yes – in Library,
next week – + today the first she had heard of it.” I said – but just before exams? She said
“Yes – and nothing to be done about it.” This only repeats previous experience of workmen
beginning work in Lib. without notice to Lib. staff. Presume better without notice than
never done at all! Campus mail. Worked on file of book advertisements.
Phoned Miss Walsh yesterday about Mr. Stewarts time. She said turn in on Aug. 20 19 his
time as scheduled through Aug. 24 so that pay will be ready. She phoned about Mr. Morse’s
letter – had spoken to Dr. White who offered to comment on historical sketch of Tenn. tax
com’n. if they will send it to him.
Monday, Aug. 14
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked mail (both kinds). Wrote Noted one book review. Removed shelf cds. to add vols.,
and added vols. to cat. cds. Mr. Robt Young used library for Mr. Sam Young (contract). Mr.
Fisher borrowed book for C.M. Seymour (contract).
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Ruled a sheet to record library statistics. Put new manuscript paper on the inventory lists.
Filed the reprint cards. Tried to cut out paper for reserve slips (not very skilled in the use of
scissors). (I quit before the paper became scraps). Filled the ink well. Carried some books
into the balcony and returned some to the shelves.
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1:00 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Mr. Highbaugh used Lib. for J.P. Powers (contract) said he would bring authorization when
he returns the books. Checked slips made by HHT for v. 4 Essays on const’l law. Painters
working on floor above Lib. Campus mail. Mr. Perrin took fern + said he would deliver it to
the man who will take it to the farm.
Tuesday, Aug. 15
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Discussed my questions with Miss Ogden. Checked mail (P.O.). Added vols. to shelf cards.
Mr. Robert Young used library again. They have begun painting on this floor (in hall).
P.S. – Sorry I was so absent-minded as not to turn the page for this.
8 - 10 E. L. Ogden
1:00 - 5:00
Mr. Mascovitz (spelling?) in Lib. to use it for B Winick. I asked about authorization. He said
one had been sent before. I could not find it in the files nor any record of it though. I
thought I remembered having it. He said he would bring another tomorrow. Painters
progressed down the stairs + did part of the hall at Lib. entrance. They stopped at noon.
Some men were looking at plaster + one of painters said some plastering would have to be
done before they begin in stack room. Mrs. Morris says the building is to have all new
guttering and that plastering is to be done on 2d floor in offices too. So can’t tell when
painting will continue. Mr. McClure says reading room not to be done till summer school
closes. Ivan Privette used Lib. for Mr. Tapp + asked about fee – which expired July 1 1939.
Said would pay it at once. Miss Currell here 2 - 4 with a stack of foreign agric’l pubs. for
identification, so got little else done. Mr. Thomason (contract) used Lib. also R. Young (for
Kennerly).
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Filed shelf cards, but did not put them below the rods. Returned books to the
shelves.Several students used the library tonight. Mr. Young was back again.
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Wednesday, Aug. 16, 1939
8 - 12:15 E. L. Ogden
Ivan Privette used Lib. for Grimm or Tapp (whichever is paying fee for 1939/40), has
authorizations for both. Asked about Carl Reischling who is said to be working for this firm.
Mr. Privette said, “He has an office with them.” He said he would tell Mr. R that he must
have an authorization in the name of the fee-paying firm member to use Lib. in his name if
Mr. R wants to come again. We have found it advisable to insist on strict formalities in
dealings with Mr. Reischling. Plasterers working in Lib. Office + stacks scraping off old
plaster. Asked when it would be least disturbing to do the RR – would take about ½ day.
They agreed on Sat P.M. at 12. I said I would finish that day’s work about 12 - 12:30 in Lib.
Office which they said could be used then. Miss Walsh phoned for Mr. Stewart’s time record
to Aug. 24 – as scheduled, was 54 2 hrs. He agreed to give 2 hr. Wed. 23d to make it 55.
Posted notice of Lib. hours Aug. 24 - Sep. 26. Man who didn’t give name asked for form for
leasing a house – said he lived in neighborhood + was renting to a college prof. Told him I
could show him a book of forms but no information about whether it was a good one. He
said he had taken a course in business law + could judge of that. He will be back to copy the
a form from Gore. Am not sure I ought to have done that. Noted some things to be done by
Aug. 24 + later. Wrote Mr. Lewis Morse, Cornell Law school, giving addresses he asked for.
1:15 - 5 F. Apperson
Campus + P.O. mail. Filed cat. cards and revised shelf cards H.F.S. filed. Worked on serials
holdings for Miss Mounger. Mr. Privette and Mr. Mascovitz (?) (for Mr. Winick) used library
again. Several students.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Returned to the stacks books that had been borrowed by the T.V.A. Collated v. 15 C.J.S.
Straightened up the reading room. Mr. C. Babcock was out browsing around at noon.
Thursday, Aug. 17
8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 5
In A.M., Mr. Highbaugh used Lib. (for Powers + Thornburgh, contracts) in P.M., F. Flynn (for
Thomason (contract)) and E.E. Fisher for Frantz McConnell + Seymour. Plasterers at work
on every story, scraping off old plaster in some spots, putting in new in others. Some of fac.
offices impossible to use! Campus mail in P.M. Did some work on Russian pubs. for Miss
Currell + sent them back to her. Got rid of a few more items of unfinished work – more by
changing their locations than by really finishing them.
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12 - 1:30 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Arranged numerically some I.C.C. reports. Wrapped a package to be sent to Miss Currell.
Straightened up the reading room. Arranged alphabetically borrower cards (lawyers).
Pasted a pocket in “Newell - Slander and Libel.” Collated and shelved Georgia Laws (1939);
v. 224 of Iowa Reports; v. 44 Arizona Reports; v. 285 of North Western Reporter.
Friday, Aug. 18
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Mail (both kinds). Mr. McClure brought up some new books we had ordered. I worked some
on continuation file. T.V.A. sent for several vols. Mr. R.S. Young, Jr. used library and took out
book for somebody (signed only his name). [E.L.O. handwriting]. ELO charged it to WW
Kennerly.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
Put several pamphlets in a box (Reviste guardicia Mexico). Shelved books. Mr. Laurent of
T.V.A. used library.
1:00 - 5 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Made “official list” cards for books to be bought from Tenn. Law Rev., acquired by the Rev.
on advertising credit and addressed books to Order Dept., Main Lib. Disposed of a few more
items awaiting attention. Wrote Miss Walsh to ask loan of vacuum cleaner for Mr. McClure
when he finds he can get at cleaning. Probably will not be till after commencement.
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Saturday Aug. 19, 1939
8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
Spent most of morning getting chairs + tables. Lib. Off. + N.W. stack ready to use + moving
most important things for staff use out of RR. – into Lib. Off. Took some rags home to wash
+ took ink pennies home. Will bring them back Monday noon. John Baugh phoned that W.J.
Donaldson’s office was cleaning shelves + wanted to dispose of a set of N.Y. Common Law
Reports. Did we want them + could we send for them? I said we would take them if they
were willing for us to use them for exchange + were not fixed to take anything before end of
coming week. Might send for them Thurs.* – not before. Workmen wanted RR at 11:30 so
turned 3 student readers out into N.W. stack. At 12:15 one of the workmen said all
plastering would be done this P.M. I left a note for Mr. McClure to ask painters if they
couldn’t do RR before stack rooms. Otherwise we would have to move our things twice.
*Later. After painters finish better phone Mr. Perrin Supt. Buildings Office 2-4937 to tell Mr.
Perrin that there are some books (17 good-sized volumes) to be called for at W.J.
Donaldson’s Office (General Building) and to be delivered at Law Library when he can
sometime soon. Also phone Mr. Baugh at Donaldson’s Office (3-1139) and tell him Mr.
Perrin has been notified to call for the books and will do so when he can, probably in a few
days. The books can be put in RR-6 to wait for ELO’s return.
Monday, Aug. 21
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Checked both mails. Worked a little on serial file for Miss Mounger. Moved few things back
to R.R. as there’s no indication they’ll begin painting today, and it’s cooler. Called Mr.
Powers’ office about overdue books. Mr. Henderson (T.V.A. legal dept.) called about a book
we didn’t have (Shepard’s Ill. citator) and I told him about possibility of our having I.
Brockenbrough (in Va. cases) for which T.V.A. sent the other day. He did not know anything
about request but would tell them if he found out. Mr. Fisher (for R.M. T.G. McConnell,
contract) took out books and Mr. Dunlap (for 1 of some Frantz McConnell +c firm) used
library.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mrs. Morris says painters will not begin till plasterers finish down stairs – she thought for a
week or ten days – so moved desk things back to RR. Judge Hicks in Lib. for a few minutes
but said he got what he came for. Mr. Laurent phoned to ask title + pagination of Ford
legislation no. of Law + contemporary problems (it is in 1939 no. 1 if anyone wants to
know).
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12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
All was quiet as far as repair work was concerned and very few students at the noon hour
(several at night). Filed pages in the loose leaf set on Trent? (P.C.H.).
Aug. 22, 1939
8 - 12:15 F. Apperson
Discussed my future work with Miss Ogden. Our last time together before her vacation
begins. Typed additional information on some cat. cards and filed cards. Worked on serial
list. Mr. Flynn (for Mr. Thomason, contract) used library.
8:10 - 10:10 E. L. Ogden
1:15 - 5:15
Phoned Mr. Baugh that Mr. Perrin would come for books offered last Sat. (see Daily
Record). Gave address to Mr. Perrin in person when he came to see if any campus mail to
go out. He brought nothing. Forgot to ask him about the fern. Men painted over plastered
patches may not be back to see about do the rest until something is done about lights. Made
notes for HH Turner’s use. Mr. Carr said he would be working at Main Lib until freshman
week, asked to renew one book + took another. Mr. Edelmann – reported out of town till
end of this week. I left a message at 3-2221 to ask him to report about the book borrowed
from Law Lib. Mr. Wicker will be here about a week after commencement. Mr. Venable,
who lives in town asked about using Lib. after commencement – I said yes. Wayne Oliver, of
Maryville bar, used Library. Took inventory of part of RR. 2-3.
12 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Ruled stack cards and wrapped a package of U.S. News. Took inventory in Library Office
and brought Library Statistics up to date.
Wednesday Aug. 23, 1939
8 - 12:15 E. L. Ogden
Painters may be here this P.M (rumor!). 3 coats paint and 1 sizing will take about three
weeks (rumor!).
1:15 - 5 F. Apperson
Campus mail. Took inventory from R.R. 3 to Tenn. bar assoc. proceedings, R.R. 4a. Worked
on serial file. Not many students used library.
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11:30 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Took inventory in sections 7-10 and Williams Digest. Dusted the shelves in sections 4(a)
and 5. Mr. Robt Kennerly left some books here (in the box behind the desk).
Thurs. Aug. 24 1939
8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 5
Mr. Burnett used Lib. for Cates Smith E. + Long (all contracts) + B. Foster for T.G.
McConnell. Painters painting walls in hall + stairways nearly blocked all entrances to Lib. in
A.M. Began in stack rooms after lunch. I asked Mr. McClure to get his wife to wash our
brown curtains before fall terms open + I will pay what she thinks right. Mr. Wicker, tried
to use Lib. in A.M., his office being painted but decided to borrow current periodical nos +
work on them at home as smell of paint made work difficult. I checked up charges to see
that book cards + borrowers cards correspond. Regret to say that I have found heretofore
discrepancies – not all book charges having been added to borrowers card – 1 book ret’d
for which I found no record at all. (Some omissions on borrowers card clearly my fault, +
probably others were. Sorry!) So it would be well to look up on shelves + make sure vol.
hasn’t come back before notifying lawyers of book due. Sorry Checked over books not
found by F.A. + H.F.S. in yesterday’s inventory and read shelves 4b - Display exc. Legal bib.
R.R.-5. Filed note after “Books lost guide” in “Procedure” file (it is with “Book Statistics”
data). The worst record we ever had for numbers and value lost in one year. I accuse
(without evidence) Robert Kennerly’s business law class for the most serious losses. Miss
Baker phoned with regard to my request for loan of vacuum cleaner. She said Mr. Nunally
assures her that everything will be cleaned. I told her painting now in progress + she said of
course no stirring of dust advisable until paint dries. She will come down some time next
week + see how things are + see that whatever is needed is done.
I think until Fall term begins, entries in this book need not be a page a day, but follow
straight on a page a day as they come one after another. 3:30 Painting (1st coat) through in
stacks, beginning in Lib. Office. They say they won’t come in RR till lights are decided on. I
pushed periodicals back on shelves – also books in RR-5 – probably all for nothing. Charge
all disarrangement to preparation for painters!
12 - 1:30 H. F. Stewart
Put cardboard in some of the shelves and rearranged into numerical order some I.C.C.
reports. This ends a very enjoyable two months spent at the Law School Library.
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Friday, Aug. 25
9 - 12 F. Apperson
1:30 - 4
Mail. Worked on serial file. No customers, but Mr. MacAlexander, (Nashville binder) came
to solicit binding. I could not tell him anything definite, but told him I’d give name to Miss
Ogden. One customer Mr. Rountree borrowed book for J.A. Fowler (contract). He had
written request from Mr. Fowler for the book.
Saturday, Aug. 26
9 - 12 [F. Apperson]
Checked mail, worked on serial list. Miss Ogden called concerning Mr. Morse’s (Cornell law
library) correspondence of March, 1938. I looked through files but don’t think I found what
was wanted (reference to material he was sending on Public utilities in Tenn. and which he
says has not been returned to him). Miss Baker called about same thing and asked that I
continue to look and send letters to Main Lib. Monday.
Monday, Aug. 28
[F. Apperson]
Mail + serial list. Miss Baker came by this A.M., mostly for the letters (Morse
correspondence) I think. She took 3 back with her to Main. Mr. Perrin brought books from
Main late this p.m., so I did not get all added.
Tuesday, Aug. 29
9 - 12 F. Apperson
1:30 - 4
Campus P.O. mail. Finished adding new vols. to record + making official list cards for them.
Worked on continuations. Called about overdue books. Mr. McClure called Miss Baker
about use of vacuum cleaner. She talked to me about cleaning, saying Mr. Carr was using
cleaner there; also, the plaster dust may be harmful to cleaner. Suggested I supervise Mr.
Lindley in his cleaning of shelves, beginning tomorrow. Mr. Fisher (for McConnell +




Checked mail. Worked on serial continuation file. Mr. Dunlap and Mr. Harton (both for R.M.
McConnell, contract) used library most of day. Painters in hall on this floor again this p.m.
Mr. Lindley began in Library office with cleaning shelves and books. Mr. Wicker donated a
quantity of Amer. bar journals, after seeing a request to Mr. Blackard for few numbers. I




Been quite busy finishing up. Mrs. Morris is away, so have been answering phone, besides.
Among calls were: information as to requirement of hrs. in 1st + 2d year law students; Dean
of Yale law school; Law Library hours; whether we have certain books in library or not. Mr.
Rountree (for J.A. Fowler, member) used library by Mr. Fowler’s written permission. Also
Mr. Robt. Young (for W.W. Kennerly) and Mr. Claxton of T.V.A. I worked some on serial list,
but am only to L in alphabet. Made statistics report for Aug. as much as could before
hearing from Main. Mr. Lindley finished office. Have enjoyed my work here this summer.
Friday, Sept. 1. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Filed L.C.cds. At Miss Baker’s suggestion collated some vols. belonging to Main Library.
Miss Baker called up to find record of Mr. Tapp’s payment (to July ‛39) as she had mislaid 
her own copy from Treasurer’s office. Painters are through for present but Library is in a
bad mess. Mr. Lindley promises to finish cleaning soon. Read daily record for July - August.
Judge Stooksbury at closing time to consult Ala. + Miss. Repts. Stayed about ½ hr. to oblige.
Mr. Lindley + McClure cleaned Library Office and started cleaning stacks.
Saturday, Sept. 2. 1939
9 - 12 (H. H. T.)
Started copying Tenn. Acts relating (1939) to Univ. of Tenn.
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Monday, Sept. 4. 1939
Labor Day. Closed.
Tuesday, Sept. 5. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Filed L.C. cds. Lindsay Young, for father Robert Young, member, contract basis, used
Library.
Wednesday Sept. 6. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Filed L.C. cds. Did some collating for Miss Baker (at home). Campus mail. Mr. Fisher for
McConnell (contract basis). Mr. Rountree for grandfather Gen. Fowler (contract basis). He
is going to practice with Forrest Andrews. Showed 1st yr. student (Mr. Boaz) Library.
Thursday, Sept. 7. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Mr. Keller Smith + Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract basis). Mr. Banker recently
graduated who is to take a course at U.T. this fall used Library. Mr. Venable came to return
books. Did copying 39 Acts.
Friday, Sept. 8. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Copied 1939 Acts. Mr. Strauss, memb. (fee basis), Mr. L. Young for father Robert Young,
(cont. basis) Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith, Mr. Fisher (contract basis) used Library for
Seymour. Campus mail brought 5 boxes books. 42 gifts from Mr. Frank Montgomery. Took
care of bindery +c. Mr. McClure closed all windows on east side to wash from outside at
about 3 P.M. and didn’t re-open as he hadn’t begun washing at 4. Temp. rather high in
consequence! Called up Mr. Montgomery, unofficially, to thank him for gift.
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Saturday, Sept. 9. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
Mr. Thomason (cont. basis). Worked on vols. rec’d yesterday from bindery.
Monday, Sept. 11. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Continued as above + listed (+ dusted) Montgomery donations. Mr. Robert Young Jr. for
W.W. Kennerly City Att’y.
[E.L.O. handwriting] P.S. “Montgomery donations” officially credited to his partner W.J.
Donaldson who is our contract member.
Tuesday, Sept. 12, 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Filed LC. cards. Collated new books sent down. Robert Young, for Warren Kennerly, City
Atty, and Lindsay Young, for father Robert Young (contract basis) used Library.
Wednesday, Sept. 13. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Filed L.C. cds. Mr. Rountree for his grandfather Gen. Fowler (trustee + member, contract
basis) used Library with written authorization. Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith memb.
contract basis. Dean came to see about new lights and arrangement of tables, with Mr.
Kirkman. In p.m. Miss Baker came with Mr. Witham to discuss lights. Resumed copying
1939 Acts relating to U.T. Mr. Brewer for Mr. Pettiway (fee basis) used Library; couldn’t
find authorization + fee expired Aug. 31, but I let him stay after calling his attention to it.
Campus mail.
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Thursday, Sept. 14. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
L.C. cds. Collated vols. rec’d yesterday. Copied Pub. Acts ‛39.  Robert Young Jr. for W.W. 
Kennerly City Atty. used Library. Mr. Brewer brought written authorization to use Library
from Mr. Pettway (member fee basis). Also showed $6.00 check he was sending U.T. Treas.
office for quarterly dues from Sept. 1 ‛39. 
Friday, Sept. 15. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Filed L.C. cds. Mr. McClure washed Library windows + tried to repair Venetian blinds. Took
phone calls as Mrs. Morris is away. Mr. Wicker brought gift of dup. cops. Am. Bar Ass’n Jour.
+ Tulane Law Rev. Copied 39 Tenn Acts relating to U.T. Mr. Pettway (memb. fee basis) used
Library.
Saturday Sept. 16. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
Mr. Armistead for Mr. Egerton (memb. cont. basis); Mr. Brewer for Mr. Pettway (memb.
sub. basis); Mr. Fisher for Mr. Seymour (memb. cont. basis).
Monday, Sept. 18, 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Filed L.C. cds. Made list of Mr. Wicker’s Tulane + Am. Bar Ass’n Jour. contributions. Mr.
Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith memb. cont. basis; Mr. Flynn, for Mr. Thomason memb. cont.
basis; Mr. White, member cont. basis; Mr. McAuley, for Mr. Steinmetz memb. cont. basis
faculty memb. Explained to Mr. McAuley need of written authorization and he said he
would obtain one at once. Campus mail. Collated. Later, Mr. Steinmetz brought Mr. McAuley
and wrote authorization.
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Tuesday, Sept. 19. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
With Miss Baker’s and Dean Witham’s consent closed Library 9.45 - 11 for Prof. Hill’s
funeral. Mr. Flynn, for Mr. Thomason (memb. cont. basis). Chattanooga lawyer whose
name escapes me, used Lib. Mr. Thomason, memb. contract basis. Lindsay Young, for
father Robert Young, (memb. cont. basis). Copied 1939 Tenn. Acts relating to Univ. R. Young
Jr. for W.W. Kennerly, City Atty.
Wednesday, Sept. 20. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Filed L.C. cards. Campus mail. Mr. O’Neil, memb. (cont. basis) used Library.
Thursday, Sept. 21. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Filed L.C. cds. Mr. James Lee Clark, from M.W. Egerton (memb. contr. basis) + Mr. Nousan
Morrell (memb. contract basis) used Lib.
Friday, Sept. 22. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Arranged I.C.C. Adv. sheets. 3 men cleaned + waxed Library floor. Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C.M.
Smith, cont. basis; Robert Young Jr. for Mr. W.W. Kennerly (City Attorney); Ben McAuley for
Mr. Steinmetz (memb. cont. basis); Mr. DeVault (memb. cont. basis). Some lawyer (memb.
cont. basis) whose name escapes me. Campus mail.
Saturday, Sept. 23. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
Library closed as floors of landing and RR. were being oiled. Miss Baker sent me to Cat.
Dept. Main Library 9 - 12.
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Monday, Sept. 25. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Judge Hicks, Mr. Broome, + stenographer. Filed L.C. cds. Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith,
memb. cont. basis. Campus mail. Collated. Did odd jobs. Mr. Pope, who is about to be
member on fee basis used Library with permission. Mr. Fisher for Mr. Seymour (memb.
cont. basis) and Mr. Kreis for Mr. Bass (memb. cont. basis).
9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 4
Tuesday, Sep. 26, 1939
8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Mostly cleaning corners + getting things back in place. Workmen finished RR. floor.
McClure helped put books back on top shelves in N.W. stack + carried packages of dups to
B. Also swept in stacks. D. Pope and R. Young (for W.W. Kennerly) used Lib. I took books off
RR-5 not needed for present courses and got from B others that are needed. Mr. Wicker
brought letter from to Mr. Coffey of Chatta. Mar. 1939 with list of articles on summary
judgments. Mr. C. is to write an article for Tenn. Law Rev. +
has mislaid the old list. Had no time to do any desk work.
1:30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Mr. Baugh with W.J. Donaldson, memb. (cont. basis) and Mr. Fisher for Mr. Seymour, memb.
(cont. basis). Put up notices of change of schedule.
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Wednesday, Sep. 27, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Finished (or nearly) getting rooms in order. Mr. McClure dusted chairs and of course hadn’t
time to empty waste baskets or cigaret jar or attend to toilet room or clean stairs in
consequence. He had a greasy looking liquid in a bottle to wipe chairs with (he never rubs)
+ I hope nobody’s clothes suffer in consequence + left some thick black dust in spots. I see
plainly that Librarian’s first duty every A.M. is to go + shut women’s toilet door. He never
has + never will remember. Entrance to Lib. adorned with cigaret jar, full to top, one large
bundle rags on top of fire extinguisher + one large carton with some cleaning equipment
sticking out. Still there at 11:35. Have to spend time keeping door shut – fear shall have to
insist on an automatic for this purpose. Rumor says fewer students than last. 50 about
taking partnership! Changed framed schedule of Lib. hours + put class sched. under
celophane for desk use, checked charges. Plainly see that to catch up must do nothing that
can be left to H.H.T. to attend to. Got U.T. cat. from Dean’s Sec. Showed Lib. to two
freshmen. W.W. Wilson used Lib. (for Fowler, contract basis) + Robt Young jr. (for WW
Kennerly, courtesy basis).
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (memb. cont. fee basis). 94 reported in Law
School.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Read Daily Report Sep. Aug. 25 - Sep. 23; attended to a few matters in basket; started
search for summary judgment articles for Mr. Coffey. About half a doz students, old + new.
Thursday, Sept. 28. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Pope (who is about to be member fee basis) used Library. Mr. Collier of Memphis
(lawyer) came. He promises to send a complete copy of brief relating to his lawsuit against
city of Memphis recently settled, also some other contributions to Law Library. Mr. Fisher
for Mr. C. M. Seymour (memb. contract basis).
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12:45 - 5:50 E. L. Ogden
Good attendance of students, very orderly. Phoned Supt. Buildings that repair of Venetian
blinds especially urgent now that there are too many students to have to keep running
away from sun. Several representatives of law firms to return books – none to stay. Miss
Bergen came to compare L.C. cards for Ky. statute service with pub. + decided cards did not
fit. Mr. Blackard to see what new textbooks we have + whic said classes in partnership and
constitutional law 50 or more – will need additional textbooks; campus mail. Looked over
accumulated cat. cards + answered catalogers notes. Mr. Wicker agreed that best place for
one of Donaldson’s gifts was waste basket – where it was put at once.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Filed LC. cds. Collated + added to list of accessions. Very few students.
Friday, Sept. 29. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Copied list of W.J. Donaldson contributions. Campus mail. Robert Young Jr. for Warren
Kennerly (courtesy basis); Mr. Jarvis for M.W. Egerton W.P. O’Neil (cont. basis); Mr. Dunlap
for T. G. McConnell, memb. (contract basis).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Looked over accumulated book advts. + checked looseleaf and ICC Motor cases advance
sheets. Students in Lib. not numerous but very quiet + orderly. Put up curtains Mrs.
McClure washed. Large carton used as waste basket parked at Lib. door as I came in at
noon; broom + dustpan ditto on 2d floor as I went out – Similar condition yesterday. My
statement to Dean in the summer recorded a plea that a closet with doors be provided on
2d floor or landing + cleaning implements required to be kept there when not in use.
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Saturday, Sep. 30, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mrs. Morris brought register for students to begin Monday registering Library hours. Mr.
Burnett used Lib. (for C.H. Smith, contract). Changed framed notice of Lib. hours to read
close “Sat 12:45” until end of football season. Miss Walsh phoned – McKelvy on evidence
was being ret’d by binder, unbound, because 1 p. was missing (1st p. of index); told Miss
Walsh it wasn’t worth while typing it. We should have found it out when collating before
binding. I asked Miss. W. to send it back to Law + I would patch it up. Did usual A.M. dusting
exc. periodicals – done earlier in week + desk. Filed I.C.C. motor cases adv. sheets. Entrance
to Lib. free of janitor’s implements this A.M. but lavatory door wide open + light on inside!
Monday, Oct. 2. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Filed LC cds. Mr. Pope (memb. sub. fee basis future?); Mr. Robert Young Jr. for Mr. Warren
Kennerly (courtesy) used Library. Mr. Horrell, representing Lawyers Cooperative Pub. Co.
came to look around and is returning this afternoon. Had to keep door closed as there was a
great deal of noise on second floor.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
R. Young (for Kennerly), Mr. Harton (for T.G. McConnell, contract) used Lib. Mr. Horrell of
Lawyer’s Coop pub. co. called + will send list of books with prices. Says he was told Fac.
meeting for selection of books would be next week. I have had no notice. Room full, 30
about + rather restless. Campus mail. Finished looking up summary judgment articles to be
added to list to be sent Mr. Coffey in Chatta. + gave to Mr. Wicker. Nearly finished clearing
basket.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Collated +c. Mr. Morrell (memb.) contract basis, used Library. Every one quiet + studious.
Mr. Pugh (U.T. Ass’t Treas.) has joined 1st yr. class as a special. He spent much time
investigating Library and browsing around.
Tuesday, Oct. 3. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Lindsay Young, for father Robert Young Senior, member, (contract basis) used Library.
Robert Young Jr. for W.W. Kennerly (courtesy). Mr. Dudley Porter of Nashville, in Office of
State Att’y General, used Library. Between 10 - 11 almost every chair was occupied, but
everyone quiet and orderly. Noise in hall, on landing and stairs very bad at times and
necessary to keep door tightly shut.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Robert Young, again, Mr. E.E. Fisher for TG McConnell used Lib. A very short, plump,
pleasant lady asked for Tenn. Dec. on contracts. Said she had been here before, gave her
name as Carmaday or something that sounded somewhat near it. Not a lawyer – grad of
K.H.S. 1901 + had been away from K most of the time since.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Filed LC cds. Mr. Morrell (contract basis) used Library but he had to move into Library
office on account of smell of paint in stacks.
Wednesday, Oct. 6,[sic] 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
The Young twins, Mr. Fisher used Lib. Phoned Miss Walsh to ask Miss Baker to urge
attention to shades. Campus mail; worked on book notices preparatory to faculty annual
meeting on books to be purchased.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
First Moot Court caused more noise than usual. Looked up Book Rev’s for pre-legal
students reading list in Minn. Law Rev. 22. Mr. Wicker is distressed to learn that we aren’t
receiving Georgetown Law Journ. 38/39 and made note to investigate why it had stopped
coming. Judge Thornburg came chiefly to look at portrait + talk of by gone days; also look
around Library.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Book notices.
Thursday, Oct. 5, 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith (cont. basis).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Fisher (for C.M. Seymour, contract); two representatives of West pub. co., used Lib.
More work with book reviews +c. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Collated IC vols. rec’d in campus mail. A large number in Library all the evening.
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Friday, Oct. 6. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Dusted current periodicals + finished list of Vt. cases. Miss Baker called to look at floor
which she thinks looks as well as can possibly be made. She inspected Vt. Rept. + will try to
buy a copy to take place of this imperfect one. She says missing leaves were never included
as stitching shows that none have ever been in that space. She investigated Venetian blinds,
says that only one is really out of order + she could fix it if she had a step ladder! + that
students can move when sun bothers them as it is much more important to get those in the
girls’ living quarters attended to. Suggested staff turn backs to light. She stayed some time.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
3 first yr. men looking around Lib. making diagrams + notes, said it was a legal bib.
assignment for all the class to see the Lib. and its arrangement + contents. Showed them
Guide to the Law Lib. which I recommended in case they wanted to really know about it +
not just get answers to questions. They seemed to prefer the answer method. E.E. Fisher
used Lib. for R.M. McConnell (contract). Worked on book reviews +c.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
So warm had to start fans. Mr. Freeman came with a book on methods of sci. research +
said the prof. wanted him to see which books listed in chap. on legal research were in Law
Lib. + where. After several p. of this asked what for? He said Dr. Walp wanted his students
to know so they could come and get them without bothering us. I advised, better not to try
– easier for us to show and stopped in middle of list. Wasted nearly an hour on this!
Saturday, Oct. 7, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Snepp, Everett, and stenog. used Lib. (for Frantz McConnell +c, contract); N.B. Morrell
(contract); Mr. Morton for JG. Johnson (contract) and 2 representatives of West Pub. co.
used Lib. Campus mail. Worked on book reviews. Campus mail brought new date stamp –
unexpected but welcome.
Monday, Oct. 9. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Had to do first calling down for talking +d laughing (quiet variety). Am going to be strict
this year and nip in bud all such activities.
So will I.– ELO
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. More book reviews. Think after tomorrow I’ll be able to return to normal
operations.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
A Univ. instructor to use U.S. Supreme Ct. Repts. Very few students.
Tuesday, Oct. 10. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Invited Messrs Fort, Pearman, + Ray to stop chatting with Miss Tounson. Book reviews. I
hear the Dean is coming back tomorrow.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
R.(?) Young jr. used Lib. for W.W. Kennerly (by courtesy). F. Apperson called. I gave her the
cards for serial list for A. Mounger, F.A. had made them in the summer. They represent a
full alphabetical list of serials in Law Lib. through “Law + contemporary problems.” All
changes since Aug. 31 + in future are to be noted for A. Mounger. Will try to keep these up
to date for her. Said I couldn’t tell when I could get to work on the list next – prob. not till
close of 1st term. Worked on list of suggestions for book purchases. Paid myself back for
all cash loaned Law Lib. to make change – 10¢. Got McKelvey on pleading from O.T. and
put in RR-5. Mr. Wicker is referring his class to it.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
About 20 students. Mr. Mason used his typewriter in conference room. O. Henderson TVA
librarian used Lib.
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Wednesday Oct. 11, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
R. Young jr. used Lib. for W.W. Kennerly (courtesy). Sent Miss Mounger dup. vols. recently
rec’d from W.J. Donaldson. Rec’d from Dean’s Off. notice for posting and pam. of Nathan
Burkan Memorial competition (essays on copyright). Glad to see Dean Witham back.
Mentioned receipt of Speaker’s Lib. no addressed to him. He said he thought the jokes in it
were worth price of subscription ($1.00). I said if subscribed for again would keep file out
of sight and hand it out only on request. He said bring up question at fac. meeting on books
which will be week of Oct. 23. Mr. Pearman wanted to renew Wellman - Cross exam due
Oct. 13. Told him would not renew any books on Mr. Wicker’s required list. He said he
would try to finish it. Wrote Miss Walsh that new state stamp was welcome but would not
stamp the 2d “1” in “11”– asked if dealer could replace or shall we keep. Tested all nos in
the day-of-the-month bands + rest OK except another 1 which we need not use. Asked if
new sharpeners could be had for Giant pencil sharpener (in use since 1922, I think) + for
supply of due slips. Shelved books in Balcony.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Filed LC cds. Collated + added to lists vols. rec’d in Campus Mail. Worked on book reviews.
Large crowd but very quiet.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
About 20 students, very busy. Mr. McAulay (for K. Steinmetz, contract) used Lib.
Thursday, Oct. 12, 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Did book reviews and checked up material in Law Library relating to Nathan Burkan Mem.
competition. Lindsay Young, for father Robert Young, (contract) used Library. Mr. Kreis for
Mr. Bass (memb. contract) used Library. Had an unusually large number of calls for help,
but none complicated.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
E.E. Fisher (for R.M. McConnell, contract) and N.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib. Campus mail
brought slips. Wrote Main asking if some items on Copyright list were in Main – not wanted
now but information wanted. Think we shall have to buy a few copyright books though
periodicals have most of the modern material. Spoke to Mr. Wicker about need for another
cop. of McKelvey or rather a newer ed. The 2d cop. of old ed. now falling apart.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Large number of students mostly 1st year. Mr. Delius (‛39 grad.) came to study for Bar Exam 
as he had failed to pass previously, also Mr. McAuley for Mr. Steinmetz (contract) near
closing time. Couldn’t find 77 U.S. Repts. (official set) (found later).
Friday, Oct. 13. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Campus mail brought vols. requested for inspection and bound periodicals. Took care of
latter. Book reviews for copyright books. Largest crowd since I have been on duty this fall.
Room almost full at one time but all very quiet. Mr. Hess here quite a while at noon.
Examined blinds + said he would send a man right away to repair. Said “they had
encountered a snag about lights but sometime we would have them – but painting was
indefinitely postponed.” Part of his visit was purely social (!!) + to see portrait. Took him
around + he looked things over. Probably has something in mind but what he didn’t say.
Heard later he had come to see Dean Witham.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Users of Lib. N.B. Morrell (contract); F. Headman (for JP. Powers, contract); R. Young for
WW Kennerly (courtesy); and a lady, name unknown, lawyer, used to practice in Ga. but not
here, to look up a point of Tenn. law on leases for personal use. E.E. Fisher asked to have
renewed “till next week” all books not returned today. Some due Mon. but haven’t renewed
– do it Mon. if not back then. Found Mr. Warner + Dean Witham talking about a book called
Country Lawyer they had from Lawson McGhee, but it is not the one by Windolph – it is by
Partridge. Miss Cottrell said it would has been sent to someone to review for Tenn. L Rev. –
Windolph already reviewed! She said the title is slightly different but it will be confusing!
Odd jobs took up all P.M. + can see quite a few things, outside of routine, that might be done
right away.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Saturday, Oct. 14. 1939
8 - 12:45 H. H. Turner
Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract). Mr. Pope. memb. (fee basis). Mr. Laurent, who is
both T.V.A. + faculty member as he is conducting law class under U.T. Div. of Extension.
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Monday, Oct. 16. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Morton for Mr. James G. Johnson (contract); Mr. Robt. Young for W.W. Kennerly
(courtesy). A very large crowd (mostly 1st year). Evidently the faculty are keeping them
busy, for they require a great deal of service and in some cases had very mistaken citations
which they were quite sure were correct! Spent leisure moments in learning correct names
but still have far to go.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. R. Young used Lib. for WW Kennerly (courtesy); Mr. Leslie Bass (contract) with Wm.
Kreis helping him.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Room crowded. Had to invite Mr. Hunt (1st yr. student) to stop talking to girls.
Tuesday, Oct. 17. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract) and Mr. Fisher for Mr. Chas. M. Seymour
(contract); Mr. Pope, (fee basis).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Users of Lib. Mr. Kreis, for Leslie Bass (contract), R. Young for WW Kennerly (courtesy).
Campus mail brought a supply of reserve “date due” slips and a new pencil sharpener, and
brought back the new date stamp – haven’t tested it yet to see if improved. Mr. Kirkman
+ another man did a lot of measuring – said nothing to me nor I to them. Started some
mending. Showed Mr. Wicker slips for books recommended for purchase + talked about
books to be ordered.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
A girl (Liberal Arts) to use U.S. Repts. Large crowd and rather restless. A lawyer (contract
basis) used Library but I can’t remember his name.
[E. L. Ogden] P.S. Mr. Wicker approves asking if Main Lib. will transfer to Law – Frankfurter
on Labor Injunctions, Brown on Lawyers + promotion of justice, and possibly Berle Studies
in the law of corporation finance (Law Lib has a cop.)
Later: Judge Jones will give Lib. his cop. of Labor injunctions.
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Wednesday, Oct. 18, 1939
8 - 1 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Kirkman + another man spent quite a while looking over RR + Lib Off. + consulting
together but did not say what for. Lat Two men took away 2 venetian blinds + later brought
them back mended. Mr. McClure put new pencil sharpener in place of old but left the
lavatory a perfect sight – did not even empty the waste basket. Wrote Main to ask if some
more books were in Lib. Miss Cockrill took data on Jessup’s life of Root to ask for review in
T.L.R. Think we will have to see that no chairs are placed on side of table nearest cat. I had
one to use with dict. but readers always move it along to where they are most in the way +
yesterday there were two of them. So we shall have to watch + move away chairs placed
there and chairs at ends of tables too.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Robert Young Jr. for W.W. Kennerly (courtesy) used Library. Campus mail. Collated +
accessioned vols. rec’d. Mr. Brehm (last year’s grad.) paid a friendly call after seeing Mr.
Wicker.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Accomplished only a very little mending in addition to general attention to the room. When
more than 20 students get to work in the RR it appears to fairly swarm!
Thursday, Oct. 19. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Much time spent in helping Dean Witham get material for case on Negroes being admitted
to U.T. Law College.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Wasted much time on fruitless search for more arguments in Gaines v. Mo. (re right of
negroes to admittance to state universities). Mended a little + added to shelf cards
periodicals recently bound. Student asking about Lib. hours – I said so far as I know, no
change. We did make changes last year because of Law Institute and Dean Turner’s
memorial but not the year before. Campus mail. Mr. Morrell phoned to ask if Nat’l Labor
Relations Bd is at Main Lib. Miss Walsh reported it is – but not to go out of building. Mr. M
said he would use it there.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Friday, Oct. 20, 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Dye, for Mr. Word (contract); Mr. Harton from Seymour + McConnell (contract).
Looked up, + turned in, list of citations from current legal periodicals concerning case of
State vs. Gaynes. Cornell + Fordham 2 of the fullest. Many questions asked about closing
tomorrow as there are no classes, taking out book for weekend tonight. Asked Mrs. Morris
who didn’t know. Main Library keeps open in A.M.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
In the afternoon Robert Jones of Dyersburg used Lib. Asked help in finding a case in point –
recent decision, vaguely remembered. Found something through index to cases to legal
periodicals. Edith Cottrell named several books rec’d for review in T.L.R. some of which the
Lib. may be able to purchase from reviewers. About half a doz. readers at night working on
their research projects. I let books go out for week end. Those asked for had extra cops. that
could be used in Lib. tomorrow if wanted. Campus mail brought some books from Main that
had been asked “for inspection.” First day of “homecoming”– now parade of floats and
dance at night.
Saturday, Oct. 21, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Worked on cat. cards. Several students worked steadily up to 11:30 – after that, only 1. Mr.
Tom Collier (law grad) brought Judge Reese(?) who used Lib. Two students brought 1
visitor each – did not introduce them. Let Mr. Powell take a vol. of essays on const’l law to
keep till Tues. He is a “special,” has no class till Tues. + works at TVA. Higdon came for
reserved books at 11:45 – said crowds already lining up for the game.
Monday, Oct. 23. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Mr. Dye used Lib. for R. Word (contract). TVA ret’d books including 7 Ala that
does not belong to this Lib. Phoned Mr. Henderson who will tell messenger to call. Read
most of new no. of Amer. law school rev. Posted chart of student activities. Mrs. Morris
says not entirely accurate. Mr. Freeman used his typewriter in conference room. Mr.
Kirkman + another man came for a few minutes. Do not know just what they did.
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7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Davis, for Mr. Kramer, (contract) used Library.
Tuesday, Oct. 24. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Book reviews +c. Hunted up more material on State ex rel. Gaynes v. Canada for Dean in
current legal periodicals as he wished every thing bearing on the subject, + turned over the
complete collection. Some vols. were on tables so if students ask, they are down in Dean’s
Office. Busy morning as many calls came at once. Mr. Brehm (law grad. ‛39) consulted 
authorities on bankruptcy law with Dean’s consent, as he is preparing for Fed. Bar Exam.
Mr. Fisher for Seymour + McConnell (contract). Mr. Morrell (contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
J. Lee Clarke used Lib. (for Egerton, contract) to find date when K + O road was chartered.
Tried to give him some help but did not find it. Worked on notes for fac. meeting Thurs.
Freeman in conf. room all afternoon. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Collated + accessioned vols. rec’d on campus mail.
Wednesday Oct. 25, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
A. Beu Johnson, former student now practicing law at near Bearden came to study for fed.
bar exam. Gave him what I could find and then went to Dean’s Off. to inquire. He was
dropped here because he flunked (must have finished elsewhere?) but Dean said OK let him
use it. Got a box of clips from Mrs. Morris.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Collated + added to Inventory lists. Lindsay Young for father Robert Young
(contract).
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Students asked whether Lib. would be open Fri. (no classes because of E.T.E.A.). I said yes –
unless last minute reque directions to contrary are rec’d.
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Thursday Oct. 26, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
A teacher from out-of-town county high school came to verify look up a citation to 12 Mass
49, claiming to relate to a case where Fellowes, driver of a bakery delivery wagon
purposely ran over Carr. Page cited had nothing to do with the subject. Tried Amer. digest
tables of cases; Mechem on Agency, Labatt on master + servant, C.J. on Agency, Cooley Torts
+ got no clue. He said he’d write the author. Mr. Bird asked to go in Conf. room to use Law
Rev. typewriter. I said, Is it there? He said “Bob says so.” Told him O.K. as he was up here
but as soon as he got through he I would get Mr. McClure to take it back. That typing was
disturbing, but when personal typewriters were brought we had to let students use them
there when working with Library books + room not in use for conference. I presume Mr.
Freeman was the one who left it there. Today Mr. Mason asked to go in. I said he had been
very noisy there yesterday + the first sound I heard he would have to leave. Tried to see the
Dean about Law Rev. Typewriter use.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
7 - 9:30
Campus mail. Robert Young Jr. for W.W. Kennerly (courtesy); Mr. Fisher for Seymour +
McConnell (contract). Mr. Fisher brought gift of Thornton, 4th ed., Oil + Gas, 2 vols. Messrs
Mason + Freeman in Conf. room afternoon + night.
Friday, Oct. 27. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
No classes on account of E.T.E.A. meetings + few, but industrious students. Mr. Laurent
(formerly T.V.A. but now with U.T. Div. of Extension) used Library.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
About usual no. of students in spite of holiday. Mr. Freeman again using typewriter in Conf.
room + Mason with another. Went down to inquire of Dean about use of typewriter here.
He thinks it disturbing at any time. Told him of incident last week where a member of law
rev. bd. came up to use the Law rev. typewriter here. Resulted in Dean telling Mrs. Morris to
get a key for each member of TLR board + tell them the room is not to be used by anyone
else and type writers not to be taken from room. It seems there are two typewriters there –
one for TLR + one belonging to Law College for N.Y.A. + fac. use. Asked Mr. Freeman what
he was doing + he said N.Y.A. for Mr. Walp. Seems to be verifying refs. as he goes along. Said
he thought he could finish tonight if he could stay till 7 + so be less disturbing. I said quite
against regulations but he promised to let no one in + it seemed quickest way to get rid of
him so I said yes.
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7 - 9:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Fair attendance.
Saturday Oct. 28
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Users of Lib. E.E. Fisher (for Frantz McConnell (contract), Mr. Morton (for Johnson,
contract), Mr. Dye (for R. Word, contract) and Herschel Jones (Cornell grad) for studying for
Fed. bar exam Monday. Last night Mr. Freeman said he had about 6 hrs. more work on Dr.
Walp’s papers. I suggested he find some other place to do his typing. Mr. Mason was
doing a case note on his own typewriter at the time. Think we shall have to inquire the
nature of their work + how long it will take when others apply for permission to type in
there.
Monday, Oct. 30. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Robert Kennerly Young Jr. for W.W. Kennerly (courtesy) + Mr. Fisher for Seymour +
McConnell (contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
R. Young again. Campus mail. Neglected to record last week that Dean Witham said
painting of the RR would be begun this weekend – “they said they would do it week ends” +
he Dean hoped that was true. Told Mr. Mason asked for conf. room key – I asked why – he
said Law Rev. work. I said we couldn’t have typing for Law Rev. work going on steadily in
there + he would have to do as the others do + use Lib. tables for his books and do his
typing else where. He asked about taking them downstairs. I said perhaps for a limited
time. He said as many as three? I said from the looks of that room as I passed, I wouldn’t
trust books to be left there while he went in + out. A typewriter is still in Conf. room where
it doesn’t belong but Mr. Freeman hasn’t used it this P.M. Mr. Henry Hudson came for to
borrow Osborne’s Questioned documents. Cleared off part of accumulated work on desks +
in basket.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Freeman back in conf. room with Mr. Mason. Mr. Templeton took typewriter
downstairs.
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Tuesday, Oct. 31. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. McClure brought some clean rags. Said Mr. Kirkman now thought it was not likely
painting would begin this week end. Mr. Freeman in Conf. room using Mr. Mason’s
typewriter – at least it looked like Mr. Mason’s. Users of Lib: Mr. W.H. Peters + J. Armistead
– used Ky. Code + Carroll’s Ky. stat. for a case in Ky. to which they go on Fri. Showed me
they had a great deal of copying to do in the way of prescribed forms for Ky. practice +
could they take the vols to office. I said yes till Thurs. but do not go away + leave books in
off. or take them with them. They promised. I told them it was against regulations but
exception made only if work could be done immediately + books returned promptly.
Campus mail. Filed some loose leaf stuff + checked about half of the waiting adv. sheets of
M.C.C. reports. Miss Baker phoned about various pocket suppl. for which bills have come.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Took fine + ink money to Main Libr.
Wednesday, Nov. 1. 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mr. E.E. Fisher for R. M. McConnell (contract) used Lib.; says he may be away next week so
please renew any books due then. He will bring back lots after that. Filed cat. cards and did
a few other bits of accumulated matter. Miss Walsh phoned did we need a new ink pad. I
said yes + did her red stamp ink fade out? She said yes – so I suppose ours is no worse than
others.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Collated + added to Inventory lists but not to Accessions. Mr. Dye for Roscoe
Word (contract). Read and straightened RR-5. Painters came to measure. Will start
Saturday noon. Mrs. Morris brought message from Dean that Building was to be closed
promptly at twelve on Saturday.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Spent whole evening on I.C.C. adv. sheets – done for the present! Herschel Jones studied for
bar Ky (?) practice – taking Evidence as Ky code was lent to Mr. Peters.
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Thursday, Nov. 2. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Dye for Mr. Word (contract) also Mr. Jas. G. Johnson (contract). Read shelves and
straightened vols. Sec. 4b + display R.R.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Dean Witham asked if we wanted any of the new pictures in the Lib. Asked me to look at
them sometime in his office – etchings, portraits, buildings, +c. – framed to be distributed
through building. Saw no opportunity to day. He also said painters would be here three
weekends beginning Sat. at 12 (noon) Nov. 4. He hopes they will do as they say. Student
from Hill wanted to borrow a book on constitutional law. After some demur and
questioning let her take Burdick as students do not seem to use it now. Gave 2 weeks limit,
subject to recall as needed. Same conditions for Arant on suretyship – Mr. Weakly wanted
to study for Jan. bar exam. It will not be taught this term. Mr. Peters returned Ky. Code.
Campus mail brought new stamp pad.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Nov. 3, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Exchanged with HHT AM for PM – Mr. Fowler of Loudon used Lib. He asked if we had any
citator that would show where English cases were cited in American reports. I said I knew
of none. I looked up his case in Engl. + Emp. Digest for curiosity + found it cited only once in
English cases, but did not tell him so. Suggested looking in tables of cases to in treatises on
bill + notes +c. Dean W. away, busy on Negro case. Suggested Mr. McC. clean up lavatory for
once – said it hadn’t been clean once since I came back from my vacation – true but hurt his
feelings to be told so. Mrs. Morris says none of pictures are to be hung in Lib – Blackstone +
Holmes are to go in class rooms, court scenes + amusing subjects in Moot court room +
Supreme Ct. building, Nashville + U.S. in Halls. Sent Miss Baker letter about Pitts’
reminiscences (Tenn.) asking if at Main Lib. and giving her Judge Jones’ comment that it
was pretty poor, full of personal animosity to other judges – unjustified + in bad taste. Tried
to get article out of the way by finishing mending +c.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Fowler, who will return tonight. Miss Baker. Campus mail.
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7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Wrote out what information I had about the pocket supplements Miss Baker asked about.
Shelved books in B. Referred to Mr. Blackard + Judge Jones a letter asking data on forms for
wills for a revision of book by Fook (not in Law Lib).
Saturday Nov. 4
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Dusted current periodicals + pushed them back on shelves as protection from spatters +
treated some of wall shelving likewise. Cleared desk for temporary use of Lib. Off. at 11
after class had met, turned out all lights except those near alcove at 11, put Mr. Watson’s
books on truck in Lib. Off. Mr. N.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib. Preparations for painters
were not extensive. Took ink money home with me.
Monday, Nov.6. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Pope (fee basis). Library was painted Saturday - Sunday. Walls improved in appearance
but floor has suffered some as it looks streaked. Mr. McClure mopped floor at 11o’clock.
Men came to repair telephone which was out of order. Mr. Oliver, Maryville lawyer.
12:45 - 1 E. L. Ogden
8 - 10
Mr. J. Thomason (contract) used Lib. Mr. Lewis returned Uniform Citation pam. afternoon.
He had taken it for overnight but as he had been using it all AM in TLR room in his official
capacity as citation editor delay was justified. I made up time I had taken off Oct.14. Wrote
Miss Baker to ask if I might get F. Stewart at my expense to be at Lib. desk 12 to 1 Oct. Nov.
23 and exchange AM + PM with H. H. Turner (both having said they were willing) to release
me for a family dinner. Lib. needed considerable cleaning up. Not much spatter, but
evidently the cloths used for covers had been exposed to plaster dust elsewhere + left a fine
white film on most surfaces. Checked periodical list of subscriptions paid to T.L.L. Lib. sent
it yesterday Sat. Miss Walsh phoned to ask if Law would have any binding soon for NLB.
Said would have to look. Little could be spared at this season.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Very few students + complaints about smell of paint.
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Tuesday, Nov. 7. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. N. B. Morrell (contract) + Mr. Baugh for Mr. W. J. Donaldson (contract). Mr. Broughton
used his own typewriter in conference room.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Miss Norwood of TVA tech. Lib phoned to ask if we had anything by which we could verify a
quotation, “Law is a seamless Webb,” by Maitland. Quickly I said I’d see + our cat. guided to
an essays in Ass’n Amer. Law Schools Essays on hist. Anglo-Amer. law in the first v. of
which I found a passage using “seamless webb” figure for history – not law. That is a
reward for making cat. cards for all essays in this collection – one of the first things HHT + I
did! She came + got this vol. and 2 v. of Pollock + Maitland’s Hist. Engl. law. Mr. Morrell
again, campus mail. Room full + rather cold. Students more restless than usual. Got Mr.
Warner’s McKelvey, Evidence Ed. 4 which he is going to sell to Lib. Will see Mrs. Morris
about it tomorrow.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Collated + added to accessions + inventory vols. rec’d in Campus mail.
Wednesday, Nov. 8, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Miss Walsh phoned that Main Lib. would close 10 - 1 Nov. 11. Univ. in general says 10 - 12
but Main put it 10 - 1. Told Miss Walsh no classes after 12 at Law – so she agreed Law Lib.
closes definitely for the day at 10 on Nov. 11. Mr. Morrell, Mr. T. Dunlap. Dean says painters
will do Conf. room + lavatory on Nov. 11. I said they could get in at 10 – or earlier if they
wish. Mr. Walp came for cases on income tax. Mr. Morre Miss Baker phoned about
periodical list (or ELO phoned her) + agreed to E.L.O.’s Thanksgiving arrangements.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Campus mail brought bottle of ink.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Looked up items on list of books recommended for purchase that Mrs. Morris is copying.
Will write up some comments on this AM’s work tomorrow – especially Mr. Walp’s.
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Thursday, Nov. 9. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
A Miss McCarty (T.V.A.) sent messenger with request for 3 or 4 bound vols. of legal
periodicals. I wrote on order that they were not allowed to circulate. She thereupon phoned
a very persistent request and I referred her to Miss Baker who issued the following
statement, that, inasmuch as certain lawyers of the City by payment of a fee were allowed
the use of the Law library as well as students and faculty, she felt that it would be doing
them an injustice to allow nonpayers to take out books, (but she did not say that this
referred to T.V.A. borrowing anything else except legal periodicals). She said she was going
to put it entirely on that ground and wanted the Dean so to understand if T.V.A. should
“take it up with him.” It might be well for E.L.O. to ask her to write it out as I am not clear
about all loans to T.V.A. tho this is reported exactly as she said it for I wrote it down
immediately. Mr. O’Neil (contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Quiet afternoon as far as readers’ requests go but did not get a great deal done. Turned
back to Mrs. Morris the list of orders decided on at Oct. faculty meeting – + filed slips +
circulars that had been used in connection with them. Returned to Miss Baker a letter
asking what to do about Ohio Code. We have Page’s Code and Baddwins upkeep service
which really joins on with Throckmorton’s code. I suggested getting suppl. to Page if no
more cost than now, otherwise continue as we are until use shows difficulties we do not
see now.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. McNabb for Kramer (member cont.)
Friday, Nov. 10. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Armistead for Mr. Egerton (contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Man from West Pub. Co. came in smiling to say Mrs. Morris had just shown him books
ordered from West. I asked the price of Descriptive word index 1st + 2d dec. as ours is
getting worn. He said $7.00 – seemed a little doubtful, though he looked it up in his note
book. Showed him how Restatements pages slide up + down on their threads + get worn at
edges. Mended. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Continued mending. Put back on shelves books gotten out for Mr. Walp several days ago
but made a list of citations in case he sends some one to look them up.
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Saturday, Nov. 11, 1939
8 - 10 E. L. Ogden
Armistice day: close at 10. Took all photos from middle drawer of desk to show Dean
Witham. Think some were kept as suitable for framing. Painters possible but not sure for
Conf. Room + lavatory. Took hangers away + put them in Lib. Off. back of curtain with
wrapping paper. Will lock both desks + put keys in HHT’s basket. Plumbers at work
installing new radiator in Mrs. Morris room. Will wait till next week to ask about pictures.
Noted Wigmore Evidence missing from RR-5 (found later in Balcony).
Monday, Nov. 13. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
No painters! Later they came to paint Conf. room + lavatory. Dean brought + introduced a
middle aged man (resembles Dr. Thales) but I didn’t catch name. Mr. Robt. Young Jr. for
W.W. Kennerly (courtesy). Wayne Oliver Maryville lawyer. Campus mail.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. John Ayres (contract) used Lib. Copy of Dean’s letter asking Miss Baker to order books
came. Sent Miss Baker a note as to which needed soonest + put memo of note in folder with
list – “Ordered.” Phoned Mr. Hudson’s off. after 2 blank trials got answer “Mr. H. doesn’t
answer” so gave girl message about Osborn Questioned docs. This is on student’s list given
by Mr. Wicker for outside reading.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Baugh (fac. + also for W.J. Donaldson, contract) and Mr. McCauley for Mr. Kramer
contract used Library.
Tuesday, Nov. 14, 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Painters back in Conf. room. Mr. Strauss (contract) + a friend who is helping him. (fee)
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Phoned Mr. Hudson again. He said please renew but will return Osborn’s Questioned docs.
today or tomorrow. N.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib. Mr. Wicker will speak to class about
Wigmore Evidence.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Lindsay Young, for his father Robert Young, (contract).
Wednesday, Nov. 15, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Wicker brought letter dated Nov. 7 from the Geotown Law Review saying they are
sending v. 27 with a bill to Tenn. LR each review to subscribe hereafter for the other, not
exchange. Geotown is now $4.00, Tenn. is $2.50 subscription. Told him the numbers not yet
rec’d. He mentioned that it had taken two months to answer his letter. Mr. Blackard
introduced Miss Bernice Clark from the Home Ec. Dept. who had asked him what ere to
look for material on Trust Companies and Wills. She said she had 30 minutes to present her
information so couldn’t go into details. Looked it up in Encycl. Social Sci. (good on Trust
companies, not much on wills), various vols. of elementary law (very little), Bouvier’s law
dict. (pretty good). She used some, will be back tomorrow after brunch. Paint in lavatory
not yet dry. Worked on cat. cds.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Cat. cards again. Mr. Wayne Oliver of Maryville used Lib.
Thursday, Nov. 16. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Did a little more with cards. Mr. Clyde Buhl called up to ask an SW citation corresponding to
an Ark. which he had – I looked it up before asking who he was! But probably would have
done it anyway. Last night found a few paras. on wills +d Trust companies for Miss Clark.
She said they were helpful + finished her work.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Friday, Nov. 17. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Miss Walsh called up to enquire whether we had duplicate cops. of Tenn. Acts 1939 here to
sell to a second hand dealer, but later said she guessed Miss Baker was the one to ask about
it.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Did some mending. More than usual restlessness – about 25 students at peak.
A student from Hill asked to borrow Keezer on Divorce + wanted anything else we had on
the subject. Had used Vernier at Main Lib. Reminded her Keezer was dated 1923. Did not
suggest Schouler Dom. Rel. – as the girl seemed too hurried to look into what there was. She
gave phone + box no – but signed her name “Josephine” simply. Did not notice this until
after she left! Book to be recalled if needed – gave 1 week limit.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
More work with cards.
Saturday, Nov. 18
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Called Mr. Morton about books borrowed for J.G. Johnson (contract). Was told he had an
office of his own (3-4713). Asked him if he still worked for Johnson or was “on his own.” He
said some of both – would enquire about books due and call back (which he did). Perhaps
we’d better watch to see if he is inclined to borrow for his own use in their name and in
future call Johnson’s office + ask there directly – not ask Mr. Morton. I presume
authorization to sign Johnson’s name is still good until cancelled by Johnson. Called City
Hall + left a message for R.S. Young, jr. Called Mr. Fisher at Frantz McConnell + Seymour. He
came + brought a load of books (2 v. of Ann. Dec. belonging to the firm among them) + said
he would bring more Mon. Said he had been away a week – (in hospital).
Washed desk linoleums + did extra straightening in RR + lavatory. Mr. McClure’s infected
hand in bad condition in spite of doctor’s treatment + he will not be able to do any cleaning
this week end. Things I did not attend to but need it – dusting current periodicals,
straightening shelves in RR (exc. Eng. Reprints).
Monday, Nov. 20, 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Delius used Lib. with Dean’s consent. Helped him get information on inheritance tax in
Texas. Dusted current period.s., straightened Sec. 5, 1, 2, 4a + b.Display.
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12:45-1:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Laurent used Lib. Men worked on window cords in RR and Lib. off. Building smelling a
good deal of paint though none seems fresh except on 1st floor.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Nov. 21. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Read shelves in alcove. Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (fee), Mr. Fowler of Loudon, used Lib.
Mr. Fisher (Frantz McConnell contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Mr. Fisher (for C.M. Seymour, contract) again. Also T. Dunlap for T. G.
McConnell (contract). Learned that Law College will dismiss at 12 Sat. noon Dec. 16 for
Xmas holidays instead of Dec. 18 (Mon.) at 5 as printed in Cat. Classes to begin Jan. 4
instead of Jan 5. Some want to know when they can get put in reserves. Does HHT think
Dec. 6 about right? Made a slight reduction in memo. of left over work.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Took care of books rec’d in Campus Mail.
Wednesday Nov. 22. 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Preston of W. Va. asked if he could use the Library – said he’d be in K. for some time –
had used the Lib. before. I said yes. He seems to find his way about. Mrs. Ben Kennedy of
the Cumberland Hotel came to see Herbert Davis’ essay on copyright. Mr. Carty came to say
she was down stairs asking for it + said she could not come up (Wonder if she noticed he is
lame!). So I took it down + she proposed to sit on stairs + look at it so I guided her to Law
Rev. room, lounge being much occupied + noisy + left her there with it, cold + plaster-dusty.
It seems she is getting a book printed at Newman’s and they are to see to the copyrighting
but she wants to be sure of her rights. I suggested other works were in the Lib. but she
wanted nothing but the essay. I took an unwise risk in leaving it with her while she made
notes but Mr. McClure brought it up a short time after.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Fisher for R. M. McConnell (contract). Mr. Morrell (contract). Mr. McAuley for Mr.
Kramer (fee). Library almost deserted on account of Moot Court.
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7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on reports of extra-univ users of Lib. which haven’t been made up since March.
Attendance good – this P.M. busy for students. Bar meeting 1 - 1:30, Moot Ct 1:30 - 3:30.
Address by Clarence Templeton 3:30 - 4:30. B. McAulay (for R.R. Kramer, fee) used Lib. and
asked to take several books from RR-5. He said would return them to-day but I think the
Tiffany is the only one likely to be wanted. The rest can be renewed.
Thursday, Nov. 23, 1939
8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Mr. Preston of W. Va. used Lib. also Mr. Fisher for C.M. Seymour. I let him take
Ohio Code to get a passage copied. Said he could get it back this afternoon. Mr. Lewis as
case note editor of TLR asked to leave at Lib. desk list of cases for which notes can be made
– to be charged to students in the usual way. Did some more on Extra-Univ. list*.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
7 - 9:30
A large crowd in afternoon, and a great deal of loud talking and laughing just outside door.
When the noise increased I went out and discovered the usual crowd, including Miss
Townsend, and several smoking close to Library door. Mr. Wicker joined me in agreeing it
had to stop and silence fell. This is my first experience this season of that sort of thing.
12 – 1 H. F. Stewart (employed by E.L.O. with Miss Baker’s permission – to permit E.L.O.
to get off at 12:00).
Friday, Nov. 24. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Campus mail.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Continued work on “extra univ. users” +c.
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Saturday Nov. 25, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Mr. M.H. Gamble of Maryville brought a letter from C.S. Badgett jr. (contract)
asking use of Lib. for certain legal work in which they are associated. Talked with Mr. F.
Wilson about reserving books for Xmas holidays. He said it would work better if one cop.
was kept in Law Lib. + no* cops. circulate to Knoxville residents. I asked about use in
groups (i.e. trying to pass from one to another). He said it did not work last year – “you just
couldn’t get hold of them.” Did usual chores. Labeled some new boxes for shelves back of
desk + sorted contents, disposing of out-of-date material. Mr. Meares thinks F. Wilson’s
suggestion a good one. Mr. Gamble did not finish – asked if his letter would be good for
another time. I said yes.
*Found this would not work – many K residents going away for at least part of holidays.
Wanted books to take with them.
Monday, Nov. 27. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Wm. C. Wilson for Mr. James Fowler (Trustee + U.T. + contract) used Library. Mr.
Gamble of Maryville returned, assisted by Mr. Meares. Did a variety of odd jobs such as
copying July-Sept. list of “extra users of Lib,” I.C.C. Advance sheets, +c.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Addressed Miss Baker’s copy of statements of Extra-Univ. users of Law Lib. – Apr. - Sep.,
finished filing adv. sheets of I.C.C. vols. in MCC series, inspected calendar for Xmas holidays
with a view to “probabilities” what days Lib. will be open. Probably janitors will have a few
days off as last year. Otherwise, I see no reason for closing all day any day except Xmas +
perhaps New Years. Mr. Bishop came to get a book for Mr. Kramer. Told him to get Mr. K’s
authorization. Showed him the one we had from Mr. K. with a number of names – not his.
He said Mr. Sanders has gone from that office and he (Bishop) takes his place. Mr. Gamble
stayed most of P.M. and another man came who I decided must be Mr. Preston. Mr. McNabb
came to get Tenn Acts 1875. We had 2 cops. – I gave 1 week time limit on it.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Missed Madden Domestic Relations cop.1.
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Tuesday, Nov. 28. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Large crowd 9-11 and a great deal of restlessness. Girl student to consult Law Ed. U.S.
Repts. A Univ. instructor. Mr. Broome for Judge Hicks.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
N.B. Morrell (contract), C. McNabb (for RR. Kramer, fee) used Lib. Also Mr. Preston (of W.
Va.) and Herschel B. Jones (Cornell law grad. preparing for Ky bar exam). He has passed
Tenn. + Fed. bar exams but has given up hope of getting an opening in a Knoxville law firm.
He had Dean Witham’s permission in first place when he was preparing for Tenn. bar exam
and still comes. It seems reasonable to consider the permission as still good so I have said
nothing to him about it. Dean Witham asked if Justinian Institutes were in Latin or Greek
originally (products of the Eastern Roman Empire). I looked it up in various places and
found no definite statement or citation of title but inferred it was in Latin (see Encycl. Brit.
Justinian). He had gone before I finished so I am not sure he got what he wanted finally. Left
a note on Mr. Warner’s desk to ask his class about Madden Dom. Rel. missing at closing
time last night. Two of Mr. Walp’s class asking about for various books. May have done
wrong, but in place of Kent, I gave one of them an article in Hicks, Men + books +c. I suspect
Dr. W. wanted them to see the original even if they could make nothing of it (as Coke’s
Institutes). Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Only about 10 in Lib. Dr. Walp’s student to take out 3 (2 wk) books.
Wednesday, Nov. 29, 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner (E.L.O. changed to oblige)
Dean Witham sent word that, if no one was using the Library, to close at 8 tonight. He
would be in favor of not opening at all if it were not that a few students might want to
study, and probably such will be the case. A law graduate whose name escapes me, and
who is practicing in Newport used Library, also Mr. Preston of West Va.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
N.B.– at 8 PM 12 busy readers. “Law grad” this A.M. was Jeter Ray who was here 1 year +
went to Duke when Dean McDermott left. He graduated in law at Duke. Introduced himself
before he left. Herschel B. Jones used Lib. also N. B. Morrell. Campus mail. Miss Baker
phoned to ask if J. Byrne of Wash. D.C. was a responsible party to buy D.C. Appeals from. I
found he publishes a set of Acts relating to D.C. and a Mr. Banks of this firm is or was an
associate member of Ass’n of Law Libraries. Told Dean of the proposal to keep one cop. of
each subject here for use in Xmas holidays to circulate over night. He said he would let us
use his copies which he noted were getting a little worn. I said I would keep that in Lib. +
not let it go out at night. 2 cops. for RR would probably be used. Did not see note about
closing at 8 until after 5 + had told several we would be open till 9:30 so we shall have to.
Dean Witham phoned Mr. Hess’ office to ask when the buildings would be closed + janitors
off duty. Mr. Hess away. Clerk said he would phone Dean Witham Fri. Campus mail brought
2d or 3d cops. of Crane, Atkinson, McKelvey, and other West pub. co. handbooks. Corrected
entries for Mr. Preston. I had called him something else by mistake.
7 - 9:30 [E. L. Ogden]
C. McNabb used Lib. (for RR Kramer) or maybe for visiting with Templeton + others in
addition to his work– also Herschel Jones. Some took their reserved books + left at 9 – but 9
readers still busy. Worked on list of acts relating to U. of T. comparing what HHT had
copied + finding some ex. sess. acts that had been overlooked.
Thursday Nov. 30, Thanksgiving
Library closed.
Friday, Nov. 30 Dec.1, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden (exchanging schedule with HHT)
C. McNabb (for RR Kramer, contract) used Lib., also Mr. Preston of W. Va.. Bobbs-Merrill
representative called – new to this territory. Spent quite a while asking what we had or
needed – esp. a new ed of Thompson on Real Prop., $120.00 full price, $95, if old ed. turned
in. Referred him to Mr. Warner. He came back later looking for Mr. Wicker and Mr. Larson.
Finished revising list of 1939 Pub. Acts relating to Univ. of Tenn. County high school teacher
who came once before trying to identify a citation of a case referred to in text book on
business law.
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12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Thomason (contract). Added statistics for Nov. + took fine money to Main Library.
Collated + added to accessions vols. rec’d in Campus Mail. A univ. student to borrow vols.
on Legal Ethics for a debate he is taking part in, and another student using U.S. Repts. Mr.
Fisher for McConnell + Seymour (contract). Many interruptions, but everyone quiet.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Cut up more reserve slips. Started list of books to be kept in Lib. over holidays + those
available for circulation out of town.
Saturday, Dec. 2 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mr. McNabb for RR Kramer (fee); J. Privette for Mr. Tapp (fee) used Lib. Dean said Mr. Hess
will let him know early next week what is decided about Xmas janitor service – has still
several offices to consult but is considering giving janitors Sat. 23d + Tues 26th. Mr. Privette
wanted information about a full set of restatements – says they are being cited in courts
now so that lawyers are going to need them. Wrote Miss Baker asking her if too early to
arrange – proposed 9 - 12, 1:30 - 4; Sat. 9 - 12 exc. the days given janitors + Jan.1., told her
Law holidays would begin 16th instead of 18th + close 3d Jan. E Cockrill will be working on
copyright essay next two weeks. Many inquiries about reservations. Posted notice as to
beginning Dec. 6, 9 AM but did not tell them we would not take reservations for Dec. 9
week end until Wed. so as to give a chance to those who do not get them. Finished first
draft of lists of books available for holidays – several items yet to be verified. Haven’t asked
Fac. for loans yet. Do not mean to let Fac. books out overnight at any time. Campus mail.
Monday, Dec. 4. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Various odd jobs. Collated + added to Inv. vols. rec’d in Campus mail Saturday. Dusted
current periodicals. Usual Monday A.M. chores. Numerous enquiries about Holiday
Reserves. Went over charges. Notified Seymour + McConnell about vol. brought back here
by mistake Friday.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Herschel B. Jones in Library, studying for Ky. Bar Exam. E.E. Fisher asked if Perry on Trusts
one vol Ed 7(?) brought as a gift from Frantz McConnell could be returned, also Simkins
Fed. suit in equity, saying others in the office were asking for them + said they should not
have been given away. I have a record of Simkins, sent Main for cataloging July 19, 1939
and wrote Miss Bergen asking for it if work on it had not yet gone too far. I remember
expostulating with Mr. Fisher about Perry and having it on the desk a long time in case it
should be wanted, though Mr. Fisher assured me it would not. Evidently neglected to make
a record of sending it to Main as a dup which I recall doing. Dean Witham + Mr. Wicker
asked me titles + price of journals pub. book reviews by good critics very promptly after
book is out. I sent a note to Miss Baker – books on general subjects, not just legal, are
wanted. Reconsidered plans for reserves and decided to do it like last year, keep one cop. in
Lib. + make no distinction between out-of-town and in-town students – as some in-town
work at home when Lib. is open. Changed posted notice accordingly.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Dec. 5. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Campus mail.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Got out copyright material for Miss Cockrill to look over + let her take Tenn. prize essays,
Oliver + Davis, for over night. Herschel B. Jones used Lib. Asked Mrs. Morris for paste + she
gave me a large jar ½ full. Took out our last pencil from stock. Hope the nice long one that
vanished yesterday will turn up.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Herschel B. Jones again. Mr. Headman + friend at closing time.
Wednesday, Dec. 6, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Took reservations for Xmas holiday use. John Ayres (contract) used Lib. At night lecture by
C.H. Smith.
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12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Was summoned to Moot Court as a witness but was away only 5 minutes. Mr. McNabb for
Kramer (fee). Campus mail.
Thursday, Dec. 7, 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Messrs. Dunlap + Fisher for Seymour + McConnell (contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Measured shelves in Mr. Larson’s room to see if suitable for Lib. Think they are – could go
in N.W. corner of N.W. stack May get and room for more. Will ask about shelves from Mr.
Warner’s room if not too late. Shall need more shelving when Mo. + D.C. reports come 49 +
93 v. in all. Mr. Preston in Lib. Mrs. Morris brought exam schedule.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Judge Houston came by mistake to attend meeting in regard to Law Institute which is to
take place tomorrow night. As he was here he wanted to be shown around. He has K.B.L.A.
stock and wants to transfer it to his son. Mr. Laurent (fac.) used Library.
Friday, Dec. 8, 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Collated and accessioned vols. rec’d. Simkins’ Federal Equity Suit asked to be
returned to Seymour + McConnell, was sent down by Main Library, uncat.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
In afternoon users of Lib: Herschel B. Jones, Mr. Preston of W. Va (says he will be in
Knoxville several weeks longer), N.B. Morrell (contract) with Judge Stooksbury. Mr.
Connatser of Sevierville with a client to see N.C. code. Mr. McClure says only one set of
bookshelves will be available for Lib. Others are being made over for Mr. Blackard’s room.
Other users of Lib: John Ayres (contract) and a young woman who asked for Tenn. Real
Prop. law + used code for some time – left without giving her name. Lawyers meeting at
night in Room 102. Dean brought one up to show the Library but did not introduce him.
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Sat. Dec. 9, 1939
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail brought up by Mr. McClure. Mailed back to publisher “Sappington,
Medico-legal phases of occupational diseases” rec’d from Burger Law Book Co., Chic. “on
approval” (unsolicited). Mr. Fisher came + said he would return more books Mon. P.M. He
took note of 140 N.E. out since Oct. Gave him Simkins Fed. prac. which he brought by
mistake as a gift. He thought when the office got the new ed. that the old ed. would be
superseded but it seems that certain things were not affected by the old new rules so the
old one ed. is just as good for the unchanged subjects. Frantz McConnell +c have the N.L.B.
reports, Commerce Clearing House Labor services (looseleaf), wage + hour + other services.
Main Lib. has N.L.B. reports “not to leave building.” May be useful to remember F. McC. + S.
set – for other lawyers’ use.
Monday, Dec. 11, 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
John Baugh (for W.J. Donaldson, contract) and N.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib. Campus
mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Dec. 12, 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Many students more restless than I have seen them for a long time. Law
school bar exam + Tenn. Law Rev. banquet to night may be responsible. Mr. Conattser of
Sevierville and two others (Cecil Meek + another man) used Lib. Miss Baker phoned to ask
what proc. of Ky. bar ass’n proc. we had, asking if I thought Dean Witham would approve
purchase of more. I said, I thought not, but of course could not speak for the Dean. Knew
that Law College is holding off from some wanted things because money doesn’t go around.
A note asking price of institutional membership in Amer Ass’n Law Libraries was clipped to
Law Lib Jour no. returned. When I phoned answers she asked me to tell Dean that a dealer
was coming to ask him what he was willing to authorize in exchange for Tenn. bar ass’n
proc. That Miss Baker has some prior to date when Tenn. Law Rev. began to publish and
she values them at $2.50. One dealer said that was too high but this one is willing. Dean was
gone for the day, so I couldn’t give the message. Gave it to his Sec.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Filed ISSC Advance sheets. Collated + added to inv. vols. rec’d in Campus mail.
Wednesday, Dec. 13, 1939
8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
Users of Lib: Mr. Preston of W. Va; Myron Ely for L.C. Ely (contract). Took “Pitts” down to
Dean Witham – left message with Mrs. Morris that I proposed putting it in Balcony with
other Tenn. material where it would not be noticed. Did a little mending on books to go out
for holidays + planned some bookmarks for books to be kept here. I see exams begin Jan. 15
only ten days after classes resume after holidays.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Read R.R. 5. Mr. Doughty, lawyer, formerly memb. on fee basis but whose dues expired Oct.
‛38, with Dean’s consent came to examine Mr. Watson in order that he might certify him for 
Fed. bar exam. Let them use lawyers’ table. Mr. Myron Ely again. A Knoxville citizen, not a
lawyer, named S.E.M. Moore, came to use Ky. repts. and acted as if he had been here before.
As Dean was absent consulted Mrs. Morris who said let him stay (He kept his hat on +
talked loudly!). Campus mail. Added to acces. + collated. Mr. Herschel Jones? Many calls and
some restlessness.
[E.L. Ogden] He [Herschel Jones] is out of town taking Ky bar exam.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, Dec. 14. 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Just at closing time yesterday a student appeared who may prepare a thesis for Dr.
Saunders on the attitude of Justice Holmes as shown in his writings or something like that.
In case Dr. S. approves, he will be down here quite a lot during holidays. Dean Witham sick,
also Mr. Larsen. Mrs. Morris had to go to doctor’s so I took phone calls. Mr. Fisher for
Seymour, Frantz. Asked to have all books renewed due now.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Made out tentative schedule for ELO + HHT for Dec. 18 through Jan. 2. Got books from
Dean’s office to keep in Law Lib. while Lib. cops. are circulating. Adjusted a few “reserves.”
Wrote a post card to Mr. Stair (operated on Dec. 10 for appendicitis) that I would lend to
someone else the book reserved for him, to be ret’d for him last part of holidays if he
wished (Stair to be married Dec. 21).
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Dec. 15, 1939
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Fisher, for Frantz, McConnell (contract) and Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Got books from Mr. Warner, promised for holidays.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
N.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib. Got out books reserved, labeled with students’ names +
put in RR-6. Put Fac. cops. in RR-5 with green book marks stating Do not lend. Did not get
chance to read shelves but all was most wanted books were accounted for in checking up
reserves. 8 - 10 students in Lib – very industrious.
Sat. Dec. 16, 1939
8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Mr. M Ely used Lib. for L.C. Ely (contract). Mostly busy with reserved books.
50 taken for holidays. 2 others assigned – not called for. Posted notices of Lib. hours +
phoned Frantz McConnell, Kramer and Badgett offices about them. Read shelves RR-5.
Mon. Dec. 18, 1939
9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 4
Very quiet studious day. About 8 students, most of them working steadily all AM. + all PM.,
a few others came to get books overnight. N.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib. till 4 PM. leaving
a pile of books on table which ELO unkindly leaves for HHT to put away. Phoned Legal dept
Tech. Lib TVA about Ingersall + Lurner syllabus. Miss Norwood said would see about
sending it or reporting to us if still needed. Told her +Mr. Henderson about short hours.
Mended.
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Tues. Dec. 19, 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Mr. Fisher + Mr. Horton for Frantz McConnell. About 12 or 15 hard workers all day. Filed
LC. cds. Collated and added to accessions vols. rec’d in campus mail Sat.
Wed. Dec. 20 1939
9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 4
Mark Webb (Knoxville lawyer) came to look up a citation in Angell + Ames Priv. Corp. I had
seen him here before. He said he had spoken to Mr. Steinmetz who said he did not know
our rules. I told what they were + it was all right to use the Lib. this time but see Dean
Witham if he wanted to keep on. It was 11:50 so he did not finish, said he’d come back
but did not. Mr. Broome used Lib. for Judge Hicks. Dean in office a few short time this AM.
Mrs. Morris came at noon.
Thursday, Dec. 21. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Campus mail. Lindsay Young for father Robert Young (contract). Found a stranger in
Library Office at 1.25 who introduced himself as Mr. Stone ? “an out of town lawyer” + said
Mr. Wicker had let him in! Called up Mr. McNabb + he said he would return book + pay fine
at once. Only 5 or 6 students, but same ones nearly all the time Libr. was open.
Friday, Dec. 22, 1939
9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Lib. closed at noon until 9 A.M. Tues. Dec. 26. The faithful five (two or three less than at
beginning of week). Mr. Oliver, of Maryville bar used Libr. Campus mail.
Saturday, Dec. 23. 1939
Holiday
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Monday Dec. 25. 1939
Holiday
Tuesday, Dec. 26. 1939
9 - 12 [H. H. Turner]
Changed schedule for A.M. with E.L.O. Myron Ely for father L.C. Ely (contract). Mr. Broome
for Judge Hicks. Young woman from Toulaine, but U.T. grad., to consult our oldest Tenn.
Acts. Mr. Laurent (Div. Ex. U.T.). 5 students.
1:30 - 4 E. L. Ogden
The same young woman + Mr. R. Young (for WW Kennerly) used Lib. 3 students whole time
+ 1 for shorter time.
Wednesday, Dec. 27. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
“Same young woman.” 7 students. Mr. Fisher of Seymour, McConnell for a short time.
Campus mail.
Thursday, Dec. 28. 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
Changed with E.L.O. Mr. Ogle, member contract used Library. Called up Mr. McNabb about
fine. Said he would come to Lib. this p.m. Mr. Morrell (contract), young woman from
Toulaine again. Kupfer, Bradley, Hewgley, Bird, Venable, Wilson. Mr. Freeman for
McConnell + Seymour contract.
1:30 - 4 E. L. Ogden
Asked Mr. McClure to get extra shelves moved down from Mr. Larson’s office to make room
for Mo. App. Reports (93 v.) which Main Lib has reported ready to send to Law Lib. for
marking and shelving. Tulane lady again. Bradley, Hewgley, Kupfer, Krisle, Wilson, Bird.
Friday, Dec. 29, 1939
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
Mo. Appeals Repts rec’d from Main Libr. Put them temp. in Sec. 6. Collated other vols. rec’d
by campus mail, + added all to accession list.
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1:30 - 4 E. L. Ogden
Sat. Dec. 30
Holiday
Mon. Jan 1 1940
Holiday
Tuesday, Jan. 2, 1940
9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 4
Spent most of morning attending to new calendars, old Christmas greens, + doing sketchy
dusting. In P.M. Mr. Highbaugh came bringing letter from J.P. Powers, jr with whom he is
working. A salesman from Thomas Law Book Co. said Dean had asked a price on 8 sets of
Tenn. reports and 8 sets of Crawford’s digest. Said great dissatisfaction among lawyers with
Michie’s new digest. One in Nashville is ordering Crawford +d ready to discard the new
Michie. He wanted us to get an Encycl. of Real prop. (esp. for lawyers) and Fed. Code
annotated, price $160.00 but a 2dhand set available with $3500 discount; + St. Louis L. Rev.
v. 1 - 17 lacking some nos. (we have v. 10 - date) +d Workmen’s comp. by Schneider new ed.
which Fac. decided in Oct. we could do without.
1.30 - 4 H. H. Turner
Add Dec. statistics. Read +d straightened shelves sec. 5. J.P. O’Neil (contract) used Library.
Wednesday, Jan. 3. 1940
9 - 12 H. H. Turner
1:30 - 4
Mr. Burnett, for C.H. Smith (contract), Mr. Fisher for McConnell + Seymour (contract).
Collated and marked Mo. Appeals Repts. Various other odd jobs. Mr. Bradley brought in 3
vols. due yesterday a.m. Campus mail.
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9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 4
Campus mail brought U.S.C.A. sups. – 61 nos., numbered 1 - 9, 11 - 62 but no subject
missing. With HHT’s help inserted these in proper vols., stripped old ones of backs +
blank pages.
[Notes clipped to page]
Miss Baker phoned. Close at noon Fri. Dec 22d. Open morning Dec 26. Close 5 PM Dec. 29.
Open AM Jan 2 A.M. Add to this 4 days off for each member of staff.
Law Library Hours
Mon. Dec. 18, 1939 through Wed. Jan. 3, 1940
Closed: Fri. Dec. 22 (noon) through Mon. Dec. 25
Sat. Dec. 30 through Mon. Jan. 1
Other days, open 9 - 12 1:30 - 4
Thursday, Jan. 4, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Rec’d holiday loans. All but 2 came back on time. Pretty good record. Marked Mo. App.
Repts + collated them. Mr. Fisher for Seymour, McConnell (contract).
1:30-5 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Fisher (for Frantz McC +c) used Lib.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Very few in Library.
See attached note
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[note clipped to page]
1-3-40
Mr. Bradley stated that he was up in mts all day yesterday + couldn’t reach Law Libr. by
phone. That he took all of his 3 borrowed books with him in car hoping to study. That he
left them in car in garage and ice + cold made it impossible for him to get them out! That he
didn’t call up or come to return them until 10.45 this A.M. because he was in bed. That, if no
one had wanted to use them yesterday (as he was sure was case), he didn’t see why he
should pay any fine – that he couldn’t see necessity of reporting his non payment to Main
Lib. or having them report to Dean Massey. He is sure if he explains to Dean he will excuse
him!
I said when once reported after a week it was out of our hands, as rules only required us to
do so, + suggested his reading them.
[reverse]










[E. L. O] Miss Baker says charge on a basis of 5¢ a day = 15¢.
I haven’t seen him – HHT
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[second note at this page, from E. L. Ogden to Miss Baker]
Keep in Daily Record book p. 130 [entry for Jan. 4, 1940]
Miss Baker
The matter of a fine charged Earl Bradley may be appealed to you so I state the facts.
He borrowed 3 books at closing time Fri. Dec. 29 to be returned 9 A.M. Tues. Jan. 2. Miss
Turner called up his home Tues. afternoon but got no answer, so called up again Wed.
morning, Jan. 3. He brought them at 10.45. Over the phone he said the books were in a
garage and he couldn’t get them before because of ice and snow. When he came, I
questioned him further. He made no connected statement but in answer to individual
questions said: He left Knoxville for the mountains Friday afternoon. Took books with him
to study. Had a place in the mountains where he could study when he went. Was
accompanied by Jim Robinson(?) + others whose names I do not remember, none I think
were law students. Car was frozen up. Had to hitch-hike home. Had to get car pulled out by
a garage. Couldn’t have phoned about books except by long distance from Gatlinburg. Got in
too late Tuesday to phone and so tired he was still asleep when Miss Turner called
Wednesday. I said I would consider the amount of the fine which Miss Turner calculated as
overdue 1 hr. each at .25+25 hours @ 5¢ per hour = 1.50 for each book. Then I learned from
a person unwilling to give have name used, that he was at S.+W. at noon on Tues. I did not
want to argue or question anymore so I said nothing about this bit of information but said
that I considered he had not shown proper sense of responsibility about the books and
thought the fine should stand.
His excuse may be perfectly valid, but his way of making statements was so like on
other occasions when about trivial matters he has seemed to fabricate replies on the shot
for the purpose of misleading pleasure of fooling someone, his manner perfectly grave and
polite, his statements very plausible but not subject to verification, but I have been sure
attributable only to a mistaken idea of being humorous. So I feel I am prejudiced in his case
and not capable of judging how much of his tale is true.
E. Lucy Ogden
He told Miss Turner that if books were not asked for Tues. he thought he ought to be
excused from the fine.
[added later]
Miss Baker replied by phone Jan. 5 saying that when classes are not going on Main Lib.
Reserve Room charges only 5¢ a day not 5¢ an hr. (25¢ first hr.) and in view of excusing Mr.
Southern, who mistook date of opening classes and Mr. Fort who left his book at home +
notified his mother to mail it thinks better to do as she suggests – which I did.
ELO.
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Friday, Jan. 5. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
3 boxes containing Dis. of Col. App. Repts sent down from Main Lib. Took reservations for
ex. period. Collated other accessions rec’d at same time, + added to inventory. Mr. Fisher for
Frantz McConnell (contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
A Mr. S.M. Terry came with note from Dean Witham authorizing him to use Lib. for next 2
or 3 weeks. He is doing some research work in law. He asked for Williston on Sales and
Amer. dig. system. Mr. Fisher again. Miss Baker phoned in answer to inquiry about
Bradley’s fine + I asked about Fort + Southern. See my note and with her reply appended.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Wrote note to Dean Witham suggesting we write Miss Moylan or Helen Newman, Geo.
Wash. Univ. Lib’n to relative usefulness of U.S. Govt. Manual or Graske Fed. ref. manual.
Cleared a few things off desk but not many. Mr. McClure brought up a supply of heavy
wrapping paper for wrapping periodical files.
Saturday, Jan. 6, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Laurent, (Fac.) + Mr. Fisher from Frantz, McConnell (contract). Men working on doors +
windows, putting spring lock on Library door. Busy a.m. but not much to report. Mr. Irvin
Saxton phoned that he was clearing out his office shelves and had a number of vols. of
American Bar Ass’n Repts. and others which he would like to give us, as he should
otherwise throw them away + we could do what we liked with them. I told him we would
accept with thanks.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Herschel B. Jones used Lib. Many (up to 25?) very busy students; told Earl Bradley Miss
Baker had authorized charging him 5¢ a day for each of his 3 books – 15¢ in all. He paid it
and said “Thank you,” without further comment. Wrote Miss Newman, Law Lib’n Geo.
Wash. Univ. as to relative value to law libraries of U.S. Govt. Manual and Graske’s Fed. Ref.
Manual. Dean W. had approved my suggestion to do so. Left draft with note asking Mrs.
Morris to type.
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Monday, Jan. 8, 1940
8 - 1 (Really came at 7.35!) H. H. Turner
Campus mail, stuck on icy pavement somewhere so Mr. McClure brought up mail; after
helping push truck up hill. Large crowd all a.m. very quiet + industrious. Classes dismissed
10 - 12 for Dr. Jennison’s funeral. Office said consult Miss Baker about closing Library. Miss
Baker said she thought that it wasn’t fair to students to close (but implied I could if I really
wanted to go to funeral!) + I quickly replied that I entirely agreed with her, especially as we
were near exams, so they almost filled Library 10 – only 1 or 2 vacant chairs.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
(Really came at 12:30). Users of Lib: Mr. Preston (I think he must be studying for the Tenn.
Bar Ass’n. He said in first place from W. VA.), Mr. Terry (see Jan. 5 entry), Herschel B. Jones,
Mr. Galyon (for RR. Kramer) told him Mr. K’s fee expired; also if young men left Mr. K.’s
office for work elsewhere, he might better write to cancel authorization for signing his
name (Sanders gone). N.B. Morrell (contract). Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Miss Northrup told me this p.m. that Main Libr. had no extra cops. of 244, 245 Federal
Register so I have notified Supt. of Documents that they haven’t been rec’d.
Tuesday, Jan. 9, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Large, studious crowd almost all a.m. Finished collating and marking Mo. App. Repts.
Campus mail.
1:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Barely got routine matters out of the way when (and dipped here + there into Henry Adams
letters which came from Main at request of Dean who is to review v. 2 for Irving Club) and
was about to mend some badly torn pages in Tiffany, Real prop, when Miss Norwood came
to find source of a quotation from Holmes, “Law is not a brooding omnipresence.” It was
reputed to be from one of his decisions. She searched “Common law” and “Uncollected
Papers” while I examined possible sources of quotation, encouraged by statement of Mr.
Wicker that it was one of the most quoted sayings of Holmes. Finally in an article by
Llewellyn found a bibliog. of articles on Holmes which listed an article on H’s
“Constitutional opinions” which cited 244 U.S. Took most of the afternoon + was lots of fun.
Miss Norwood much gratified to be able to phone vol. + page to Mr. Bower. Students not
quite so numerous as yesterday, I managed to curb restlessness a little better Mr.
Preston came.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, Jan. 10, 1939 [sic]
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mended. Reported to Mrs. Morris that Hewgley had registered in Lib. Fri. Jan. 5 2 - 4. He
came at 2:45, I did not notice when he left. He registered for same hours Jan. 4. I think he
was not here at all – certainly not for 2 hours! Rec’d letter from Kramer stating fee had just
been sent to treasurer and gave a new list of signers of his name, omitting Mr. Sanders who
is now with F.B.I. in N.Y. Shelved things in balcony + straightened up shelves in [entry ends]
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Oliver, Maryville lawyer used Library. Campus mail. Read some very interesting articles
in A.B.A. Jour. Lindsay Young for father Robt. Young (contract). Helped Dean look up
biographical material on Henry Adams + promised to hunt at Main tomorrow afternoon.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Oliver again. Mostly read articles in A.B.A. Jour.
Thursday, Jan. 11. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Oliver again (Maryville). Campus mail brought Tenn. Priv. Acts 1939. Dean Witham
considered whether to ask order of Fed. Reg. vols. as arranged in Codes (22 titles) + said at
first to order + give up Fed. Reg daily but afterward said would ask for both.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Very few as weather is bad. Collated + added to accessions Priv. Acts 1939 2 cops. Brought
Dean Witham from Main Lib. 2 biog. sketches of Henry Adams which he wanted for Irving
Club paper.
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Friday, Jan. 12. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
While at desk and unable to see what they were up to, students (almost every chair was
filled) began laughing, as Mr. Mason moved about restlessly. Later it turned out that they
had made a dummy of his hat, coat, + overshoes, and placed it at table in attitude of
sleeping + sign saying “Quiet! freshmen are studying.” Of course no one knew who did it. I
spoke very sternly to them, but it was a very amusing reproduction, only as I told them not
suitable for Library! Soon after I discovered it Mr. Mason came + took his property away.
He is so nervous + restless that he disturbs the whole room. Yesterday he was very
disturbing as he kept walking the floor and whispering to different students at tables. I
spoke to him once.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Freeman used office phone without stopping to ask permission. I stood over
him and heard him tell some one to call him up over 2-4045 + hold him not if it’s not
important (which he repeated) + afterwards I said he ought to tell him to call up over
student phone as he well knew this is not to be used for students except in emergency + he
knew perfectly well he shouldn’t have used this without permission + he’d better call up
the person again somewhere else + give students’ phone no. as he should have done in first
place. Mr. Fisher came + said he’d bring back books to morrow.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Uneventful. Grieved this PM. to find that our one good pencil is gone.
Saturday, Jan. 13. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 2:45 H. F. Stewart for E.L.Ogden, detained at home – until
reached Lib. at 2:45.
Mostly attending to reserves.
Monday, Jan. 15. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Morrell (contract). Great restlessness and wandering about talking from table to
table until called down. Messrs. Ferguson and Hewgley chief offenders. Dusted and
straightened current periodicals and display.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Really was 10 min. late – Will make it up. Miss Baker phoned to say that Main Lib. has
rec’d pocket suppl. to Michie’s Banks + banking. I had notified her that one set had been
delivered here with a bill I turned over to Mrs. Morris. It seems Mrs. M. has two bills –
Evidently Michie, having been paid sometimes by Main Lib. + sometimes sent it on advt.
credit to Tenn. Law Rev. assumed 2 cops. to be sent + billed. Miss Baker said left to us as to
how it was to be paid. Mrs. Morris will attend to it. Took Mrs. M. another memo as to
Hewgley + his register. Dean talked to him about making entries after the date he
registered for – but he has registered afternoons of 8th - 10th since Jan. 10 when I gave Mrs.
M. the first note. She says to take keep register at desk away from students till she can get
it. I know Mr. H. was not here as long as he claimed afternoons of 8 + 9 – if at all. Campus
mail. Rec’d letter enclosing receipt for Kramer Lib. dues which does not state for what
period. I presume begins where last left off + runs 6 mos. – Jan - Je. 1940. Mr. Preston in Lib.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Oliver (Maryville lawyer). Very few students.
Tuesday, Jan. 16. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Preston (I think).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
10 min. late again. Campus mail. Users of Lib: Wayne Parkey to find a case referred to in 11
Tenn. Law Rev. 200 (case note) as decided in Tenn Ct App. Oct. 1932. We could not find the
case in Tenn. Civ. App. or in S.W. or in Amer. Dig. The note was in Apr. 1933 issue of T.L.R.;
Mr. Preston, Herschel Jones. Mr. Wicker teaching at Polic school so couldn’t ask him about
the reference. O.M.T.[ate] signed the note.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Someone from T.V.A. Legal Div. Herschel Jones. 2 U.T. students.
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Wednesday, Jan. 17, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Got out second term schedule + noted changes to be made in books RR-5. Miss Baker
phoned said had Law Lib. Tenn. Apx H J. 1847/48 and S.J. 1869/70 (no.) + do we want them
badly enough to pay $3.50 apiece (Yes – with Dean Witham’s assent). Students restless +
inclined to be not amenable to restraint. After ignoring one remonstrance told group at
table near Tenn. reports they could take their choice of keeping quiet, moving to separate
tables to avoid temptation, or leaving the room (Mears Lincoln, Ailor Holtsinger) + broke
up another two-some (Matherne + Kupfer) + general improvement resulted. Mr. Preston
using Lib. Wrote Miss Walsh to send no. 2 pencils + some rubber bands when convenient.
Transferred Hicks -Material and methods of legal research – from RR-10 to RR-4b – Legal
Bibliog. Put up a fresh chart on Nat’l Reporter system stack.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Laurent (fac. Div. of Extension), Mr. H.B. Jones. Spent most of time removing ink stains
from treatises.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended. H.B. Jones. Ben McAuley says he will bring “Ambition” tomorrow.
Thursday, Jan. 18. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
A woman to use Harvard Law Rev.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Jarvis (for O’Neil), Walter Devault, Everett Fisher used Lib. Mended.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
A man who has been here before but whose names escapes me. He didn’t do much but
wander around. Later found he was Mr. Pugh (U.T. auditor) + he used the Tenn. Code. Very
few students on account of bad weather maybe.
[E. L. Ogden]
P.S. I told Mr. Jarvis to get a letter from Mr. O’Neil authorizing him to sign for his books. I
thought we had one but saw none was in the file.
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Friday, Jan. 19. 1940
8:30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Regret to report being ½ hr late on account of snow and inability to get a taxi. Dean
Witham promised to call for me but couldn’t start car. Started to walk but caught taxi at
last. Mr. Privette for Mr. Tapp (contract fee).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
(Really 12:35 – making up one of the times I have been late.) Mr. Privette, Mr. McNabb (for
Mr. Kramer) and Mr. Preston used Lib. Mr. McNabb will see Miss Turner as to the amount
of his fine on Beck. The last time it was renewed was to Jan.13, I think + when I called him
up then he said he couldn’t get here before closing time + would Monday do? I said it would
– all this by phone. Maybe he thought it meant another 2-week renewal. I do not find the
card now. It isn’t in the book. Campus mail brought glue.
Saturday, Jan. 20. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Same young woman as yesterday Thursday to use Harvard Law Review. Very
few in Library, considering imminence of Legal bib. exam. Worked on removing ink spots
from much used treatises.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended. H.B. Jones used Library.
Monday, Jan.22. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. H.B. Jones. Mr. Morrell (contract). A messenger, not regular Campus mail driver,
brought pencils and rubber bands. Read + straightened Sec. 5.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Preston – asked him if he was using Lib. to prepare for a bar exam. He said “Yes.” I had
not understood that at first but guessed it because of books he used. Did not question him
enough when he first came. He said then he was from W. VA. and would be in Knoxville a
few weeks – I jumped to conclusion he was a visiting lawyer. Today (or was it earlier? last
week?) told him I had not understood before + that the Law College did not as a rule permit
use of Lib. by students other than those in our own Law College + did not wish to encourage
preparation for bar other than by study in a standard law college. He did not say whether
he had studied law elsewhere but said if not all right he would not continue. I said as he had
gone as far as this might as well have Canons of legal ethics he asked for + got it for him.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Very few in Library. Worked on ink spots. Mr. Morrell (contract).
Tuesday, Jan. 23, 1940
8:05 A.M. - 4 P.M. H. H. Turner
Five min. late on account of weather. Miss Stevenson + 2 helpers to inspect Law Library for
all books published before 1872? (1876 – a W.P.A. history project for Tenn.). They have to
personally examine each one + don’t want any assistance. Later Dean (+ Miss Baker)
authorized closing Library at 4 and not reopening tonight on account of storm. Dean said,
as taxis were unreliable, Miss Ogden had better not come out. H.H.T. taking her place. Same
sched. time as usual plus ½ hr. to make up ½ hr late on Friday. Notified E.L.O. + put up
notices to that effect. Spent most of time removing ink spots from old texts. Campus mail.
Mr. Morrell (contract).
Wednesday, Jan. 24, 1940
8 - 12:45 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Takes a bookkeeper to find out how much time I owe the Library. ½ day (holiday time) 3
hrs. - ½ day Jan. 23 4¼ hrs. and several days not on time at 12:45 – about ½ hr. May
make up the last named half day to day by staying through to 5:30 having brought lunch.
HHT has been working overtime and getting the worst of the weather. Still snowing
yesterday A.M., not having stopped since the night before, 8in+ reported by weather bur. at
noon, cabs scarce or not attainable. To-day, cabs easy to get. Mr. Ray interviewed some of
those who are to take the state bar exams tomorrow + next day and they want the library
open at night. Later: Arranged with James Carr to open Lib. to-night – no work to be done
except keep order + see to charges. Left note in Dean’s office asking if he approved closing
Library Friday night and Sat. afternoon. No classes till Monday and bar exams end Fri. at 4
PM. To close may inconvenience Dr. Hamer’s students + lawyers but is our custom. Will ask
Miss Baker after Dean answers. Frank Flynn (for J.C. Thomason, contract), R. Young, jr. (for
W.W. Kennerly), and Mr. Burnett (for Cates Smith + Long, contracts) used Lib. The W.P.A.
group, Mrs. Stevenson et al were here. Campus mail. Mended.
7 - 9:30 James Carr
(ELO paid him).
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Thursday, Jan. 23, 1940
8 (7.45) - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. McClure absent but Mr. Bird crawled in window (1st floor, not Lib!) and let me in after
only a few minutes delay. Collated + added to Acc. list vols. rec’d in Campus mail. Mrs.
Morris phoned that Dean said building Library would be closed at 5:30 tonight and
tomorrow night. Accordingly sent word to E.L.O. + Miss Baker and put up notice to that
effect. Also that library would be open only in forenoon on Saturday. Later learned that
Prof. Coles class would be held downstairs, but that Dean desired Library closed. Mr. Oliver,
lawyer, Maryville + Mrs. Stevenson +c back. Mr. H.B. Jones. Mr. Flynn for Mr. Thomason
(contract). Did various odd jobs. Lindsay Young for father R. Young (contract), R. Young, for
W.W. Kennerly. Mrs. Hamer’s student wrote to N.A.M. to enquire about suppl. note card of
thanks to Los Angeles Bar Ass’n Library to thank for 1912 cat. Removed more ink spots
from pages of old treatises. Started a bibliography of printed contributions of U.T. Law
faculty.
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Friday, Jan. 26, 1940
8 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Let in by Mr. Bird at 7:45. W.P.A.’s said they would be through in N.E. + N.W. stacks to day.
Will not come back till Monday. I suggested they work at lawyer’s table. I said I would clear
off the Digest “word index” vols. now there + would clear off truck so they could wheel in
the books they want. After that, a phone call from Miss Baker said they would be here in a
few days – now in Engineering Lib! She thinks they are inclined to include more sets than
they are supposed to – Govt. reports excluded, for example, which she thinks includes the
state reports they are working on, but, she added, that isn’t our affair. I said I wasn’t sure
just how they would work in balcony, had suggested bringing books down + wheeling them
to lawyer’s table. Miss B. said, it might work to get a spare shelf + rest it on stacks across an
aisle to serve as an improvised table + let them work there. We can let them choose when
the time comes. Miss B. also said she would interview 2 unemployed N.Y.A. (not U.T.
students?) to day and if satisfactory would assign one to help in shifting, clean books +
apply vaseline to leather bindings as needed. I asked about vaseline, she said it would take
a few minutes to apply + then should stand each book separately, with covers partly open,
to wait 48 24 hours before reshelving. R. Young used Lib. in A.M., two of Dr. Hamer’s class
in P.M. + a few law students in + out. Mr. Wicker had a post card; unsigned, from Nashville,
telling him to look at Tenn. Bauker. I told him of list we had started and asked if he already
had one. He said no, but probably would not be much trouble to make it. He had given
Judge Jones a cop. of a recent novel by Judge Higgins to review for T.L.R., the author asking
review by a kindly disposed person. Judge declined at first because of its very fine print
but finally read it + thought it good. It was privately printed, Nashville. In late afternoon
an English student came to find out about Law Library – where located, what it contains,
how arranged, rules for circulation. After showing him around, gave him Guide to Law Lib.
to get statements from. Mended. Campus mail. R. Young (for Kennerly) used Lib.
Saturday, January 27, 1940
8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
R. Young, jr. used Lib. for W. W. Kennerly, City Director of Law. Talked with James Carr
about Law library work. He thinks he might like it for a few years preliminary to practice.
Lent him my cop. of Law Lib. Jour. for 1938 so he could see what possibilities are. Spent
whole morning cleaning. Dusted current periodicals, moved D.C. Ap. Reports on to vacant
shelves in N.E. Stacks, left truck there + cleaned up table for use of WPA workers Monday.
They did not finish in N.W. stack as they expected to do. The narrow case near table hasn’t
been steadied + isn’t safe to put books on so they will have to use vacant shelves under D.C.
reports if they want more shelf room. Did no other dusting but washed up linoleums + put
fresh celophane over schedules + a fresh telephone pad. Mr. McClure brought a fresh
supply of rags. 4 students yesterday wanted week-end reading. Promising! Hereafter when
we lend pencils, let’s lend only the stubs.
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Monday, January 29. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Weakly ret’d book 8 a.m. + I didn’t collect any fine. Weather conditions +c being what
they are. Mr. Flynn for Mr. Thomason (contract). Dusted + straightened Display + 4a + b,
Cen. Digests. So many students coming to report grades + explain why they weren’t higher
that I had many interruptions. Mr. Watson to say good bye. 2 new students. W.P.A. workers
stayed in N.W. stacks. Eng. student wanted to survey Library.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Fisher (for RM. McConnell, contract), Ivan Privette (for Tapp, fee) used Library. H.B.
Jones for himself. I understand he has his first case so will have to tell him practicing
lawyers cannot use Lib. without paying a fee. Campus mail. Jarvis (for O’Neil, contract).
6:30 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. McAuley (for Kramer, contract) + 1 student (Thomason) to stop. 2 others stopped in a+
out. Filed I.C.C. Advance sheets. Removed marks from old texts.
Tuesday, Jan. 30. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
History student using U.S. Repts.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Afternoon uneventful. Hewgley did not appear. Campus mail. Evening, had an interesting
search for an English statute on partition in Cokes time. Found something on it in
Holdsworth, Halsbury’s Laws of England gave the citation (31 Henry VIII c. 1) from which I
found the part wanted was quoted in Bacon’s abridgement. Incidentally had use for
information on method of citing Coke on Littleton which I had just read in Law Lib. Jour.
rec’d to day. About a dozen – perhaps more – including at least one new student + one of
Dr. Walp’s.
Wednesday, Jan. 31, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Privette (for Tapp, fee) used Lib. Miss Baker phoned to ask whether any vols. would be
ready to send Nashville bindery (Southern, instead of Marshall + Bruce). Said she was
keeping “the boy” for a while for further instructions. Plumbers busy in Lib. + downstairs
had water cut off a short time. Mended.
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12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
7 - 9:30
Campus mail brought 5 vols. from Main Lib. for 2 wk. circulation. Mr. Robert Young for
W.W. Kennerly. Collated vols. rec’d Campus mail.
Thursday, Feb. 1. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Harton for Seymour + McConnell (contract). Mr. H.B. Jones (what is his status?).
Finished collating vols. rec’d yesterday. Room full, + much demand for Form books.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Saw Mr. Larson about his course. He says students will want mostly Form books –
especially Gore, Jones, Cutler’s Tiffany, probably not Birdsey nor Winslow nor the Form
vols. of Williston Contracts or such special subjects. Mr. Fisher (for C.M. Seymour, contract),
Frank Flynn (for J. Thomason, contract) used Lib. Mrs. Morris gave Lib. U.T. Record no for
summer school announcements. WPA works said they would not be back till Monday.
Began to look up possible vols. for binding.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. H.B. Jones. Worked on material for binding. Room crowded all eve.
Friday, Feb. 2. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Jarvis for Mr. O’Neil (contract) used Library. Mr. Fisher for R.M. McConnell (contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Mr. Flynn (for J.C. Thomason, contract), Bruce Foster with Harton for Frantz McConnell a+
Seymour, contracts), + E.E. Fisher, separately for the same firm. At night a boy from “Hill”
using Freund’s cases in administrative law. Worked on binding. Campus mail. Vance
Insurance, which was missed yesterday afternoon found in RR-6. Hewgley did not come
afternoon or evening.
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Saturday, Feb. 3, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
EE Fisher (for T.G. McConnell, contract), Mr. Steinberg (for H. Strauss) contract, brought
note) used Lib. Worked on binding. Miss Walsh phoned to ask our report about cash – said
she had 25¢ too much from somewhere – but found Law was OK with her record. Said
rebinds could go to bindery. Mrs. Morris phoned to ask about order for 12 Jurisprudence + 1
Contr. Restate., replacement cops. order asked some time ago. Forgot to record that one day
this week (Thurs?) some men came to measure tables for order placed last summer and
Dean Witham escorted Dean Smith through the Library. Campus mail. Sent a note to Miss
Bergen that Main Lib. count of books rec’d doesn’t seem to include 93 v. of Mo. reports.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Odd jobs. No Hewgley! Dusted + straightened current legal period. sec. 4. Wrote for missing
nos. of Bar Ass’n index., OK Ca. + Mo. +c. Quite a large number of students + all of them
studious.
Monday, Feb. 5. 1940
8 (7:45) - 1 H. H. Turner
When I arrived found 2 windows open + ther. 64º. Mr. McClure said some one must have
come in after 2 p.m. yesterday. He reports a fire started in Moot Court Room Saturday from
burning cigarette papers. No harm done but we may as well be prepared for something like
that some day.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on binding. Mr. Robert Watson grad of a few years ago, now practicing in
Middlesboro used Lib. Campus mail.
6.45 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Robert Watson again. Mr. H.B. Jones.
Tuesday, Feb. 6, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Warner sick a+ Mr. Wicker away on personal business so large crowd in Lib. 9 - 11.
Required a good deal of supervision. 35 at peak, more or less restless.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Sent vols prepared for binding and got rid of a few things on desk. Mr. Fisher
(for Frantz McConnell + Seymour, contract) and John Rountree (for James Fowler, contract)
used Library. Campus mail brought 3 boxes of Tenn. statutes + session laws which Dean got
up town. He says Lib. is to take any vols needed for the two Lib. sets + the rest are to be kept
on 2d floor for faculty use.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Feb. 7, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Lib. used by L.H. Allred, Atty, Erwin, Tenn. and Mr. Burnett (for Cates, Smith + Long,
contract). Shelved some of books from B. used by W.P.A. Sorted Tenn. statutes (3 boxes) +
found 5 v. needed for Law Lib. sets – rest of contents of the 3 boxes to be assigned to Dean’s
office. Worked on questionnaire for librarians.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Collated + added to accessions. Dean came up to discuss the contents of the
3 boxes of Tenn. statutes and sessions laws which he prizes highly. Later sent a boy to make
him a list of their contents.




[E.L. Ogden hand] Used Lib. A.M. Feb 7 – May be back this PM.
Thursday, Feb. 8. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Robert Young Jr. for W.W. Kennerly, + Mr. Fisher for Frantz, Seymour + McConnell
(contract).
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail brought Crawford, Tenn. Dig. v. 1 - 7 cop. 2. Dean Witham said it was to go in
Mr. Warner’s office + the last v. would be acquired. Said the session laws were a gift from
B.C. Ogle + they were to be cataloged and kept in his office. I reminded him that Miss Baker
had said she would expect to fill in a circulating set at Main before sending any additional
sets to Law. He said they ought to be cat’d. + without question ought to be kept here. I
undertook to explain to Miss Baker. The vols. needed in our present 2 sets are to be
catalog’d for those sets. Mr. Young again, J. Pike Powers (contract) and F. Flynn (for J.
Thomason (contract)) used Lib. I asked WPA group to see that vols. put on spare shelves for
when they finish with them are placed right side up. Spent most of the P.M. trying without
success to find a reprint from ABA Jour. by Beardsley on right of courts to fix bar admission
standards. Dean showed me also a set of Tenn. reports v. 1 - 147(?) from R. Harrison’s estate
which could be bought for $1.60 a v. (or did he mean $160.00 the set?) which he hoped to
find money for + have cat’d + keep on 2d floor – now in Mr. Blackard’s Off. Also a set of Cyc. +
old Tenn. Encycl. dig. which Law College doesn’t want.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Only 2 students. One from Dr. Walp.
Friday, Feb. 9. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Rountree for Gen. Fowler (contract). Robert Young Jr. for W.W. Kennerly. Explained fine
to Mr. Fones + told him that I wasn’t going to argue the matter, as all I had to do was to state
amount and after 2 weeks, if not paid, report same. Invited him to read type written rules
but he wasn’t interested. He was inclined to be argumentative but I declined to discuss the
matter further.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
In afternoon, unpacked and listed books given by B.C. Ogle + while was working on it Miss
Baker came. I told Miss B. what the Dean wanted – she asked whether he would be willing to
let her take out what was needed for the Main Lib. circulating set. She I thought he definitely
wanted them here and told her about the other set of Tenn. Reports v. 1 - 149, from C.
Raleigh Harrison’s estate, offered at $1.65 per vol. (Thomas pub. co. said $2.00). She said if
paid for, from Law Lib. appropriation, cost would not be accepted by Ass’n of Law Lib. as a
part of required expenditure for new books. After further conversation about statutes, she I
asked if I was to send these for cataloging. She said could we wait until the set is more nearly
complete – that she thought the catalogers could not handle them just now. I said would it
do to put in Lib. book plates now + leave cataloging till later, keeping books here. She
agreed. Campus mail. At night filled out librarians questionnaire.
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Saturday, Feb. 10. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Alloway (out of town lawyer) using Tenn. Repts. Robert Young, Jr. for W.W. Kennerly.
Four tables were delivered. Mr. Oliver Maryville lawyer.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Got Mr. McClure to help place tables. One was too long for Lib. Off. where it was planned for
+ had to be stored in hall temporarily. Did man’s work most of the PM (in character, not in
quantity) carrying to B. books W.P.A. was through with and reshelving them. Did only
enough of this to give WPA’s space enough for Monday’s work. Mr. McClure carried up the
last batch which also awaits Monday’s work to shelve. Put book plates in Tenn. sess. laws
and finding no room vacant shelves in Dean’s Office, asked Mr. Warner if they could be put
there for the present. Kept in Lib. the ones that needed mending to be mended + plated +
marked later. Concentrated today on clearing space for Monday’s work.
Did not record yesterday that Miss Baker asked when NYA boy would be wanted here. I said
not till WPA’s leave. She said call her up about middle of week. She looked around at
leather-bound books that might be greased to advantage and described the process. I asked
about rags – she said a good many needed as books must be cleaned first – vaseline to put
on by hand. Said NYA would work about 17 hrs a week, anything that isn’t all janitor’s work.
An inspector will come + see if the kind of work is permissible. I said shifting is needed first.
Monday, Feb. 12. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Herschel Jones.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. R. Young (for W.W. Kennerly) used Lib. Student from “Hill” wanted
information on court reporting in Tenn. as a career. Told him we had no printed material.
Suggested Judge Jones might help. He wasn’t in but Mr. Warner was, but up to when I
started back upstairs no suggestions were forthcoming. A package from U.S. Dept. Justice
contained monographs of the Atty General’s Committee on Admin. procedure (Fed.)
mimeographed + later Mrs. Morris brought up a mimeographed set of Social Security
bulletins that came by exchange. Ruled blanks for recording office set of Tenn. sess. laws.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Took care of volumes brought by Campus mail. Started making list of Tenn. sess. laws. A
man and woman came to hunt up material on Civil Service. Found it in Tenn. Code.
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Tuesday, Feb. 13, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
TVA phoned to ask if we had N.Y. practice code. Told them we had Clevenger’s practice
manual 1934 – not usually circulated but would let it go this time. When messenger came
for it wrote on his request slip to please return at earliest possible moment – put no date
limit on it. Lindsay Young brought two books due Feb. 8 – asked if any charge. I hesitated
and then said not this time but be careful in future. Dean Witham came with a framed will of
a Chinese – decided to have it hung in the hall – asked about extra table. I said I had not
measured or considered place for it + would like not to until I get the rest of his Tenn.
session laws mended + shelved. Mr. McClure said Mr. Larsen also received a set of the Atty
Gen’l committee on administrative procedure. While Dean was here, asked him if it was
unreasonable to insist that Mr. McClure straighten chairs in morning. Said he had to do it in
class rooms + I did not see why not in Lib. Knew he McClure had too much to do, but
didn’t want Lib. to be discriminated against. Dean asked if B. was swept. He took one look at
it – wasn’t necessary to say more. Put away a few more WPA books – got McClure to cut top
off of glue jar but got no mending started on Dean’s session laws.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Flynn for Mr. Thomason (contract). Lindsay Young again.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Feb. 14, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mr. R. Young (for W.W. Kennerly) used Lib. EE Fisher and a helper brought returned 28 vols.
from Frantz McConnell + Seymour + took out a few. WPA’s think they will finish this week –
if not will do so Monday. When I got here Mr. McClure was sweeping balcony + chairs in Lib.
were in place. On leaving at noon he volunteered that he would scrub out lavatory sink
today. Mended. Lib. well-filled but I concentrated on mending + did little watching. I think
the additional tables have some effect on order as readers can spread out more – but
impression may be wrong.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Made list of Tenn. Acts for Miss Baker. Mr. Jarvis for W.P. O’Neil, (contract) Robert Young for
W.W. Kennerly. Campus mail. Attended to accessions rec’d on it. (Should I have added Tenn.
Acts cataloged for Dean Witham?) [arrow in E.L. Ogden hand] see below. Mr. Herschel B.
Jones.
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7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Acts cat’d were for N.W. stacks not the Dean. We will put book plates in his cop. but they are
not to be cataloged just yet. Nearly finished mending Law College office cop. of Tenn. Acts.
Thursday, Feb. 15. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Miss Laura Luttrell, (E. Tenn. His. Soc. Sec.) for recent Tenn. biographical material. W.P.A.
workers in balcony. Filed I.C.C. adv. sheets; pasted book plates in Ogle gifts of Tenn. Acts.
Quite a large crowd.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended + checked lists of Tenn. Acts for Dean Witham. Also asked him what to do with
dups. He says there will be no need of Tenn. session laws here in fac. offices except the
one to be kept in his office – chiefly to check on laws affecting U.T. so rest can go to Main for
disposal, including a Shannons Code 1896 + v.1 of Thompson + Steger 1871 both in very bad
condition. Have still one vol to finish mending for Dean’s set. WPA people say they will
probably finish on Tuesday. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Dance going on and only 7 in Library. Copied Tenn. Acts.
Friday, Feb. 16. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Took down to Dean’s office Tenn. Acts mended for his set. Came back to find campus mail
arriving with some a few more from Mr. Ogle. Mr. Perrin + McClure between them managed
to drop some of them + break off what few covers not broken already. At night mended. An
address on lower floor by a member of junior bar emptied the Lib. (about) for an hour in the
afternoon. Did little beside filing M.C.C. advance sheets, mending, + going over Dean’s Tenn.
Acts to see if in right order. He had them taken into his room from Mr. Warner’s.
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Saturday, Feb. 17. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Cleaned top of desk, dusted current periodicals and display case. Worked on list of Tenn.
Acts.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Terry came, said he had been here before with Dean’s permission who said he could
come again. Finished mending Dean’s file of Tenn. Acts. Put away a few of the books in B. +
picked out some more for Mr. McC. to take up.
Monday, Feb. 19. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Marcovitz (from Ben Winick’s office) and Mr. Trythall (with him) used Lib. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Found Mr. Stewart having long telephone conversation with a girl without asking
permission while I was up in balcony. Had to cut him short as he was going on indefinitely.
Evidently thinks he has privileges. Has he? Quite a large number in spite of rain. Couldn’t
find Arnold on suretyship supposed to be with O.T.s. Mr. Price wanted it. I have an idea that
one of the Fac. had it out, but there isn’t a charge card.
Tuesday, Feb. 20. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Forgot to mention yesterday that I was told that there was to be a Law College program over
WNOX on Saturday at 6 P.M. Misses Townsend, Lowery, Mr. Bird, Mr. Meares?in original +
some one else officiating. Mr. Warner sent up his copy of Arnold on Suretyship for students’
use. Campus mail.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Packed dups to send Main. Mr. Irvin Saxton brought ABA Reports as a gift. Sent Main these +
some others. Got rid of a little of the accumulation in boxes, on desk, + in basket. Phoned
Miss Baker that WPA said they would be through Thurs. She said she would try to see the
N.Y.A. boy and arrange with him to come Mon. afternoon. If he can’t come afternoons before,
will bring him Wed. a.m. Said he was showing tendency to vanish from job at times + may
need straightening out. Campus mail.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
A stranger (to me) perhaps Mr. Terry? who evidently had been here previously, used
Library.
Wednesday Feb. 21, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
WPA’s not allowed to work tomorrow so will finish Fri. Sent Mrs. Mooers request for subscr.
to U.S. Manual (cloth @ $3.50), + for “Nat’l law Lib.” – set formerly inspected from Lawson
McGhee, and a reply to her returned letter to her from Amer. Law inst. pub. that
Restatement Contracts is sold only in sets – can’t buy v. 1 alone. I noted that I had talked
with Dean Witham + agreed with him that we do not want to pay $6.00 extra for v. 2 when
we do not need it. I said our v. 1 gets harder use than v. 2 anyway + if other law schools do
the same, they will all need to replace v. 1 before v. 2 so better begin to sell it alone. If pubs.
still do not want to do this, I said withdraw or postpone order till we see what 2d hand can
do. I spoke to Mr. Wicker about articles on court organization such as recently in Ind.
Judicial council rept. He said he isn’t on the state bar ass’n committee considering this but
would be glad of a bibliog. kept to date for such, as he might need it at any time. I said I
would see what we can do. Mr. Armistead (for Egerton, contract) used Lib. and Mr. Seaks
(TVA). Got Sutherland on statutory construction from Judge Jones for him to use in Lib. Mrs.
Morris asked about Hewgly. Gave her a note I wrote HHT Dec. 26 asking her to watch +
stating reason.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Judge Hicks + staff came intending to use Knoxville Bar Ass’n table. He was much annoyed
by presence of W.P.A. workers (doesn’t admire Project) whom he threatened humorously?
to turn out. Offered Conf. room but he chose Fac. table. Sent Main Libr. notice of Mr. Fone’s
fine, incurred Feb. 7. Campus mail. Dean Witham brought up. Moseley.
Feb. 21 – 7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Finished comparing and rechecking lists of Tenn. Acts for Dean Witham’s office.
Thursday, Feb. 22. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Hunted in Libr. Office (Dups. + Samples) for Rest. Torts but couldn’t find any. Large number
in  Libr. 9 - 11 – room ⅔ filled. Mr. Burnett, for C.H. Smith (contract) used Library. 
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
EE Fisher (for C.M. Seymour, contract) used Lib. Looked over Torts restatement for binding.
Found Mr. Blackard had two we didn’t. Hunted for a published statement of the nos. issued
but found none. Am not sure later ones than we have were not pub.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Feb. 23. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Put in some pockets + made cds. Mr. Armistead for Mr. Egerton (contract). Mr. Henderson
(T.V.A.). Grad. student working for Master’s Degree, wanted everything on admiralty.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Campus mail. WPA folks left with polite thanks, saying they had really enjoyed being here.
Might come back if information wanted on specific books. Did not look to see how they left
things until night – then dropped everything else to try to straighten out. Vacant shelves
assigned them were filled, also truck (top shelf filled with books fore-edge down with a huge
heavy pile on top – so good for weak hinges!! Also a pile on step ladder. Mr. F. Headman (for
P Powers, contract) + Irvin Saxton (fac.) i.e. occasional lecturer. Dean came in afternoon +
said students are saying there are not enough contract restatements to go around – + asked
if any reply yet to letter. I said no – and why is v. 1 more used. He said the course did not go
into v. 2 very much but if we had to buy both vols. to get v. 1, we’d have to and 2 more cops.,
counting replacement. McClure took some WPA vols. to B – I shelved those + took up some
more. Still a lot on lawyer’s table. Did a little mending.
Saturday, Feb. 24, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Made some progress with shelving and books in B. and in mending books on waiting list. J.
Armistead used Lib. for Egerton (contract). Campus mail.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Same graduate student as yesterday. 3 (Hamer) using U.S. Repts.
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Monday, Feb. 26. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Strauss sent someone to consult S.W. (named Harry O. Bales). He wanted 126 S.W. 2d + it
couldn’t be located + no charge for it. He was very persistent and finally went downstairs to
hunt Mr. McClure who went in all fac. offices to try to locate it and made quite a stir up here,
being certain it was here! Mr. Bales had an Ark. case but our Ark. repts. were not recent
enough to contain it. He finally found it in Advance Sheets, but in a briefer form. Mr. Strauss
wrote that Mr. Bales would be here a week working in Lib. Mr. Bales for some reason was
loth to turn over Mr. Strauss’ card of introduction. After he had gone to dinner I read and
straightened all national reporters. Mr. McClure very reluctant to carry W.P.A. books to
balcony, and very irate over whole situation.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Took some more books to balcony. Campus mail – hunted unsuccessfully for 126 SW (2d).
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Feb. 27. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
At 8 sharp someone working for Mr. Hudson who said he had been here before. (Mr. S.C.N.
Moore) Mr. Morrell (cont.). Called up Gen Fowler’s office and was told Law Library could
have 1939 Martindale Legal Directory if we would send for it. Read and straightened Sec. 5,
R.R. and dusted Display case + current periodicals.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. R. Young (for W.W. Kennerly). Attended to small details – of no importance
but took time. In A.M. looked at two 2d hand bookstores for extra 2d hand cops of
Restatement contracts. Found no restatements. Dean found Univ. book exchange had cops.
of pam ed. but thought this wasn’t satisfactory – not durable. Mr. McClure says Dean Witham
told him to bring to Library all chairs that had been taken from students’ lounge. I said I
preferred not to have them as fewer chairs at a table was conducive to better order + we
have enough to seat readers at present. Mr. M. said Dean later decided to have them placed
elsewhere – also one long table recently brought from shops. Instead of measures asked for
(see July 16 20), shops have delivered two tables approximately 3x5and two approximately
3x7. All were placed in Lib. exc. 1 long one which probably will be put in Law Rev. storeroom
recently partitioned from Mr. Blackard’s office.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Calls from Mrs. + Miss Goehring + Miss Apperson. Collated vols. rec’d by Campus mail.
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Wednesday, Feb. 28. 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker brought Mr. Brakebill to treat leather bound vols with vaseline + do odd jobs,
incidentally. Got him to help arrange and shelve books left by WPA, + wrap + label some
packages of unbound material. Spoke to Dean Witham about contracts restatements – he
says we will have to get both vols. he supposes – and do so at once. Will ask students (at my
suggestion) to spread use as much as possible, not wait till just before class and weekends.
Wrote Mrs. Mooers that he wants 2 cops. (of both vols. if he can’t get v. 1 separately) and as
soon as can be had. Univ. book exch. has pam. ed. but Dean said it wasn’t durable enough.
We are to report to Miss Walsh daily the no. of hours Mr. Brakebill works. He will come to
morrow P.M. Mr. Stair asked about a pub. mentioned in a notice posted by Dean –
“International juridical ass’n pub.”
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Brakebill (N.Y.A.) left at 1:5 . Mr. Thomason (contract). A stranger to consult
Martindale’s legal directory with Dean’s consent. Campus mail. Added up circ. Jan - Feb.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Filed some of accumulated book advt.. Few students – some fraternity activity?
Thursday, Feb. 29. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Phoned Mr. Kirkman’s Office asking Mr. Perrin to go to Gen. Fowler’s Office for legal
directory. A representative of Baker, Voorhees to sell 1940 ed. Wigmore on Evidence
came to interview Mr. Wicker and is to return to see Miss Ogden. Mr. Armistead for Mr.
Egerton (contract). Large crowd but very studious.
12:45 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
J. Armistead (for Egerton, contract) used Lib – also U.T. student for material on maritime
law. Gave him Holdsworth + period. ind. but all refs. he thought suitable were to English
periodicals or Amer. we do not have. Mr. Brakebill busy oiling books. Got him to do a few
odd jobs – take boards off discarded pocket sups., rule periodical cards, arrange periodical
nos. in order – for ¾ hr. after he got books greased – as many as vacant shelves would hold.
Mr. Armistead said he would bring a 1939 Martindale sometime. We will send it to the
alumni ass’n office as we did last year, keeping Fowler cop here when it comes. Brakebill
will be here to morrow 1 - 2:30. Was here today, 1 - 5.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Counted fine + ink money for Main Library. Mr. Headman for J. Pike Powers (contract). Very
few students including several of Mrs. Hamer’s class.
Friday, March 1, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Miss Walsh called to ask for Mr. Brakebill’s hours yesterday and to say that he was to work
only 1½ hrs. today, and would we please report every day when he was through how long
had he worked? I am not sure about reporting hrs. Am I to do it, and when? Former student
whose name I forget, came with Dean’s permission to hunt up authority on Bills + Notes.
Frank Bowen of Johnson City. Same student (grad.) who was here before recently consulting
Tenn. Code. Mr. Brakebill came 12.25.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Supervised Mr. Brakebill’s work. Mr. Armistead (for Egerton, contract) used Lib. Mended.
Finished shelving in B. books used by W.P.A. but whole of B. will have to be read with list.
Started separate record of Mr. Brakebill’s time. Miss Walsh says we can ask him when he
comes how long he expects to stay and report to her then. She leaves at 4 PM + has to report
his time daily. At night, mended.
Saturday, Mar. 2, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Fones paid fine. Mr. Meares is preparing for a copyright essay. Miss Cockrill says she is
through. Washed up linoleum top of desk +c. Mended. Campus mail.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Same grad. student working on Tenn. Code. 3 Dr. Walp’s class using U.S. Repts.
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Monday, March 4. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Irvin Saxton a few minutes.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Headman for J. Pike Powers Jr. contract. Robert Young Jr. for W.W. Kennerly. Mr. Kramer
(fee basis) said he would see that the books he had borrowed from Law lib. were returned
when he was thro. with them. Attended to book reviews +c.
Tuesday, March 5, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
126 S.W. 2d missing on Feb. 26, found on a table. Went over Mr. Brakebill’s list of missing
state repts. and located all but one (101 West Va.). Mr. Ogle (contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. McNabb (for RR Kramer) brought back Christy on stock +c. – which he did not know Mr.
K. had – said it was only one he could find after searching the office “high + low.” Only other
charged was Carson the advocate, borrowed by. R. McAuley – probably for his own use.
Spent a long time trying to identify a citation Mr. McN. brought – after he phoned back about
it found name of case + p. no wrong. Found a dup. of Harv. Law Rev. containing article
wanted + but a single unbound no. Mr. Hartman, Knoxville lawyer, wanted 6 Higgins. Got it
for him and explained rules for use of Lib. if he wants to come again. John Overton (for
Kramer) used Lib. Asked Mr. Warner if time was suitable to call attention to our Irish
“indenture” to Real Prop. students. He said in course of next two weeks would tell them to
ask for it at desk. Mr. Brakebill finished inventory of state reports in N.W. + N.E. stacks. He
will come in A.M. to morrow. Asked Miss Walsh if he could paste book plates, said we had
enough plates, but not stamped “law.” She Miss Baker said maybe red ink would do – + OK
about pasting if he could do it neatly enough. I said he could do it on 2d floor, save carrying
books up + down again. I said we would test his skill. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Headman for J. Pike Powers (contract).
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Wednesday, March 6, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mr. R.S. Young (for W W Kennerly) used Lib. Put empty jar for paste in campus mail for
“catalog dept.” Yesterday, got Mr. McClure to steady narrow shelves near lawyer’s table so
these could be used for books vaselined. Sent Miss Baker notice of sale of check list of state
session laws with note asking purchase @ 500 with Dean Witham’s approval if we are not
“broke.” Mr. Lunstedt took copy of German paper rec’d yesterday to see if anything in it for
particular attention of Dean. Mr. Larson asked for Law week. I offered to ask Mr. Henderson
of TVA to look up case he was interested in but he declined – saying he might go there
himself + look it up. Mr. L. hadn’t known we had full set of Amer. bankr. repts. He has set up
to v. 40 of “lawyer who died recently” (C. Raleigh Harrison?).
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Moot Court lasted 25 min + large crowd in Library afterward so couldn’t do much but
oversee room. Campus mail. Mr. McNabb, for Mr. Kramer (contr fee). Notified Miss Walsh of
Mr. Brakebill’s hours today. At one time all but 2 chairs were occupied, but students mostly
quiet. Mr. Todd brought an elderly stranger to show him Libr. but didn’t introduce.
Missing U.S.C.A. v. 15, nos. 1 - 83. Started investigating Jud. councils of 9 states for material
on Court org. + court proc. reform.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. C. McNabb (for RR Kramer, fee) used Lib. Filed ICC - MCC adv. sheets.
Thursday, March 7. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (fee basis) used Library. Located all vols of State repts. missing
except 184 Ark., and 1 Porter (Ala.).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. McNabb again. Campus mail brought (with other things) Contracts restatement v. 1 to
replace lost copy + American jurisprudence v. 12 for same purpose. Miss Walsh phoned
binding would be sent Nat’l bindery middle of next week.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. McAuley for Mr. Kramer (fee basis).
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Friday, March 8. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Fowler, law grad. practicing in Newport? used Library.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Frank Flynn used Lib. in afternoon for J.C. Thomason (contract). Campus mail. Finished
checking lists of Tenn. Acts in Dean Witham’s room and sent one to Miss Baker, + one to
Dean. Fifteen students quite busy. Mr. McClure has ordered burned out lights.
Saturday, March 9. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Privette, for Mr. Tapp, (fee basis) used Library. Campus mail – added to acc. + collated.
Dusted Display + Current period. Started list of articles on briefs and brief writing. Rec’d
from Main Lib. – Train, Prisoner at the bar, and Mason, Brandeis.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Covered old Irish lease (or what?) with celophane, ready for students to look at when Mr.
Warner gives the word. Not a very good job – and I fear not durable enough for much
handling. Attended to some of the numerous memoranda of matters postponed from time to
time to be looked into. Sorry to see that in 4 cases, vols. of state reports were on shelves, as
reported by Mr. Brakebill (I verified them) but had never been added to inventory. Had
hoped inventories could be relied upon to the last word but it seems even they show
human frailty. Phone rang 3 times, calling students. Told two of them to avoid calling
students on this phone if possible to avoid. 3d one said he had already called students phone
– so I let that pass. A 2d hand store on N. Broadway 900 + something wanted advice on how
to dispose of law books – would students want them? Couldn’t tell what they are – just about
150 books that belonged to a lawyer who died several months ago – would Judge Jones
know? I said he might call up the Judge + see.
Monday, March 11. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Large crowd 9 - 11, more or less restless. Mr. John Baugh for W. J. Donaldson, memb.
contract, used Library. Tried to find more material on Brief-making. Mr. Armistead, for Mr.
Egerton, contract.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Have seen larger crowds + perhaps more restless but to-day quite enough of both! Counted
up no. of periodicals rec’d. for information of Miss School of Law Dean who sent Dea me a
cop. of letter addressed to Dean Witham. He is forwarding to Miss Baker for reply + I sent
my note about periodicals to her too – made it just 100.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Headman for J. Pike Powers Jr. (contract). Few and quiet! Couldn’t find v. 30, Ill. Law
Rev.
Tuesday, March 12. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:30 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Users of Lib. N.B. Morrell (contract). R. Young (for WW Kennerly), C. McNabb (for RR
Kramer, fee), J. Armistead (for Mr. Egerton, contract). Mended. Mr. Brakebill phoned he
would not come. Discovered 6 Williams Code had lost its pocket suppl. (rec’d Sep. 1939).
7 - 9:30 [H. H. Turner]
Mr. Headman, and stenographer, for J. Pike Powers Jr. (contract) used Library. Read shelves
of English reports.
Wednesday Mar. 13, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
A lawyer from Sevierville did not give name, rather young + rather deaf wanted Curtis Law
of electricity – if not here where could he get it? Showed him what we had on electricity. Mr.
Burnett (for C.H. Smith, contract) used Lib. I reported to Dean loss of pocket sup. to 6
Williams Code + went down to Tenn. Law Rev. room to see if left there. Dean said better ask
to have it ordered. I will advertise it first. Think we may not be able to get a separate sup. for
1 v. – may have to get whole set. Mr. Gamble of Maryville came with written request for use
of the Lib. for C.S. Badgett.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
No Moot Court and considerable restlessness in consequence. Mr. McClure worked on R.R.
door. Put up notice concerning disappearance of 6 Williams Code pocket supp. A T.V.A.
(legal division) came with list of bound vols. legal period. he wished to take out. When told
he couldn’t do so, said he would send some one to use them here. I checked on his list the
vols. this Library had.
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7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Lib. deserted while Mr. Ray Jenkins lectured 7:30 - 8:30 on trial of a lawsuit. Dean Witham
brought him to see Lib. afterward.
Thursday, March 14. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Judge Taylor sent messenger for 51 Pac. 2 which was charged to R.M. McConnell. As need
was urgent phoned McConnell office, Mr. Fisher located it after some difficulty + several
phone calls and messenger went there for it. Changed charge accordingly. Funny how
anything wanted by a Judge always stirs things up! Spent most of a.m. serving the public.
Robert Bishop, for Mr. Kramer (fee).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Again investigated state reports not found in recent check up and cleared up. Showed Mr.
Brakebill how to mend margins + put in bookplates. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Collated + added to accessions vols. rec’d in campus mail.
Friday, March 15. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
15 U.S.C.A. returned by Mr. Larson. Looked up all periodicals charged to members of faculty.
Dusted and straightened current periodicals.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Got 5 cops of “Law books + their use” from Mr. Steinmetz shelves for use of students
preparing briefs but demand faded out + only Lib. cop. was used. Started Mr. Brakebill
pasting plates in Tenn. Repts. in Dean With Tenn. Law Rev. room. Campus mail. Mr. Gamble
of Maryville again for C. Badgett jr. – says it is a copyright case + Mr. Meares is going to help
him. Wrote Loan desk for loan of copyright bulletins 18 + 21 + any, more recent, on court
decisions. Lecture on bankruptcy in afternoon. Mended.
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Saturday, March 16, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
R. Bishop used Lib. for RR Kramer (contract). Looked over Brakebill’s work. He seems to be
doing a neat job on book plates – putting too much vaseline on books + not rubbing off
carefully enough. I wiped off all C.J. vols. in Lib R.R. – too greasy to handle. Mr. McClure took
3 squeaky chairs to be mended. Mended some of the books selected from RT + RR 4a for
greasing.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, March 20, 1940 [sic]
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Horton, Frantz, Seymour (contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Reminded Mr. Perrin of books to be brought from Fowler’s. Mr. Brakebill will
not come again till Friday. He is limited to 54 hrs a month. Thinks he will finish book plates
in 1 - 149 Tenn. on Friday. Lindsay Young used Lib. for R.S. Young (contract) – also H.
Broome for Judge Hicks (ex-officio). Mended. Dean W. brought a cousin + his wife to see Lib.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (fee basis). A great deal of noise and loud talking on landing.
About a dozen had congregated there to discuss “Finland” and were joined by Mr. McNabb,
(above) but all very obliging when asked to quiet down. No reproof required further. The
chairs out there to be mended furnish an added attraction.
Tuesday, March 19. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Lindsay Young, for father Robert Young, (cont.) + Mr. Fisher for Mr. Seymour (contract). A
Mr. Holman (T.V.A.) who taking a class in engineering at U.T. and contemplates studying law
came to look over law library and take out some books which would be of use to him.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. [Ogden]
Campus mail brought from Fowler + Fowler Martindale + Hubbell law directory 1939 (2 v.)
and American bar, 1939. Sent both to Main for cataloging. Also returned to Order Dept.
347.9 C532t Chic. bar ass’n. Committee on activities of younger members – [Lectures on]
Trial of a Lawsuit,” to secure pages omitted at end of 3d lecture. Tried to find advt. of price of
v. 4 Torts restatement for Mr. Blackard + couldn’t. Mr. Meares was troubled at not finding in
Lib. material cited on copyright + other subjects – said he thought our collection inadequate
in some ways. Truth compelled me to agree with him in the instances he cited: – State laws
of Mont. Neb. Fla. Wash. on copyright – only ones besides Tenn. having copyright law
separate from fed. – Opinions of Tenn. Atty gen. 2 v. 1927 - 32 (all pub.), Air law review. He
wanted Law Week also. I said by time most things on subjects taught were bought, money
usually gone and Lib. was weak in other subjects. Thought he could see Law Week at TVA +
Tenn. Atty gen. opinions at County Ct. House “State Law Lib.” + Air Law Rev. might be got by
exchange, if any one wanted to suggest it.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
In response to a call S.O.S. from Cat. Dept. brought L.C. cds to file. Students of Dr. Dunford to
look in codes for information about Civil Service in dif. states.
Wednesday, March 20, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
E. Fisher used Lib. for Frantz McConnell +c. (contract). Mended.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. McAfee (contract Peters, Egerton + McAfee) used Libr. Also Mr. Kramer (fee), James
Clark for Mr. Egerton, McAfee + Clark.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. McClure called home early in evening because of illness of his wife. Finished up some
mending, filed a few book advts, put away a few things in B. all in an attempt to improve
appearance of desk for a long time stacked with waiting material.
Thursday, March 21. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Fowler, Newport Loudon lawyer, used Library.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Users of Lib: Mr. Flynn (for Thomason, contract), Keller Smith (for C.H. Smith, contract), E.
Fisher (for C.M. Seymour (contract)). Dean showed a Vanderbilt prof. through Lib. Recent
vol. of Fed. sup. wanted by Flynn is charged to Mr. Larson so volunteered to hunt up a fac.
cop. of adv. sheet containing desired case, as Mr. Larson wasn’t here. Got Dean’s cop. with
promise to return. Campus mail brought (among other things) 2 U.S. Copyright bulletins
which I put on table with other copyright things. These two to be ret’d to Main. I asked their
loan “for a few months.” Light in Lib. off. burnt out. Found a spare bulb + Mr. Warner
volunteered to put it in – dirty job! It is a high-powered bulb such as now used in RR. I began
calculation in N.W. stacks as to amt. of space to leave after each set of state reports for future
growth. Mrs. Walsh phoned to tell Mr. Brakebill the new month began yesterday + there will
be time he will have to make up time.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. McAuley for Mr. Kramer, fee. A large restless crowd, not much (studying) and a good
deal of talking and laughing. Collated and added to accessions vols. rec’d in Campus mail.
Friday, March 22. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Took care of vols. rec’d. A lawyer who has a right to use law Libr. but whose
name escapes me [E. L. Ogden adds] (ELO wasn’t sure, either).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Using Lib: Lindsay Young (for RS. Young, contract), C. Snepp and E. Fisher (for Frantz,
McConnell +c), Dr. White (U.T.). Promised Mr. Meares I would arrange for him to see all
periodicals as they are received. Mr. Brakebill finished plates in Tenn. Reports.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Finished planning of distribution of space between sets of state reports in N.W. stack.
Saturday, Mar. 23
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mr. C. Lockett (last year’s grad.) used Lib. with Dean Witham’s permission. He is preparing
for a U. S. civil serv. exam.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Copied “Tenn. Acts relating to U. T.”
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Monday, March 25. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
R. Young – for WW Kennerly used Lib. Made long delayed book statistics report for Main Lib.
Got Mr. Brakebill to put pockets in RT vols. that had not been prepared for circulation but
are being circulated to lawyers.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, March 26. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Lindsay Young for father Robert Young (contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended. Campus mail. Started Mr. Brakebill on vaselining annotated series of reports in B.
with a view to working partly in B. partly in N.W. stack to release for regular use one section
of shelving he has been using in N. W. stack and [entry ends]
Wednesday, March 27, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Started Mr. Brakebill on shifting in N.W. stack to put D.C. app. in right place. Mr. Snepp (for
Frantz McConnell + Seymour [contract]) used Lib.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Copied some entries of “Tenn. Acts relating to U.T.”
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
C. McNabb (for RR Kramer, contract) used Lib. Mended. Inspected Mr. Brakebill’s shifting –
good job. Almost a dozen students in spite of the Larson party going on.
Thursday, March 28. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Inspected work on shelves and mended. Phoned Miss Baker (or rather asked Miss Walsh to
tell her) that HHT is to go to hospital next week Monday for observation for a week and Law
Lib will need a substitute for 37 hrs. at least. Said I did not know whether Mr. Stewart would
be available + would not inquire until Miss B. gave the word. Asked Miss Berger for white
glue.
7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, March 29. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Lindsay Young for R. Young (contract) used Lib. Asked Kennerly + Key (i.e. Mr. Key) for
1939 Martindale for Dean’s office – not to be cat’d. He said yes. I phoned message for Mr.
Perrin to go for it. Neglected to state yesterday that a husky fireman, with Mr. McClure as
guide, stamped into the RR. and inspected the fire extinguishers. Mr. McClure said he
ordered accumulation of superseded advance sheets removed and expressed strong
disapproval of smoking in the building, noticed burnt spots on linoleum around sand filled
jars intended for cigaret stubs + matches. All this in consequence of up town fire the night
before. Chairs for repair still standing in the hall.
Saturday, March 30. 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Burnett, for C. H. Smith contract, used Library. Campus mail.
12.45 - 5.30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Kreis, for W.J. Donaldson (contract). Worked on cop. of Tenn. Acts relating to U.T.
Monday, Apr. 1, 1940
8 - 1 Frances Apperson
Checked mail, filed cat. cds., made official list cards and did general routine. Mr. Fisher of
Frantz, McConnell + Seymour was in library for moment. Office boy returned a book (SW 54)
for Judge Hicks. Lady from T.V.A. called about late Nebraska reports for certain case but we
had only through 1930.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker came + mapped out schedules for E.L.O., F. Apperson, H. F. Stewart + James Carr.
Said she would remind shop to ask Mr. Perrin to call for chairs to be mended. Discussed with
Mr. Brakebill his work for tomorrow.
7 - 9:30 H. F. Stewart
[note was pasted into journal]
Miss Ogden:
I did not write in the daily record because I did not know whether I was suppose to. There
were several students studying and no visitors and only one phone call which was for a
student. I straightened the tables and put chairs in place and replaced books in the shelves.
H.F. Stewart
Tuesday April 2, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Phoned Miss Baker as to final form of this week’s schedule for E.LO, Frances Apperson,
James Carr + H.F. Stewart, which she approved. Called Mr. McClure’s attention to conference
room latch which doesn’t work. He says he can adjust it. Wrote a few notes as to work for
this P.M. + evening.
12:30 - 5:30 H. F. Stewart
Compiled circulation statistics for year April 1939 - March 1940. Mr. J. M. Burnett, Jr.
checked out book for Mr. Chas. H. Smith (contract). Straightened up Tennessee Reports.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden J. S. Carr
Collated n C. McNabb (from Kramer (fee)
[note taped to page]
Mr. Carr,
Please collate new set on display case “National Law Library” – 6 v. and the 1939 vol. of
“Taxes” (periodical shelves). These were shelved without being collated –
E.L.O.
see over
(Law Lib. Ap. 2 1940
J.S. Carr)
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Wednesday, April 3, 1940
8 - 12:15 11:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. An Ala. lawyer working with RR Kramer (fee) used Lib. Glue came from Main
Lib.
11:30 - 1:15 H. F. Stewart
1:00 - 5:00 E. L. Ogden
Looked over some subj. headings on cat. cards. Mended. Counted cash for Mar. + finished
book statistics statement for Miss Baker.
7 - 9:30 H. F. Stewart
Returned books to the shelves. Mr. Seymour paid a 10¢ fine on “Trial Tactics” by Cornelius.
Replaced chairs under the tables.
Thursday, April 4
8 - 1 F. Apperson
Filed cat. and shelf cards, added serials to cat. and shelf cds. from accessions record. General
routine. Mr. Morrell used library. A stranger (to me) came in looking for Ohio appeals
reports, but we don’t have. Lots of students this a.m.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Routine work. Phoned Mr. Flynn – out – asked him to be notified to call up – no result. Sent
fine + ink money to Main Lib. by James Carr.
7 - 9:30 H. F. Stewart
Larger crowd of students than last night. One University student used the library. Replaced
books and chairs. Miss Edith Cockrill used the library. She is a former student.
Friday, April 5
11:30 - 1:15 [H. F. Stewart]
Was scheduled to be here from 12:15 to 2:00, but this conflicted with a class, thus
accounting for the change in time. Very few students here during the noon hours. Several
phone calls, one for Mr. Warner another for a student.
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8 - 11:30 E. L. Ogden
1 - 5:30
Did some clearing out of current periodicals + dup. files + books in RR 4b to make room for
other things.
7 - 9:30 J. S. Carr
Not so many students tonight. About 8 - 10. No visitors. Filed sheets in Legal Periodical
Digest, and Trust service. Replaced books and collated Ga. Ap’ls 59 - 60.
Saturday April 6
12:15 - 2:00 H. F. Stewart
Fixed ink blotter. Straightened up Corpus Juris section and section 5.
8 - 12:15 E. L. Ogden
1:45 - 5:30
Usual routine. Sorted +d listed some of the congested dups. to go to B. Exam schedule came –
has been posted downstairs.
Monday, April 8, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Mr. Morrell (contract) for a minute.
12:45-1 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Changed evenings with HHT. Dean Witham brought in Mr. Will Shafroth, who was one of the
Amer. bar ass’n committee making a survey of Tennessee law schools a few yrs ago and is
now administrative officer of all federal courts investigating delay + congestion of business
in them +c. He was here to visit courts this time, not officially to see law schools. I asked him
what other colleges did to facilitate use of personally owned typewriters by students. He
said where there were seminar rooms, these were so used. I asked if he thought it desirable
to make such provision + he said doubtfully yes – but not many could. Dean said add it to my
suggestions. Called Mr. Wicker’s attention to an offer of S.C. Univ. Law Lib. of dups. of Amer.
Law rev. (various vols.), one of their wants being Tenn. Law Rev., various vols. He said he
would write. N.B. Morrell again. Mr. C. McNabb called for the package left here last week +
took also Mr. Kramer’s receipt for payment of Lib. fee which was waiting to be called for.
Two students (not law) wanted a nominating speech as a model.
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Tuesday, April 9. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Mended. F. Fowler used Lib. (contract). Mr. Flynn came for another book. Says
Mr. Thomason will return it + adv. sheets tomorrow.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, April 10, 1940
8 - 1 E. L. Ogden
Superintended Mr. Brakebill shifting in B + shelved new or transferred pubs. in B. Mended.
Mr. Larson showed me a note from Dean that about $500 was still available for books +
asking his suggestions. I reminded him of his request for completing Shepard’s citations +
showed him advt. of new cumulation of words + phrases.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Began consideration of Dean Witham’s inquiry as to accommodations for library desirable if
new building should be provided for law college. F. Headman (for J.P. Powers, contract) used
Lib.
Thursday, April 11, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
John Ayres (contract) + Mr. Thomason (contract) used Library.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Drafted suggestions for lib. needs in a new building, if ever! Campus mail. Lindsay (?)
Young used Lib. for father R. Young (contract) also E.E. Fisher for C.M. Seymour (contract).
Main Lib. will send next Tues. to have Tenn. Repts. 149 v. stamped so F. Apperson can get
stamp when she comes to her class at night. Again was too late in phoning Miss Walsh Mr.
Brakebill’s hours – Am ashamed!
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Friday, April 12, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Copied E.L.O.’s “suggestions” for libr. needs in a new Bldg. Mr. Harvey Broome for Judge
Hicks. T.V.A. Legal Div. representatives used Library, also Mr. James G. Johnson Jr.(?)
(contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Dean Witham came in + asked if comments on his letter re requirements for a new building
were ready. Told him gist of those stated on memo just copied by HHT + he jotted changes to
be made on his original statement. Filed my written statement with note of his changes. See
vertical file, folder “Plans, measurements, notes on shelving”.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Pugh, U.T. auditor, used Library.
Saturday, April 13. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Laurent (T.V.A. also U.T. instructor) used Library. Also Mr. Rountree, for Gen. James
Fowler (contract). Dusted + straightened current periodicals. Judge Templeton (Jellico) paid
long visit to Library a+ discoursed on his experiences as a law student at U.T. and many
other subjects. He intends to return.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Looked over a number of notes in desk + got rid of a few (some by passing on to HHT) and a
few only transferred to some other place! Wrote Mrs. Clemens to send a cop. of L.C. state
Law Index digest for inspection (Report no. 3 listed in U.S. Govt. pubs, weekly list Mar. 27 as
state laws on crime, 10¢, so it cannot be large). Calculated space to be left in shifting state
repts. Mont to Wyo.
Monday, April 15. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Two visitors, man + woman, visited Libr. with Dean’s permission. Man wanted
to look up something. Mrs. Morris didn’t know name. Mr. Burnett for Charles H. Smith
(contract) used Library.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended. Dean came in with a distinguished looking visitor – didn’t catch his name. Ag. grad.
student came to borrow something on Landlord + tenant. Mr. Warner not here at the time
but lent Bennett. After Mr. Warner came he said Bennett would not be needed by classes for
a long time but students would be wanting Gore right along.
April 16. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Collated + added to accessions vols. rec’d. Mr. Broome, for Judge Hicks used
Tenn. Code.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Planned adjustment of space between stacks sets for shifting in N.E. stack and gave Mr.
Brakebill the plan. Jamieson and a “buddy” fooling at table near Amer. Digest (think the
other Montgomery?) and gave them choice of leaving room or going to separate tables +
having nothing to do with each other in RR the rest of the PM. They chose the latter + peace
remained with us. The first thing of the kind I have had to do this school year. Miss Evelyn
? came to accession Tenn. Rpts. v. 1 - 149 in Law Rev. Room.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Miss Apperson came for accession stamp +c.
Wednesday, April 17, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Dean Witham is getting ready to go to Amer. for Law Inst. meeting at Wash. at U.T. next Fall
+ wants what he wants in a hurry. Miss Baker phoned that Michie Co. say that instead of
sending back our vols. of the old Encycl. dig. to get credit on Michie’s digest, we can just
write in on v. 1 - 12, the cumulative sup. v. 1 - 3 and Sup. 1933, the statement “credit
allowed” and, as we understand it, keep the vols. I said I would ask the fac. if we need keep
both our old cops. + if not, one is to be sent Miss Baker. Dean Michie says as soon as we
write him the books have been properly marked, he will grant the credit. Dean W. wasn’t in
his office so I couldn’t ask at the time. She also wanted me to inquire whether list of book to
be ordered this week is ready – is afraid fund will be withdrawn if order not hurried. I left on
his desk a note about this + Michie. Mrs. Blakely, former law student, + at present active in K.
public school organization used Lib. Mr. Brakebill shifting + cleaning Mo - Wyo. – thinks he
can finish this + mark books v. 1 - 149 Tenn. Repts. this week. I wrote Miss Baker reporting
progress in vaseline treatment and giving her a sample of Mr. B.’s hand, copied from marks
in cop. 2 of Tenn. Rpts.
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12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (fee). Marked Tenn. Digests (encycl).
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Chas Snepp used Lib. for CM. Seymour.
Thursday, April 18. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
A young man (Malphus) who is going to study law after consulting with Mr. Warner, came
back to use Underhill Landlord and Tenant. Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer, (fee) used Library.
Worked on book reviews.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Malphus listed in U.T. Directory as Ag. Grad. from S.C. He was here some days ago. Mr. C.
McNabb again. Mended. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, April 19. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Miss Walsh phoned to check up Mr. Brakebill’s reported time (N.Y.A.). He said he had
secured another job to begin to morrow so this was his last day. Got him to file I.C.C. Motor
carrier leaflets and mark Tenn. reports in Tenn. Law Rev. room. Although I had not received
an answer from Miss Baker after asking if he might do it and sending a sample of his
lettering. It seemed to me as good as some done in Main Lib. As we have not yet rec’d the
copy numbers, the marks can be inspected when this is written in. Mr. Malphus in Lib. – will
probably be back Monday. I wrote out from memory a list of the vols vaselined by Mr.
Brakebill + filed this with his time record. John Armistead used the Lib. for Egerton
(contract) + E.E. Fisher for C.M. Seymour. Says he will return lots of books to morrow. Made
a new card for “replacement” vols. of U.S.C.A. + sent it with L.C. author card to Miss
Apperson for inspection. Campus mail.
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Saturday, April 20, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Usual Sat. chores, except a little more cleaning inside desks. Mice have been in Miss
Heiskell’s desk more than once lately. Mr. E.E. Fisher returned books and brought 3 gifts
from Frantz McConnell + Seymour. Mr. Flynn brought some – incl. Dean Witham’s Fed. Sup.
Adv. sheet borrowed from Dean Witham. I took this to Dean’s office. He has been so hurried
lately, I haven’t asked him about disposal of old dup. texts, sent Main from time to time.
Miss Baker says she has sent lists out over + over but no one seems interested + wants Dean
to be asked whether she can’t dispose of them.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, April 22, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Jack Morgan used Library with Dean’s consent.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Miss Baker phoned that no N.Y.A. boy can be assigned from N.Y.A.
headquarters and Main Lib. cannot spare any, especially while Mr. Wells is laid up. She said
see that the vaseline can is closely covered + she will get it sometime. I said Mr. Brakebill
had finished all sets he had begun. Did not mention marking Tenn. Reports on 2d floor which
he did not finish. I think I can do them a few at a time sometime and there is no haste. Mr.
N.B. Morrell (contract) with Hal Clements jr. used Lib. A Callaghan representative called +
talked to Miss Baker over the phone. She told him a list of books Dean had asked to have
purchased was here. We went to Mrs. Morris to look at it. Wigmore $90.00 – Words +
phrases $190.00. Shepard’s citations, Arnold on suretyship, Legal status of Negro pub. by
Univ. N.C. and another whose title I forget pub. by the A.B.A. I mentioned that I had known
nothing of the order (didn’t say a cop. ought to have been sent me). Mr. Malphus again.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Headman for J. Pike Powers (contract) used Libr. Also student to read Constitution.
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Tuesday, April 23, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Burnett, for C.H. Smith, memb. contract. Mr. Morrell (contract) used Library. Callaghan
representative (I think). Mr. Kupfer collecting Tenn. material on legal liability of Negroes
before Civil War. Callaghan man wanted to smoke in Libr. Office while reading Beveredge’s
Marshall v. 2, but had to be referred to Students’ Lounge.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Miss Norwood, TVA Tech. Lib. to look up Ga. law on turning waste of cotton
seed oil factory into streams. We both looked – did not find it. Mended. N.B. Morrell
(contract) used Lib.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Snepp for Mr. Seymour (contract) used Library, also a Univ. instructor.
Wednesday, Apr. 24, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker phoned to ask for Circ. statistics Apr. 1939 - Mar. 1940 – that hereafter I might
note on back of book statistics slip the date month by month; giving use in reading room
(reserves); home use (add our overnight, lawyers, other); and total. I copied data for
1939/40 which Mr. Stewart had prepared and took it to Mr. Perrin’s box in Dean’s office so
it would not be overlooked if he happened to have nothing for the Law Lib. Bruce Foster (for
Frantz McConnell +c contract) used Lib., also Mr. Burnett for Cates Smith + Long. Got
some clips + new Law School announcement 1940/41 from Dean’s Off. Date is printed as
pub. June, 1940! quite prompt! Spoke to Miss Kupfer about her summary of torts in
drawer of Lib. table. She said she knew it was there, would put it in her locker if we objected,
that sometimes she could work on it at odd moments if it was right to hand. I said she might
leave it there for the present but we did not want students to make a practice of leaving
their things in Lib. + we might ask her to take it away later on.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Escorted Rev. Mr. Nelson around Library (his first visit) and he was much impressed with
size. Mr. Rountree, brought affadavit[sic] from Mr. Harley Fowler that Carter was
transferring 1 share of stock to former. Referred him to Dean Witham. Campus mail. Mr.
McNabb for Mr. Kramer (fee).
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended.
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Thursday, April 25. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
N.B. Morrell (contract), RR Kramer (fee), R. Young jr. (for WW Kennerly, official) used Lib.
Campus mail. Miss Apperson brought back USCA cat cards with answers to ELO’s questions
about them.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, April 26. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith), Mr. Thomason (contract), John Baugh (for Mr. Donaldson,
contract), R. Young, jr. for W.W. Kennerly (official) used Lib. Campus mail. A note from Miss
Baker said as Dean W. wants Encycl. dig., on which credit is allowed for Michie’s Tenn.
Digest, it will not be withdrawn but should be charged to Dean’s Office. I spoke to him about
it – he said it is to be put in Tenn. Law Rev. room on first floor. I said I felt it was not very
safe there as I had seen in passing by the room unoccupied, door open, + lights full on. He
said no one would want to take anything with so little cash value + nothing had ever been
missed there. I suggested we wait until all vols. of Michie’s Digest have been rec’d.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Students unusually numerous for Fri. night – restless and communicative.
Saturday, April 27. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Examined Tenn. Repts. cop. 2 for rebinding or mending. Vance on Insurance cop. 1 lost track
of since last night. Am pretty sure it was here at closing time.
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Monday, April 29, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Charles McNabb for Mr. Kramer, (fee) and Mr Fisher for R.M. McConnell (contract); Mr.
Broome for Judge Hicks. Considerable excitement 8 - 8.45 by a young goldfinch which flew
in and didn’t have sense enough to fly out. All work stopped, some rushed to balcony, others
ran about R.R. + Mr. McClure flourished long pole in proximity to my head. Students rushed
in to assist. Finally Mr. Tindall picked it up, when exhausted, and it flew out, and work was
resumed.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Dean Witham said he was especially interested in articles like the one in Kans. City L.R. on
lawyers getting fewer cases. Told Mr. Warner that one cop. of Vance was gone. Told Mr.
Meares + Miss K. that I would have to ask them not to make a practice of sitting together +
consulting each other steadily in Lib. – they said OK. Tried to do something with binding but
made little progress.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, April 30. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Fisher for R.M. McConnell (contract) used Library. Mr. Laurent (T.V.A. + U.T. Faculty
memb.), Mr. Fowler, Newport Loudon Atty, used Library. Large crowd somewhat restless.
Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer, (fee) used Library. Glad to see Mr. Murphy back for rest of year.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Mr. Warner asked if Mr. McNabb had borrowed Jones on Mortgages. He had,
so Mr. Warner used the old ed but would want the vol. Mr. McNabb has on Thurs. P.M.
Phoned Mr. McNabb who says he will bring it back to night or to morrow A.M. Rec’d a cop. of
Nat’l lawyers guild Quar. v. 2 n. 1 which had been claimed + a card forwarded by Miss Baker
to whom it was addressed, giving price of 75¢ per no. for the missing nos. of v. 1. In
meantime Miss Mounger sent a cop. of one of them so sent back post card to Miss Baker
asking if no. 3 of v. 1 couldn’t be bought so we can bind v. 1 + 2 together. Found Amer. law
Inst. pub. came up from Dean’s Off. did not contain all nos on which comments were asked in
sheet enclosed in package. Mrs. Morris said all that came were sent to Lib. Mr. Warner had
rec’d none, either, + did not know th any on Security had been pub.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Large crowd but studious. Took fine + ink money to Main Libr.
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Wednesday, May 1, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Snepp (for Frantz McConnell + Seymour) (contract) used Lib.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Collated + added to accessions. Mr. Robert Young Jr. for W.W. Kennerly
(official).
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Mended.
Thursday, May 2. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Broome, for Judge Hicks. 45 Federal (2 series) missing (found later).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Ivan Privette for Mr. Tapp (fee). Miss Baker phoned for statistics of extra Univ. statistics
use of Law Lib. so spent the P.M. getting data for Oct - Mar inclusive from Daily Record.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, May 3. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
A T.V.A. representative to consult N.C. code. Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer, (fee) used Library.
12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Campus mail. N.B. Morrell at night. Mended. Asked Dean to ask for order of another cop. of
Vance to be delivered before May 20 if possible. Yesterday Dean Witham said the recent
announcement of $500.00 still to be spent for Law Lib. proved to be a mistake in
bookkeeping. There is no money left – but today said ask to have Vance ordered anyway.
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Saturday, May 4, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Yesterday, so many note books + case books were scattered over tables, I put them all on top
cat. case. Some of them haven’t been looked at or asked for – so owners had either forgotten
or expected to leave them indefinitely or until they happened in. I think we’d better
continue to do this for all students things left on desks. Observed that drawer of Libr. table
had several more summaries in it – saw a student looking at them – he said not his and did
not know whose they were. Query? How did he know they were there? + are they left there
for others to copy? Kept rather busy with weekend circulation. Mr. Laurent used Lib. (UT +
TVA). Campus mail. Looked over new ed. of McCarty Office practice + made list of references
to brief-making – to post for student’s information. Wrote several notes to HHT.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Bogart on Trusts, cop. 2 missing to Mr. King’s distress as he had reserve prior to 2 others
which had already been taken out. Posted several notice for exam reservations.
Monday, May 6. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Took in and put away the 50 vols. loaned on Saturday. Took Summary from table drawer.
Straightened Sec. 5 and hunted again for Bogart.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Louis Marks, a Bus. senior came again to get ideas of what preparation a court reporter
ought to have. He was here some months ago. I cautioned him to be careful about using the
term “reporter” in a sense that would not be its legal one + tried to convince him I knew
nothing about the stenog’s duties or what he would need to know. He had made an outline
“original with himself” including legal terminology, procedure under all the different kinds
of courts +c +c. I hunted without much result – found a little about lawyers’ secretaries. He
seemed to want his thesis to be a compilation of all the necessary knowledge – sort of
handbook. He finally decided to take the advice I gave in the first place – interview some
court stenog. + find out from him. Offered to notify him if anything came to my intention.
Keller Smith used Lib. for CH Smith (contract).
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Room well filled + students, more or less restless. Helped a Senior Engineering student with
U.S. Repts. Gathered up books on Display from Main Lib. Read shelves sec. 5.
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Monday Tuesday, May 7, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. McClure says bracket fans have to be greased – won’t be ready for a day or two so
brought two for temporary use. Campus mail. Talked to Dean Witham about books
disappearing. He seemed to have no preventive or remedies to suggest except to have books
where students couldn’t help themselves. Any I could suggest would be welcome +c.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (fee) used Library. Filed Arranged I.S.C. advance sheets for
filing.
Wednesday, May 8, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Worked with exam. reserves. Mr. Fowler of Newport used Lib. Campus mail. Talked with Mr.
Lewis about loss of books + whether any help could come through student’s organization to
restore losses + prevent others. Said even if no action is taken, it might have a good effect to
discuss the matter which affects every student’s convenience (+ the reputation of many,
though that can’t be so stated to them). Also found Southern’s summaries had only been
changed to the drawer of another table where has he been working – at least I suppose they
are his – no name on them but in same hand.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Took care of vols. rec’d in Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, May 9, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Robert Young Jr. for Mr. Warren Kennerly (official) used Library. West Pub. Co. rep. to see
Miss Ogden.
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12:45 - 530 E. L. Ogden
Phoned Miss Baker as to getting off May 18 to go to Wash. proposing to exchange time next
week with HHT so as to be free Fri noon 17th + have H.F. Stewart substitute Sat. PM 12:30 -
5:30. She approved + said turn in a statement of his time. Many books ret’d from Frantz
McConnell. Gave Mr. Fisher a list of 4 taken Feb. 22, not yet ret’d. Mr. Ro John Rountree came
with paper transferring Harley Fowler’s library contract to him. Made changes in register
accordingly. Mr. Thomason (contract) came to see Tenn. senate + house journals 1939 –
Couldn’t find “house.” Campus mail. Told Mr. Stewart arrangement for next week. He agreed.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Snepp for Frantz, McConnell + Seymour (contract).
Thursday [sic], May 10. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Lights were cut off nearly all about half of forenoon and room almost empty. Mr. Burnett for
Mr. C.H. Smith (cont. member). Made slips for biog. material in “Tennessee, the Volunteer
State” v. 2.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
In afternoon Mr. Rountree (contract) and EE Fisher (for Frantz McConnell + Seymour
(contract)) used Lib. In evening C. McNabb for RR Kramer (fee). Found a few refs of on court
reporting for Louis Marks + sent him a list. Examined U.S. Manual rec’d yesterday. Suspect it
will not prove as helpful as hoped. Descriptions of functions of various agencies not very
clear – too condensed – for the understanding of anyone not already familiar with their
work.
[note inserted in book]
Louis Marks
Box 2905
Sr., Bus. Adm. wants to be notified about anything we come across on qualifications of a
court stenographer. [stamped] May 10 1940 Sent him a note about Legal Soc. Handbook
(over) and a few refs. – including N.J. Law J. here with. He will probably come to see them.
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Saturday, May 11, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Dusted + straightened current periodicals. Mr. Wicker sick, “running a temperature.”
Attended to numerous weekend reservations. Sevierville lawyer, Mr. Profitt, + young
woman came to use Words + Phrases.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Monday, May 13, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Frank Fowler, contract, used Library. Also Mr. Laurent, legal Div. T.V.A. Put away
weekend reservations. Helped Mr. Fowler hunt up 2 Eng. cases. A group of students, mostly
seniors, have drawn up letter to President of U.S., protesting about his lack of neutrality in
public utterances. They allowed me to make a copy! Mr. Fisher for Frantz, McConnell, +
Seymour, contract members. Read sec. 5, R.R. Everything OK.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
J. Armistead (for Mr. Egerton, contract) used Lib. After he left, John Ayres, D.C. Webb. S.F.
Fowler (all contract) were here at the same time! Also H. Strauss (contract). Rarely have so
many at one time working independently. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Saw copy of chain letter circulated by 1st yr. student relating to keeping U.S. out of War.
Tuesday, May 14. 1940.
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Fowler (Newport Loudon lawyer) used Library. Mr. Flynn for Mr. Thomason, member
contract. Mr. Morrell, (contract).
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
D.C. Webb (contract) + H. Clemens jr (for N.B. Morrell, contract) used Lib. Shall be away until
Monday.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Very few present on account of ceremony on campus.
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Wednesday, May 15. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Dunlap, for Frantz, McConnell (contract) used Library.
1 - 5:30 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Mr. Robt. Young (contract basis) used the library. There was a large circulation of books.
Someone called from Main Library asking about Mr. Bradley’s fine of 60¢. Since I couldn’t
explain it, I suggested they call Miss Turner tomorrow morning.
Thursday, May 16. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. H.B. Jones (Kentucky) used Library. Mrs. Morris went home sick so took phone calls.
1 - 5:30 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30
Miss Walsh, from Main Library, called about when Miss Apperson would be on duty at Law
Library. She was uncertain as to whether it was at 12:45 or 1o’clock tomorrow. I told her it
was probably 12:45. Mr. Perrin brought copy 3 of Vance on Insurance from Main library
also. Because of demand for it I decided to put it in circulation. Mr. Warner brought up his
copy of Vance for use in the library. Mr. E.E. Fisher checked out a book for Mr. R. M.
McConnell.
Friday, May 17. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Sent notice of all unpaid fines to Miss Whittle at her request.
12:45 - 5:30 H. F. Stewart
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Saturday, May 18. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Cleaned top of desk, table behind it. Dusted cur. period.s, Display, Read sec. 5. Mr. Bradley
asked for list of 6 or 7 recent treatises rec’d in Law Library to be pub. in next Law Review.
Checked out many week end reservations. Sorry to report that 2 volumes (in place at 9:30
a.m.) had disappeared at 11 a.m. tho they had been reserved*(Ballantine’s Law problems +
cop. 2 Bender-Collier Bankruptcy Act – pam.). Turned over to Miss Baker Mr. Stewart’s time
rept. as requested – 23¼ hrs.
1 - 5:30 H. F. Stewart
Library was very quiet with several students studying rather diligently.
*1 cop. Ballantine’s Law problems reappeared Mon. a.m. but other still out.
Monday, May 20. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Someone named Ross Williams (U.T. student) who had evidently been here before, to use
Federal Rept. 2d s. Read + straightened sec. 5. Mr. Frank Fowler (contract) used Library.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Headman + friend, for J. Pike Powers Jr. (contract) used Library.
Tuesday, May 21. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Duggins (contract) used N.C. Pub. Acts for Sales Tax. Read RR. Sec. 5. Robert Young Jr. for
W.W. Kennerly (official) used Library.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. McClure said he had been told not to put up fans until electrician had inspected them.
Would take only a short time when he got word to go ahead. About 4 PM phoned Supt.
buildings office we were suffering – had to turn off oscillating fan for a while because it
developed a bad squeak. She said she’d do what could but of course elec. couldn’t be here till
to morrow. Looked over last year’s schedule for Lib. opening + hours for staff.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Great deal of restlessness + talking among 1st yr. students. Had to speak to them several
times. Collier Bender bankruptcy act cop. 2 appeared in Sec. 3.
Wednesday May 22, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
R. Young (for WW. Kennerly – Dean says ex off.) used Lib. Dean Witham would like to
continue to see articles on economic status of lawyers as they appear – but keep track of
other articles and let him see them later. Checked up courses for summer. Mr. Larson + Mr.
Steinmetz only ones fac. members not to continue through both terms of summer school.
Mr. Larson’s last exams. Found Main Lib. report of books sent “Law” in Apr. and made out
Law report accordingly, noting on back of slip the circulation statistics for Law – itemized as
“In Lib,” “outside use,” “total.” Mrs. Morris notified that Chas. Gore of Bristol asked if he
could use Law Lib. Fri. Wed. May 24 when he comes to K. to try a case + she said yes. He was
here 1934/35. Afterwards at Harvard. Ret’d to Main Lib. books for temporary circulation to
law students that have been here for some months. Fans inspected, placed, and operating.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. R. Young (for W.W. Kennerly ex. officio) used Library.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
U.T. Auditor used Lib. – also Nathan Hale. Local lawyer – told him to see Dean if he wanted
to repeat.
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Thursday, May 23, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Notices came from Main Lib. as to students who hadn’t paid fines. Gave to McClure to put in
their boxes. Mrs. Morris called attention to statement on these cards that “all must be
cleared before exams begin.” This is OK for Main where exams begin next week but doesn’t
fit Law College. She asked whether I could use 20 hours of N.Y.A. work between now and
June 1. She got extra help to get things ready for Dean’s going to Law Institute and the need
for it is over. I set him to work finishing marking the Tenn. Reports the last N.Y.A. did not do.
He is an engineering student and is used to lettering. Phoned Miss Baker to ask if he could
use more vaseline, which is still here and do more greasing. She said yes. She also asked me
to find out whether Stewart would be available for as many or more hours than last
summer. Put note in Dean’s Off. for McClure to put in his box. Campus mail. Wrote a note to
Miss Mounger to ask whether about 4 cartons of Ill. Law Rev. + Amer. Bar Ass’n Jour.
Dups. could be sent her for storing. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Ely for father (L.C. Ely contract) worked on Texas will case.
[note inserted here in H. H. Turner hand]
Mr. Bradley has paid. In regard to Fines I was told that after I had duly reported according to
Rule, Miss Whittle took entire charge of situation sent out notices to students owing fines,
they were to pay us here + we were to inform her when they had done so. In each case I
have [inserted: first] informed students of having done or of being about to do so.
Friday, May 24. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Thomason (contract) used Library. Called up Miss Whittle (Main) + told her Mr. Bradley
+ Pearman had paid fines (also Hewgley). She says it isn’t necessary to sign cards for receipt.
Mr. McClure feels responsible for business of fines and evidently fears I am not attending to
it properly!! I assured him I was carried out instructions from Main Library and that he
needn’t have it on his mind as I had notified them at once. Large crowd more or less restless,
especially Mr. Southern!
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
I suspect that Mr. McClure’s concern about fines is partly my fault. When the cards came
from Main Lib. I gave them to Mr. McClure + asked him to put them in students boxes – he
probably misunderstood + thought he was to deliver personally. Found out afterwards Mrs.
Morris told him to deliver as students are neglecting boxes. I should have made sure he
understood. Mr. Thomason again used Lib. – also S.F. Fowler (contract) and Mr. Gore of
Bristol (former student) with his father. Miss Baker phoned that Mr. Stewart wanted a full
time job this summer + asked us to look out for possible student workers for as much or
more time (16 ½ hrs.) than Mr. Stewart gave. Cat Dept. can’t spare Miss Apperson for long.
Will keep your HHT’s note about fines to guide procedure after she leaves for the summer.
H. Freeman paid fines for H. + N. Freeman. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Students numerous + restless. Mr. Headman used Lib. for P. Porvero (contract).
Saturday May 25, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Gilbertson paid fine. All paid up now except a new fine for N. Freeman. He returned
Ballantine Problems by Mr. King – 9:15. He was due at an exam at 8:30 + did not appear so
Mr. Blackard asked McClure to hunt him up. Mr. Meares located him at boarding place
“overslept.” So Mr. F did not come to Lib. EE Fisher brought returned a big load of books
from Frantz McConnell + Seymour. Said he would be back soon in a few days to see what
else is charged to them. Mr. Meares + Mr. Babcock brought up the missing Vance and Bogart.
Said they found it in closet under stairs, first floor where towel supply is kept. Didn’t say
how they happened to look there. Mrs. Morris suspects they knew – she said probably the
effect of a general search she + McClure have been making. Campus mail. I asked Mr. Carr in
case we can make no arrangement with students for work in summer school, could he be
available. He said yes – I told him my inquiry is not yet official. Mr. R. Young (for WW.
Kennerly – ex-off) used Lib. Mr. Meares asked about Lib. privileges in case he settles in
Maryville. Maybe he will go to Chatta. Mended. N.Y.A. boy will not be back till Tues.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Reported to Main Library all fines paid up.
Monday, May 27. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Glad to see that we have new treads on stairs. Mr. Laurent (T.V.A. + U.T.) used Library. Mr.
Charles Badgett, contract, + Mr. Morrell, the same, used Library.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Thomason (contract) used Lib. Mr. Larson brought in a Bancroft-Whitney man who
looked over the Lib. Mended books to be vaselined. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. O’Neil (contract) used Library.
Tuesday, May 28. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Morrell (contract) used Library. Also Lindsay Young, for father Robert Young (contract).
Also [worked] 2.10 - 4.10 to pay back time due on this week’s reduced schedule.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
[Repeat of E.L.O.’s Monday entry written in and crossed out.]
Answered phone while Mrs. Morris took Dean Witham’s place presiding at exam. Her
“steady” NYA. ruled some blanks for extra-Univ. users of Lib. while she was busy. Mr. Holt,
NYA who worked here last week did not appear. I lent Mr. Wagner a no. of Calif. state bar
jour. against rules. He wanted to copy something the Dean had read to them in class.
Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Headman, for Mr. J. Pike Powers (contract) used Library. Very few students. Later, Mr.
Cecil Meek came to work with Mr. Headman on a case. Worked on May statistics, summer
schedule +c.
Wednesday, May 29. 1940
8 - 10.15 H. H. Turner
Paying back time.
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
George Holt (N.Y.A.) worked on getting out dups to send Main Lib + wrapping + labeling
packages to be kept here. Mr. Henderson (TVA) used Lib. Mr. Babcock asked about
borrowing texts for this summer though not in law school. He said he could keep to the 2
weeks limit. I said we had done it other years + would for him if the books he wants are not
needed for courses given this summer. He doesn’t want to take them now but will be back
later.
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12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Collected Mr. Evans fine incurred when he returned books at 1 P.M. + sent word to Mr.
Byrne, putting notice in his box, also notifying Mrs. Morris, as grades are reported to be held
back until all obligations are met. Students seemed to think he was around here somewhere.
Too bad, as Main Library had just praised and congratulated us on success in collecting all
fines this season. Mr. Byrne later paid up so record is still unblemished. Young woman stud.
to use House Journ. 1866-7. Very few visitors.
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
No readers. Made out list for Miss Mounger of dups sent her + changed our records to
correspond.
Thursday, May 30. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Herschel Jones, Ky. Lawyer, used Library. Mr. Holt was here at 7.40. Campus mail.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked with Mr. Holt mending a book for Dean Witham. When he happened in, I told him
not much could be done with it. He said he hadn’t expected it to come to me. When he was
asked if he had anything for a N.Y.A. to do, he had handed it out “to hold him a little while”
till other work turned up. That he did not use the book often and just so it would hold
together somehow was all he had in mind. A Mr. Lillard, AB., MA. Carson Newman (at least
that is where he worked in Lib 3 years) to take a course this year at U.T. summer school
would like to have a job at Law Lib. but has no experience with law books. He teaches
business subjects at Tyson jr. Has talked with Miss Baker. I said we are waiting until we see
who registers + would prefer someone who had had the freshman course in legal bib.
Friday, May 31. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Lindsay Young, for father, Robert Young (contract).
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8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 5
Worked mostly with NYA boy George Holt. Asked some questions of him – found that in
Memphis he was one of 15 high school boys working in Memphis public library and had
done “a little of everything.” Said he had hoped for NYA work this summer but learned there
isn’t any. I suggested he might ask Miss Baker about student work if he meant to register in
summer school. He said he might + I phoned Miss Walsh to recommend him. Eva Venable,
sister of one of our law students who has had Lib. training at Ill. Univ. came to look around
the library + asked many questions. Young man – think he is a McNabb but not the one who
usually comes for Kramer used Lib. for RR Kramer (fee). Read shelves in RR 5 and brought
books needed for summer courses, took away some not mended. Young woman, grad. of
Cumberland Univ Law School (1 yr. course) licensed to practice asked to use lib. for
personal interests. I explained the rules + said yes. She is Mrs. Philip B. Smith, her husband a
doctor here – may come again.
Saturday, June 1. 1940
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
Lindsay Young again. Campus mail.
8 - 12:15 E. L. Ogden
Read OT shelves through “Extradition.”
Monday, June 3. 1940
Commencement.
Library closed.
Tuesday, June 4, 1940
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
Mr. Morrell (contract) used Library. Mr. Irvin Saxton (contract + fac. member) came up to
see biographical sketch of him and account of his family in “Tennessee, the Volunteer State,”
of which I had told him at President’s Reception Sunday. He approved of making index of
lawyers included in collection.
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8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 4:30
Continued work with O.T. shelves and cleared up a few postponed matters. Campus mail.
One student all morning + all afternoon studying for bar exam. In afternoon Mr. McClure
swept B. Said was kept so busy with phone from lawyers asking why Lib. wasn’t open and
with students coming + going that he failed to get half the work done he had planned. Sat.
PM as I was starting home Mr. McClure came out of Carr called from locker room saying a
Lib. book was there on top one of lockers – didn’t know who put it there. It was the Arnold
on suretyship missing since Jan. That completes list return of books lost since Jan. 1. Madden
Dom. Rel. missed about Thanksgiving, hasn’t turned up. Campus mail.
Wednesday, June 5, 1940
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
1 - 4
Mr. Snepp, for Frantz, McConnell + Seymour (contract) used Library. Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H.
Smith (contract). Mr. Herschel Jones, Ky lawyer, used Library. Robert Young Jr. for Warren
Kennerly (official) used Library. Read shelves in Libr. Office.
8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 4:30
Did more work in B – finished inventory of OT (except a few details) and spaced periodicals.
Miss Baker phoned and asked whether I had found out about Mr. Carr’s availibility for
summer work. I said he would be glad to come. He was here at the time but left aft while I
was at phone. Miss Baker said he was experienced in various kinds of Library work and
probably best we could get. I agreed. So I am to see about schedules + talk to him about it.
Discussed with Miss Turner complications from his working for Lib. and having right to
borrow + at same time working for a law firm whose members haven’t that right. Will have
to ask Dean.
Thursday, June 6. 1940
7.50 - 11.50 H. H. Turner
Read + straightened in Alcove. Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract). Mr. Privette for Mr.
Tapp (contract fee) used Library. Campus mail.
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8 - 12 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 4:30
Mr. Privette (again). Mr. Headman + another man (for J. P .Powers, contract). Saw Dean
Witham and got his OK for James Carr to help in Library, he said “not to worry about his
connection with the law firm.” Finished inventory of periodicals in B. Phoned to Office
Carr is connected with and left message to call me up. He was in Chancery Court. He hasn’t
called yet (4:30).
Friday, June 7. 1940
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
1.30 - 4.30
Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith, (contract) and Mr. Fowler (Newport Loudon lawyer) used
Library; also Mr. Privette, for Mr. Tapp (fee), the latter both a.m. and p.m. Campus mail.
Collated + compared Anderson’s Dictionary of Law + Judicial def. + interpretations cop.
1888 + Dictionary of Law same author, same date copyright, + same publisher. Mr. Herschel
Jones (Ky. lawyer) used Libr., also Mr. Fisher, for Mr. Seymour (contract).
1:30 - 5 E. L. Ogden
Arranged with Mr. James Carr a schedule to present to Miss Baker. Did not do much else.
Parade of flowers festival passing 4 - 5 and expected 3-4(!) Dean Witham asked for cop. of
old ed. of Encycl. Dig. of Tenn. now superseded by Michie’s Tenn. Digest, be transferred to
Law Rev. Room in basement. Addressed a cop. of Mr. Carr’s + ELO’s proposed schedule to
Miss Baker + gave him one so she would be informed as soon as possible – which ever
reached her first.
Saturday June 8, 1940
8 - 12:15 E. L. Ogden
Wrote Mrs. Mooers as to providing a new Record book for July 1 and as to possibility of
Prentice-Hall Trust Service installment no. 3 (May 15) being rec’d at Main Lib. Campus mail.
Mr. McClure adjusted a few shelves in B. that would not stay in place. Finished shifting
“periodicals” and “General Law” in B to make room for additions + finished putting back
books recently vaselined. Mrs. Morris brought up schedule of classes for summer school. Mr.
Burnett used Lib. for C.H. Smith sr. (contract). Herschel Jones used Lib.
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Monday, June 10. 1940
8 - 12 H. H. Turner
Mr. Herschel Jones. Mr. Morrell (cont.)
1:30 - 4:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Herschel Jones. Mr. Ivan Privette for Mr. Tapp (fee).
1 - 4:30 E. L. Ogden
Checked Torts restatements with published list. Miss Baker phoned she would send a blank
receipt so I could get the Record book wanted and be reimbursed by the Univ.
Tuesday, June 11. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Privette, for Mr. Tapp (fee). Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract). A young man who
seems uncertain about his summer school plans, and doesn’t want aid in using Law Library.
Mr. Price, Mr. Bradley, Mr. Carr, Mr. Tindell.
8 - 11:45 E. L. Ogden
1:30 - 4:30
Bradley, Tindell, Privette, Armistead. Campus mail. The missing instalment of Prentice-Hall
Trust Service came from Main; also vacation schedules; also a blank receipt for ELO’s use in
getting a Record book for July 1940 - June 1941. Cleared up remaining queries made in
inventory of B. Some shelves still remain to be read. Rumor, between 30 + 40 will register.
Wednesday, June 12, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Showed one summer school student around Lib. – a Mr. Fischer, has studied law before in
N.J. Asked if he knew anything about Newark Univ. Law Rev. He said it was being pub. in ‛39. 
Ours stopped coming in 1938 + letters since have not been answered. Two others said they
would come to be shown around Lib this P.M. Have seen 4 (I think) new ones and a number
of old ones. Haven’t asked official result of registration. Reduced considerably waiting
material in my basket.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Explained use of English Reports to summer school student in contracts. Mr. Herschel Jones
again.
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7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Another new student from Pittsburg Univ. Law school – told about Lib. there run entirely by
students – noisy – 4 rooms set apart for nothing but typing. On 17th(?) floor of 40 story bldg.
– name Joseph Marshall. Meares + wife – now of Maryville – used Lib. for a few minutes.
Thursday, June 13. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Herschel Jones again. The same Reserve Officer (Lt. J.R. Motz) who had talked to
“another lady” “over the phone,” escorted by our student “Lieut.” Powell to consult
authorities on Draft laws. Mrs. Morris says Mr. Walker gave permission to all Army
authorities to use Law Lib. Mr. Rountree (fee contract). Robt. Young Jr. for W.W. Kennerly
(offic).
12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden
Users of Lib: R. Young (for WW Kennerly); H. Strauss (Contract); Welsh(?) studying for Fed.
bar; B.C. Ogle (contract). Worked on binding.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, June 14, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. John Ayres (cont.). Mr. James Johnson Jr. (contract) to see T.D. Restatements Prop.
12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Same student who was here yesterday preparing for Fed. bar exam. Also at night, Herschel
Jones (Ky) and R. Meares who says he is associated with Wayne Oliver in Maryville. Learned
from Mrs. Morris that Fall term begins Sep. 23 (presumably registration). Wrote Miss Baker
to ask whether my vacation could not be changed to bring me back Sep. 23 instead of Sep.




8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith sr. contract) used Lib. Campus mail. Got rid of a few memo. and
got some cards ready to file +c. Wrote West Pub. Co. I would be pleased to accept a new (3d)
ed. of “How to find the Law” (complimentary) as offered.
Monday, June 17. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith Sr.) contract, used Lib.
12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden
Users of Lib – Mrs. Dr. Philip Brown Smith who was here once before – is a grad. of
Lebanon + has a license to practice but doesn’t – is only looking up matters of personal
interest she says. Also N.B. Morrell (contract). Worked on binding. Campus mail.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Meares (Maryville lawyer) paid a visit.
Tuesday, June 18. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. N.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib. Campus mail.
12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden
Phone from Mr. Thomason’s office suggested we send him a bill for books returned June 12,
overdue. The office named no names but implied that the man who used them was negligent
and irresponsible about their return and the office wasn’t averse to collecting a fine from
him – so to send notice bill to Mr. Thomason. Mr. Flynn who returned other books a few
minutes later asked if a message to that effect had come from the office. Mr. Houts, studied
law in Minn. preparing for Tenn Bar exam with Dean’s consent.
12:45 - 5
P.S. Dean Witham was asked if OK to have other than U.T. law students prepare for Tenn.
bar exam here. He said no objection unless too many, and use of books prevent our students
from getting at them.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Wednesday June 19
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
See postscript to Tuesday’s P.M. Record. Asked Mrs. Morris to type letter to RR Kramer and
one to J.C. Thomason regarding fines. Yesterday PM a number of students studying for bar
exams – not too quiet. N.B. Morrell (contract) + Mr. Burnett (for CH Smith, contract) used
Lib. Continued work on binding.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Continued work on binding.
Thursday, June 20. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Oliver, Maryville lawyer, used Library. Mr. Rountree (contract), Judge Hicks, Mr. Broome
and stenog. Mr. Arnold, former student taking summer school, 4 hrs.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
John Baugh, for Donaldson (contract) used Lib. Miss Baker came to make entries in Doc.
check list and talked about cat. after I asked some questions about L.C. headings.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, June 21, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Sauksbury, LaFollette lawyer, came in to say “how d’y do” + tell how he is getting on
since he left us.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
Campus mail. Continued with mending + binding.
Saturday, June 22, 1940
7:45 - 12:05 H. H. Turner
Various Saturday chores. Campus mail. Mr. Armistead for Mr. Egerton (contract) used Lib.
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8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked in B. shifting + rearranging L.R.A. +c through Directories which groups had been
disarranged while greasing +c was going on. Wrote Miss Berger for permission to get old
Webster Dic. destroyed here without sending it to Main for withdrawal. Began putting extra
dup. uncat’d Martindale 1938 in wastebasket. There is some legal restriction against
exchange – and maybe gift, though firms receiving it have been giving old cops. to Law Lib.
for some years – still better be on safe side.
Monday, June 24. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mrs. Morris gave a cop. of exam schedule July 13 - 17 (Wednesday – that is needn’t keep
open Wed. + Thurs. + Fri. night nights for students). Classes resume on Sat(?) July She said
registration on Thurs. + Fri. Must ask again. She goes on weekend vacation Jul. 12. Mr.
McClure July 8 - 22. A young man asked for Code of Ethics. I asked Preparing for bar exam?
He said “yes.” I asked where he had studied. He said upstairs at night school – he works for
TVA + asked for it there but they hadn’t it + told him to come here. So I let him use it. Dean
Witham showed me a letter from a man Dean of Law at Univ. of N.C. who wants to borrow 3d
+ 4th eds. of Gibson. I suggested saying it could be lent after bar exams this week + should go
through Main Lib. to N.C. Law Lib. Dean said he would send me a cop. of letter to send with
books to Main Lib. to go from there or here as Main prefers.
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, June 25. 194[0]
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Campus mail (or truck man) brought cops. 2, 3, Michie Tenn. Dig. Mr. Privette for Mr. Tapp
(fee); Mr. Rountree (contract). A woman stud. to get material on Emancipation of women in
Tenn. Mr. Herbert Davis (N.Y.)
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mrs. Morris says Michie’s digest go to Mr. Blackard + Mr. Larson. McClure not here to take
them. Made a charge cd for these sets. Mr. Houts again. Mason + Bradley having fun telling
him things wrong.
6:50 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, June 26, 1940
8 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
Wrote again to Mr. Kramer about overdue books as letter of June 19 not answered and
books not returned. Sent a corrected list as I found 55 Ala. is on shelves (mistake! it was 55
Ark.!) and 134 SE, still out, was omitted from other list. Wrote Miss Walsh for post cards +
stamps + Mrs. Mooers to say we’d be glad to have “Code of fed. regulations” vols. transferred
from U.S. Doc. set as she said Miss Baker would do.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Mr. Galyon (for Mr. Kramer, fee).
7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, June 27, 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Baker for Mr. Kramer (fee) used Library. Mr. Snepp for Frantz, McConnell + Seymour
(cont.)
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Snepp till closing time. Mr. N.B. Morrell (contract). F. Headman for P. Powers (contract).
7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Headman again.
Friday, June 28. 1940
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 - 9:30
This was HHT’s last day at Law Lib. till Sep. She will be missed!
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Sat. June 29
8 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Young man from Joel Anderson’s office to look up citation to Okla. reports (or
Pac.). Found in Pac. then looked up Joel Anderson + found he had transferred his contract to
Roscoe Word. Asked him to remind Mr. Anderson that he no longer had it. Mr. Carr to talk
about next week’s work + get his schedule. Counted up June circulation to report to Miss
Baker – by phone.
Monday, July 1, 1940
8 - 1 [J. S. Carr]
Routine work – checking in overnight books, etc. Ruled new record book. Read over “Hints,
etc.” Outlined desk calendar for records to July 6th. Mr. Robt. S.Young, Jr. came in and
checked out “Acts of Tenn. 1847 - 48” for Mr. Kennerly. Young man from Mr. Kramer’s
returned 8 books, and said he would return this afternoon to see Mrs. Ogden about fines on
same. Recorded + shelved Advance Sheets.
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Accessions






Jul 5 1939 9 N.Y.S. (2d) 158680 1 √   
Jul 5 1939 Train “My day in court” 1 √   
Jul 5 1939 Interstate Commerce com. 1st annual report
– 158710 (1887)
1 √   
Jul 6 1939 Shepard’s U.S. Citations July 1939 1 ◦
Jul 6 1939 Mo. Off. Stat 1929 Supp. 1929 June 1939 1 ◦
Jul 6 1939 Baldwin’s Ohio Code Serv. June 1939 1 ◦
Jul 7 1939 182 Mississippi 158725 1 √   
Jul 7 1939 U.S. Code current service, Pam. no. 6 1 ◦
Jul 7 1939 Shepard’s Fed. rep. cit. suppl. July ‛39   1 ◦
Jul 11 1939 26 Fed. suppl. 158758 1 √   
Jul 11 1939 U.S. Code current service, Pam. no. 7 1 ◦
Jul 14 1939 187 Ga. 158798 1 √   
Jul 14 1939 126 SW (2d) 158797 1 √   
Jul 14 1939 135 Tex. crim. 158794 1 √   
Jul 14 1939 187 So 158779 1 √   
Jul 14 1939 188 SC 158795 1 √   
Jul 14 1939 39 Amer. bankruptcy repts. 158796 1 √   
Jul 15 1939 Moore Bankruptcy Manual 1 √   
Jul 17 1939 Shepard’s S.W. rep. citations Suppl. Aug. ‛39   1 ◦ √ 
Jul 17 1939 Dominican Republic extract from Angel
Morales sentence
  1 √ 
Jul 17 1939 Pamphlets recorded   9 √  
Jul 19 1939 Shepard’s Tenn. citations, June 1939 1 ◦ √ 
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Jul 21 1939 Edmund’s Fed. rules of civil procedures
{1939 pocket suppls.
2 ◦ √ 
Jul 21 1939 5 Atl. (2d) 158870 1 √   
Jul 24 1939 52 Arizona repts. 158983 1 √   
Jul 25 1939 Pamphlets recorded   1 √ 
Jul 26 1939 U.S.C.A. Supplement, May, 1939 1 ◦ √ 
Jul 26 1939 20 N.E. (2d) 159001 1 √   
Jul 31 1939 U.S.C.A. Title 7, 1934 ed. 159034 1 √   
Jul 31 1939 U.S.C.A. Title 15, 1934 ed. 159032 1 √   
Law Library book statistics for July, 1939




“ added in July 17
16
“ withdrawn 0 0
Net additions 17 16
Books in Law Lib., Aug. 1 19228 19245
Pamphlets in Law Library July 1 445
Pamphlets added in July 11
(none withdrawn)
In Library, Aug. 1 456






Aug 2 1939 U.S.C.A. pam 1939, no. 8 1 ◦  √ 
Aug 3 1939 89 Pac. (2d)  159087 1 √   
Aug 3 1939 102 Fed. (2d)  159088 1 √   
Aug 9 1939 Pamphlets recorded
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Aug 11 1939 Green cop. 2 Index to notes of Amer.
state repts. 1-140 159162
1 √   
Aug 11 1939 21 Amer. jurisprudence  159152 1 √   
Aug 11 1939 127 SW. (2d)  159153 1 √   
Aug 11 1939 188 So  159151 1 √   
Aug 11 1939 Tenn. Pub. Acts 1833 cop.  5  159163 1 √   
Aug 14 1939 Tenn. decisions (122 - 126 S.W. (2d)) v.
14 159150
1 √   
Aug 15 1939 15 C J  Secundum 159179 1 √   
Aug 17 1939 285 N.W.  159215 1 √   
Aug 17 1939 44 Ariz  159206 1 √   
Aug 17 1939 Ga. Acts 1939  159214 1 √   
Aug 17 1939 224 Ia  159204 1 √   
Aug 23 1939 U.S. code current serv., no. 9, 1939 1 ◦
Aug 23 1939 2 Southeastern (2d)  159264 1 √   
Aug 28 1939 Anderson - Auto accident suit 1 √    
Aug 28 1939 Lindey - Separation agreements. . . 1 √   
Aug 28 1939 Simes - Law of future interests cop. 2, v.
1-3, 159301-03
3 √   
Aug 29 1939 Shepard’s Tenn. citations 1939, v. 1 1 √   
Aug 29 1939 ?assett - Zoning. . . 1 √   
Aug 29 1939 Finletter - Law of bankruptcy
reorganization
1 √   
Aug 29 1939 Curtis - Law of arson 1 √   
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[August statistics recorded at the bottom of this page, but crossed out and rewritten on the
top of the following page.]
Law Library book statistics for Aug., 1939.
Books in Law Library Law lib. count Main Lib. count
Aug. 1 19228 19245
“ added in August 23
24
“ withdrawn “ 0
0
Net additions 23 24
Books in Law Library Sept. 1 19251 19269
Pamphlets in Law Lib. Aug. 1 456
“ added in Aug. 0
“ withdrawn 0
“ in Law Library Sept. 1 456






Sep 8 1939 U.S. Law Review 72  159447 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 13 Indiana Law Jour.  158468 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 18 Boston Univ  159491 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 27 Ky.  159492 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 5 Land + Cont. Problems  159513 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 Dick. Law Rev.  42-43  159514 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 30 - 31 Law Library Jour.  159465 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 23 Minn. Law Rev.  159476 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 10 Miss. Law Jour.  159490 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 52 Harv. Law Rev.  159469 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 44 - 45 W. Va. Law Quar.  159481 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 38 Columbia Law Rev.  159479 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 7 Geo. Wash. Law Rev.  159497 1 √   
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Sep 8 1939 24 Iowa Law Rev.  159475 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 9 - 10 Rocky Mt. Law Rev. 159470? 1 √   
Sep 8 1939 13 - 14 Notre Dame Lawyer  159467 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 48 Yale Law Jour.  159493 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 33 Ill. Law Rev.  159480 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 87 Univ of Penna Law Rev.  159478 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 17 Texas Law Rev.  159466 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 2 Index Eng. Repts. full reprint rebound rebound
Sep 9 1939 15 Tenn. Law Rev. 159485 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 The book of the states, 1935  159434 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 3 Mo. Law Rev.  159482 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 14 Jour. of Land + Pub. Ut. Ed.  159488 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 26 Calif. Law Rev.  159474  1 √   
Sep 9 1939 13 Tulane Law Rev.   159483 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 17 Mich. State Bar J.  159489 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 10 Amer. Bar Ass’n. J. 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 6 24 Amer. Bar Ass’n. J. 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 9 Amer. Bar Ass’n. J. 1 √   
Sep 9 1939 12 Univ. of Cin. Law Rev.  159484 1 √   
Sep 21 1939 121 A.L.R.  159551 1 √   
Sep 13 1939 Corporation Manual 1938  159678 1 √   
Sep 13 1939 A.L.R. Bluebook 1 ◦ √   
Sep 18 1939 Jones Forms Ed. 8 cop. 2 1 √   
Sep 25 1939 189 S.C. Law Rev. 159839 1 √   
Sep 25 1939 103 Fed. 2  159840 1 √   
Sep 25 1939 31 11 Wash. Law Rev. 159839 1 √   
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Sep 25 1939 90 Pac. 2d  159822 1 √   
Sep 25 1939 332 Pa.   159841 1 √   
Sep 25 1939 224 Iowa    159842 1 √   
 1939 Pocket sup. William’s Code   √ 8 ◦
Sep 28 1939 Anson Contracts Patterson ed.  1939 1 √   
Sep 28 1939 Orgel. Valuation + Eminent domain 1 √   
Sep 28 1939 Iowa Bar Rev. 1 - 5  159791 1 √   
Sep 28 1939 Best Recommended Ins. Attys. 1 √   
Sep 29 1939 Munsterberg - On the witness stand 1 √  
Law Library statistics for Sep. 1939
Law Lib. count Main Lib. count
Books in Law Lib. Sep.1 19521 19269
“ added in Sep. 45 52
“ withdrawn “ 0 0
Net additions 45 52
Books in Law Lib. Oct. 1 19296 19321
Pamphlets in Law Lib. Sep. 1 + Oct. 1 456
(none added, none withdrawn in Sep.)






Oct 2 1939 10 N.Y. Supp.  160109 1 √   
Oct 2 1939 6 Atl. 2d  160108 1 √   
Oct 2 1939 128 S.W. 2d  160110 1 √   
Oct 2 1939 N.J. St. Bar Ass. Yr. BK ‛37-38  
159918
1 √   
Oct 5 1939 1939 Sup. Carroll’s Ky. Codes 1 ◦
Oct 5 1939 189 So  160261 1 √   
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Oct 5 1939 Scottish Law Rev. 53, 54 160169,
160170
1 √   
Oct 5 1939 The relation between injury and
disease - Reed + Emerson
1 √   
Oct 5 1939 34-35 Assn. Amer. law schools
160188
1 √   
Oct 5 1939 16 Chicago Kent  160230 1 √   
Oct 5 1939 4 Current Legal thought 160259 1 √   
Oct 5 1939 8 Am. Law School Rev.  160245  1 √   
Oct 9 1939 88 Court of Claims Repts.  160415 1 √   
Oct 9 1939 22 Tenn Appeals Repts.  160416 1 √   
Oct 11, 1939 305 U.S. Repts.  160435 1 √   
Oct 11 1939 21 N.E. 2d  160513 1 √   
Oct 11 1939 12 So. Cal. Law Rev. 38/39  160498 1 √   
Oct 11 1939 22 Am. Jurisprudence  160514 1 √   
Oct 11 1939 1939 Sup. to Williston on contracts 8 ◦ √ 
Oct 12 1939 N.Y. Law Quar. Rev. 15/16
160454
1 √   
Oct 13 1939 25 Va. 38/39  160572 1 √   
Oct 13 1939 Wash. Univ. Law Quar.  160569 1 √   
Oct 13 1939 Univ. of Chicago Law Rev. v. 6 160571 1 √   
Oct 18 1939 16 C.J. Secundum  160655 1 √   
Oct 23 1939 International legal annual 1931
160683
1 √   
Oct 24 1939 27 Fed. Suppl.  160701 1 √   
Oct 24 1939 91 Pac. 2d  160700 1  √   
Oct 24, 1939 129 S.W. 2d  160699 1 √   
Oct 24 1939 Scott, Trusts, 1, 2, 3, 4 4 √   
Oct 25, 1939 286 N.W.  160734 1 √   
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Oct 25 1939 Freund - Growth of Administrative
law
1 √   
Oct 26, 1939 Wait’s Digest N.Y. Repts. v 2 160739 1 √   
Oct 26, 1939 [Wait’s Digest N.Y. Repts.] Sup. 1869
-72
1 √   
Oct 30 1939 ALR word index to annotations 1939
pock. sup.
3 ◦ √ 
Oct 31 1939 Cum. tables of key nos. Gen’l Dig. v.1-8 1 ◦
Oct 31 1939 Wait’s Digest of N.Y. Reports v. 1, 3 2 √   
Oct 31 1939 Cum. Descrip. Word Index 1 - 8 Gen.
Dig.
1 ◦ √ 
Aug?* Beck, May it please the court 1 √ 1 √  
Aug?* Kocourek, Alb. Intro. to sci. of law 1 √ 1 √  
Aug?* Cornelius, Trial tactics 1 √ 1 √  
*Lost books replaced
Law Library Statistics for October, 1939
Law Lib. Count Main Lib. Count
Books in Law Lib. Oct. 1 19296 19321
“ added in Oct. 39 46
“ withdrawn 3 3
Net additions 36 43
19332 19364
Pams 456 (none added or withdrawn)






Nov 1 1939 214, 15 N.C. Repts.  160826, 160827 2 √   
Nov 1 1939 136 2 Texas Repts. 160824 1 √   
Nov 1 1939 280 N.Y. Repts.  160825 1 √   
Nov 1 1939 183 Miss. Repts.  160823 1 √   
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Nov 1 1939 Acts S.C. Repts.  160821 1 √   
Nov 1 1939 11 N.Y. Sup. Repts.  160819 1 √   
Nov 1 1939 A.L.R. Dig. 1891/2   1 √   
Nov 1 1939 7 Atl. 2d  160820 1 √   
Nov 1 1939 3 S.E. 2d  160797 1 √   
Nov 1 1939 11 N.Y. Sup.  160819 1 √   
Nov 1 1939 192 La. Repts.  160822 1 √   
Nov 1 1939 214 N.C. see above 160826
Nov 1 1939 8 Gen. Dig. 1 ◦
Nov 7 1939 Temp. Cum. index digest to A.L.R. vols. 119 -
122
1 ◦ √ 
Nov 7 1939 122 A.L.R.  160997 1 √   
Nov 7 1939 130 S.W. 2d  160995 1 √   
Nov 10 1939 U.S. Customs Div. Comp. of laws 1908 1 √   
Nov 13 1939 McKelvey, Evidence, ed. 4 Mr. Warner’s
cop
1 √   
Nov 14 1939 174 Tenn. Repts. cops 1, 2 161132,
161133
2 √   
Nov 14 1939 Thornton’s Oil + Gas vol. 2 Fourth ed 1 √   
Nov 15 1939 Thornton’s Oil + Gas vol. 1 Fourth ed 1 √   
Nov 16 1939 104 Federal Reporter (2)  161209 1 √   
Nov 16 1939 Shepard’s Tenn. citations Ed. 1 cop. 2  1 √  
Nov. 16 1939 Pamphlets recorded 3
Nov 21 1939 51, 52 Wyoming Repts.  161301, 161302 2 √   
Nov 21 1939 1939 Session Laws Wyo.  161303 1 √   
Nov 21 1939  1939 Session Laws Co.  161304 1 √   
Nov 23 1939 40 Am. Bank. Repts.  161227 1 √ 347.7
A52
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Nov 23 1939 17 C.J. Secundum  161340 1 √   
Nov 23 1939 23 Am. Jurisprudence  161406 1 √   
Nov 23 1939 38 Harlsbury’s Laws of Eng.  161405 1 √   
Nov 28 1939 92 Pacific 2d  161534 1 √   
Nov 28 1939 Handbook of Nat’l Conf. Com. Uniform St
Laws Proc. - 49 Conf.
1 √   
Nov 29 1939 Atkinson Wills cop. 3 347.6 A878h
161561
1 √   
Nov 29 1939 Crane Partnership, cop. 3 347.7
161556
1 √   
Nov 29 1939 Goodrich, Conflict Ed. 2 cop. 2 161559
347.8
1 √   
Nov 29 1939 McClintock, Equity cop. 2 161558
347.94
1 √   
Nov 29 1939 McKelvey, Evidence Ed. 2 cop 2  161557 1 √   
Nov 29 1939 Rottschaeffer Const’l law cop. 2 161562 1 √   
Nov 29 1939 Hotchkiss Aviation Ed. 2 1938 1 √   
Nov 29 1939 2 N.Y. State bar Ass’n Rpt. 1939  161571 1 √   
Law Lib. statistics for Nov. 1939
Law Lib. count Main Lib. count
Books in Law Lib. Nov. 1 19332 19364
“ added in Nov. 39 31
“ withdrawn in Nov. 1 0
Net additions 38 31
Books in Law Lib. Dec. 1 19370 19395
Pams. in Law Lib. Nov. 1 456 + 3 (added in Nov.) 459







Dec 2 1939 Brown, Lawyers + promotion of judges 1 √   
Dec 2 1939 Harper, Torts cop. 4 1 √   
Dec 2 1939 Corwin, Court over constitution 1 √   
Dec 2 1939 Dyer Smith, Fed. Exam. before trial 1 √   
Dec 6 1939 Carson, The Advocate Marjoubaix[?] 1 √   
Dec 8 1939 333 Penna. State Repts.  161679 1 √   
Dec 8 1939 214 Indiana Repts.  161680 1 √   
Dec 8 1939 271 Mass.  161685 1 √   
Dec 8 1939 N.Y. State Law Rev. Com’n 1938/39
161682
1 √   
Dec 9 1939 Personal + professional remin. of an
old lawyer - Pitt. 1930
1 √   
Dec 9 1939 Civil Aeronautics Act annot. 1 √   
Dec 11 1939 Bogert Trusts 1938 pocket parts v. 1 - 7 7 ◦ √ 
Dec 11 1939 Huddy, Encyc. Automobile law 1940
pocket sup.
11 ◦ √ 
Dec 11 1939 190 So.  161769 1 √   
Dec 12 1939 Supplemental serv. Mo. Rev. St. Nov.
1939
looseleaf
Dec 12 1939 Gore, Real property + abstracting 1939 1 √   
Dec 12 1939 Bennett, Landlord + tenant with forms
1939
1 √   
Dec 12 1939 Federal income tax handbook 1938 1 √   
Dec 13 1939 123 A.L.R.  161831 1 √   
Dec 13 1939 Smith Elementary Law 1 √   
Dec 13 1939 12 N.Y. Sup.  161830 1 √    
Dec 13 1939 Robinson on Admiralty 1 √   
Dec 13 1939 Clark’s Criminal Procedure 1 √   
Dec 16 1939 18 C.J. 2  161921 1 √   
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Dec 16 1939 Orfield Crim. App. in America 1 √    
Dec 16 1939 Burdick, Bench + Bar of other lands 1 √   
Dec 26 1939 Shepard’s Tenn. citations Dec.   √ 1 ◦
Dec 28 1939 Baldwin’s Dig. patent + copyright Sup.
Dec. ‛39 
  √ 1 ◦
Dec 28 1939 May’s Crim. Law 4th ed. 1 √   
Dec. 29 1939 Fed. Trade Com. Dec. v. 1, 2, 3 3 √   
Dec 29 1939 Mo. App. Repts. 1 - 92, except v. 34, v.




Law Lib. book statistics for Dec 1939
Law Lib count Main Lib count
Books in Law Lib. Dec. 1 19370 19395
“ added in Dec. 120 25
“ withdrawn 0 0
Net additions 120 25
Books in Law Lib. Jan 1, 1940 19490 19420
Pamphlets in Law Lib. Dec. 1 459
None added, none withdrawn in Dec.
Pamphlets in Lib. Jan. 1, 1940 459






1939/40 pam. supls. to
U.S.C.A.(numbered 1 - 9, 11 - 62 no
subject missing)
  √ 61 ◦
Jan 5 1940 131 S.W. 2d  162277 1 √   
Jan 5 1940 93 Pac. 2d  162279 1 √   
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Jan 5 1940 83 Law Ed. Sup. Ct. Repts. to 1860
162282
1 √   
Jan 5 1940 v 3 Dec. Law + Eq. Clinton’s N.Y. Dig. 1 √   
Jan 5 1940 22 N.E. 2d.  162276 1 √   
Jan 5 1940 Am. Jurisprudence, v. 24,  162280 1 √   
Jan 5 1940 105 Fed. Rept. 2d  1 √   
Jan 5 1940 11 U.S.C. Bankruptcy 1939 - replacement
volume not acc’d
1 ◦ √ 
Jan 5 1940 1939 Ill. State Bar Ass’n  162278 1 √   
Jan 5 1940 District of Columbia App. 1 - 48 48 √   
Jan 5 1940 Wilson International law 1 √   
Jan 8 1940 38 U.S. Bd. of Tax App. Repts  162314 1 √   
Jan 8 1940 Am. Academy of pol. + soc. sc. Sept. 39 -
Frontier of legal aid work
1 √   
Jan 11 1940 Private Acts of Tenn. 1939 cops. 2, 5 2 √   
Jan 12 1940 Laws of England 1939 Sup. + Law list 1 ◦ √   
Jan 12 1940 Baldwin’s Ohio Code Serv. Jan. 1940 1 ◦
Jan 16 1940 28 Fed. Suppl.  162625 1 √   
Jan 16 1940 Merten, Law of Fed. income taxation Sup.
1939
1 ◦ √ 
not acc’d
Jan 31 1940 Shepard’s Fed. citations Sup. Jan. 1940 1 ◦
Jan 25 1940 4 S.E. 2  162842 1 √   
Jan 25 1940 287 N.W.  162880 1 √   
Jan 25 1940 334 Penna.  162844 1 √   
Jan 25 1940 53 Arizona 162843 1 √   
 World Almanac 1940  162903 1 √   
Jan 27 1940 Proc. Ky. State Bar Ass’n ‛07, ‛08, ‛16, ‛18, 
‛19, ‛20  162846 - 162851 
6 √   
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Jan 29 1940 Studies in the adequacy of the
Constitution - Smith
1 √   
Jan 31 1940 94 Pac. 2d  163034 1 √   
Jan 31 1940 Nichols, Cyc. Legal forms  163016 1 √   
Jan 31 1940 Ohlingers Fed. Practice  163028 1 √   
Jan 31 1940 306 U.S.  163014 1 √   
Jan 31 1940 132 S.W. 2  163015 1 √   
Book Statistics for Jan. 1940
Law Lib. count Main Lib. count
Books in Law Lib. Jan. 1 19490 19420
“ not reported in Dec. 93
19513
Books added in Jan. 89 89
“ withdrawn 0 0
Net additions 89 89
Books in Law Lib. Feb. 1 19579 19602
Pamphlets in Law Lib. Feb 1 459
None added, none withdrawn in Jan.






Feb 3 1940 Pocket sup. Uniform laws 1939   √ 12 ◦
Feb 3 1940 Pocket sup. Michie Banks, +c. 1940   √ 9 ◦
Feb 3 1940 45 Rept. Pennsyl. Bar Ass’n  163078 1 √   
Feb 3 1940 1939 Ann. Fed. Dig.  163079 1 √   
Feb 5 1940 Tuller Taxing power 1 √   
Feb 5 1940 N.Y. State Judicial Council 1940 1 √   
Feb 5 1940 Legal Period. Digest 1940 1 ◦
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Feb 7 1940 Tiffany Real Prop.  v. 1 - 6 6 √   
Feb 7 1940  Restatement Torts v. 4, cop.1, 2 2 √   
Feb 7 1940 Corpus Juris 1940 Annotations v. 1, 2 -
not acc’d
2 ◦ √   
Feb 8 1940 Crawford Tenn Dig. cop. 2
163193-163199 - for Warner’s office
7 √   
Feb 8 1940 Bunn, Jurisdiction + practice of courts 1 √   
Feb 12 1940 188 Ga. Repts.  163234 1 √   
Feb 12 1940 148 Kansas Repts.  163233   1 √      
Feb 12 1940 1939 Laws of Pennsylvania  163235 1 √    
Feb 12 1940 Reed, Conduct of a law suit 1 √   
Feb 12 1940 48 G. A. Iowa Acts Reg. Sess.  163246 1 √   
Feb 14 1940 8 Atl. 2  163366 1 √   
Feb. 14 1940 191 So.  163365 1 √   
Feb 14 1940 House Jour. (Tenn. 1917) cop. 2
163375
1 √   
Feb 14 1940 Senate Jour. (Tenn. 1917) cop. 2
163376
1 √   
Feb 14 1940 Pub. Acts 1929 Tenn. cop. 5  163373 1 √   
Feb 14 1940 Pub. Acts 1933 Tenn. cop. 5 163374 1 √   
Feb 15 1940 Ingersoll-Turner Syllab. cop. 3 1 √   
Feb 20 1940 Tenn. Senate Jour. + App. 1865, cop. 2
163508
1 √   
Feb 20 1940 Rept. Am. Bar Ass’n 1939.  163509 1 √   
Feb 21 1940 124 A.L.R.  163547 1 √   
Feb 21 1940 Vernier Am. Family laws, v. 6 sup. 1938
163534
1 √   
Feb 26 1940 19 Corpus Juris Secundum 163672 1 √   
Feb 27 1940 Rules of Practice before Bd. of tax app.    √ 1 ◦
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Feb 27 1940 K.B. Div. Law Repts. 1939, 1, 2
163705-163706
2 √   
Feb 27 1940 Ap. cases Law Repts. 1939  163702 1 √   
Feb 27 1940 Chanc. Div. Law Repts.1939  163703 1 √   
Feb 27 1940 Probate Div. Law Repts.1939  163704 1 √   
Fen 28, 1940 1939 Sup. to Michie’s Tenn. Dig. 16 ◦
Law Lib count Main Lib count
Books in Law Lib. Feb. 1 19579 19602
“ added in Feb. 89 42 89 43
“ withdrawn in Feb. 0 0
Net additions 89 42 89 43
Books in Law Lib. Mar. 1 19621 19645
Pamphlets in Law Lib. Feb. 1 459
“ added in Feb (4) less 0 withdrawn 4
“ in Law Lib. March 1 463







Feb 6 1940 149 Kansas  163808 1 √   
Mar 7 1940 1 Contracts Restatement - replacing
cop. 1, lost 163865
1 √   
Mar 7 1940  1 Contracts Restatement, cop. 1  1 √  
Mar 7 1940 12 Amer. jurisprudence (replacing
lost cop.)
1 √   
Mar 7 1940 12 Amer. jurisprudence cop. 1  1 √  
Mar 7 1940 106 Fed. Reporter 2d s  163826 1 √   
Mar 7 1940 133 S.W. 2d  163827 1 √   
Mar 7 1940 23 N.E. 2d  163829 1 √   
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Mar 7 1940 95 Pac. 2d  163830 1 √   
Mar 7 1940 Scott, Trusts (cases)  163779 1 √   
Mar 9 1940 U.S. Tax App. ‛39  163930 1 √   
Mar 9 1940 5 S.E. 2d  163918 1 √   
Mar 9 1940 288 N.W.  163917 1 √   
Mar 9 1940 13 N.Y. Supp.  163919 1 √   
Mar 13 1940 Pocket sup. to 1939 ALR Bluebook
(ALR 1 - 124)
1 ◦ √ 
 Ill. Rev. Statutes 1939  (163954) 1 √   
Mar 14 1940 25 Am. Jurisprudence  163975 1 √   
Mar 14 1940 41[?] Am. Bankruptcy Repts.
163979
1 √   
Mar 18 1940 Restatement Contracts cop. 4, v. 1, 2
163026, 163027
2 √   
Mar 19 1940 Feb. 1940 Suppl. serv. Mo. Off. Stat.
1929
1 ◦
Mar 21 1940 Cum. table key nos. Gen. Dig. v. 1 - 9 1 ◦
Mar 21 1940 Cum. Descr. word ind. Gen. Dig. v. 1 -
9
1 ◦
Mar 21 1940 29 Fed. suppl.  164034 1 √   
Mar 21 1940 9 Atl. 2d  164035 1 √   
Mar 21 1940 Bar Bull. Boston, 131 - 155
164093
1 √   
Mar 21 1940 13 - 14 Los Angeles Bar Bul.
164091
1 √   
Mar 21 1940 9 - 10 Mo. Bar Jour.  164089 1 √   
Mar 21 1940 6 - 8 Utah Bar Bull.  164087 1 √   
Mar 21 1940 18 Mich. State Bar Jour.  164088 1 √   
Mar 21 1940 4 John Marshall L. Q.  164092 1 √   
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Mar 21 1940 Tenn. Acts 1851/2 rebound
-10424
1 ◦
Mar 22 1940 96 Pac. 2d 164156 1 √   
Mar 22 1940 12/13 Fla. Law Jour.  164127 1 √   
Mar 22 1940 Sup. Crawford Tenn. Dig. ‘40 1 ◦ √   
Mar 22 1940 9 General Dig.  1940 unac √ 1 ◦
Mar 22 1940 House Jour. Tenn. 1939 cop. 2
164144
1 √   
Mar 22 1940 Senate Jour. Tenn. 1939 cop. 2
164141
1 √   
Mar 22 1940 Dig. Dec. Treas. Dept. 1908 - 1915
cop. 2 164107
1 √   
Mar 22 1940 Anderson, Dict. of Law 1 √   
Mar 26 1940 Martindale-Hubbard [sic] Legal Dir.
1939, v. 1, 2 164205, 164206
2 √   
Mar 27 1940 Suppl. Crawford’s Tenn. Digest 1940
cop. 2 unac
1 ◦ √   
Mar 27 1940 v. 8 Crawford Tenn. Digest, cop. 2
-Dean Witham’s personal order unac
1 ◦ √   
Mar 27 1940 10 - 13 Nat’l Ass’n Ref. Bankruptcy
164269
1 √   
Mar 30 1940 17 Taxes 1939  164380 1 √   
Mar 30 1940 Tenn. The Volunteer State, 3 vols. 3 √   
Mar 30 1940 The Nat’l law library, 6 vols. 6 √   
 1 Collier on Bankruptcy  14 ed 1 √   
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Law Library book statistics for March
Law Lib. count Main lib. count
Books in Law Lib. Mar. 1 19621 19645
“ added in Mar. 45 50




Books in Law Lib. Apr. 1 19664 19693
Pamphlets in Law Library Mar. 1 463
“ added in March 2
“ withdrawn “ 0
Pamphlets in Law Lib. Apr. 1 465





Apr 1 1940 Shepard’s U.S. citations, Apr. 1940 col 1 ◦
Apr 3 1940 59 - 60 Ga. App. (1939) 164449 - 50 2 √ col   
Apr 3 1940 Fed. Dig. Quar. Sup. Mar. 1940 coll 1 ◦
Apr 3 1940 192 So  164497 1 √   
Apr 3 1940 14 N.Y. Sup. (2d)  164500 1 √ col   
Apr 3 1940 134 S.W. (2d)  164499 1 √ col   
Apr 9 1940 Vernon’s Texas Statutes 1939
unac
1 √   
Apr 9 1940 U.S.C.A. Title 26 (to replace lost
former ed.)
45 √   
Apr 11 1940 American Bar 1939
164672
1 √   
Apr 16 1940 Loveland, Appellate Jurisprud. 1 √   
Apr 16 1940 Abbott’s, Trial Evidence 1 √   
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Apr 16 1940 Neutrality laws, regulations +
treaties v. 1 (Deak)
1 √   
Apr 16 1940 Joline, Federal appellate jurisdic +
procedure
1 √   
Apr 16 1940 16 Am. law Inst. Proc.  164692 1 √   
Apr 18 1940 1940 Cum. sup. (pocket) C.J. (2)   √ 18 ◦
Apr 18 1940 Cat. Los Angeles Co. Law Libr. 1912 1 √   
Apr 18 1940 26 Am. Jurisprudence 164748 1 √   
Apr 25 1940 107 Fed. 2 s 165052 1 √   
Apr 26 1940 Tenn. Sup. Ct. Repts. v. 1 - 149 149 √   
Apr 29 1940 Tennessee, A guide to the State 1 √   
Apr 29 1940 24 N.C. 2d  165137 1 √   
Apr 29 1940 10 Atl. 2  165168 1 √   
Apr 29 1940 135 S.W. 2  165138 1 √   
Law Lib. count Main Lib. count
Books in Law Lib. Apr. 1 19664 19693
“ added in Apr. 172
174
“ withdrawn in Apr. 0
0
Net additions 172 174
Books in Law Lib. May 1 19836 19867
Pamphlets in Law Lib. Apr. 1 465
“ added in Apr. 5
Pamphlets on May 1 470
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May 1 1940 97 Pac. 2d series  165197 1 √   
May 1 1940 15 N.Y. Suppl. 2d  165242 1 √   
May 1 1940 127 - 134 Tenn. Dec.  165243 1 √   
May 1 1940 125 A.L.R.  165241 1 √   
May 4 1940 McCarty, Law Off. Management, Rev.
ed. 165368
1 √   
May 8 1940 190 S.C.  165430 1 √   
May 8 1940 335 Penna. 165434 1 √   
May 8 1940 136 Texas Criminal Rept.  165427 1 √   
May 8 1940 289 N.W.  165458 1 √   
May 8 1940 Tenn. Va. Acts 1859 - 60 165459 1 √   
May 8 1940 185 Miss.  165436 1 √   
May 8 1940 Mass. Acts + Resolves 1939
165440
1 √   
May 8 1940 N.C. House Jour. reg. + extra. 1939
165438
1 √   
May 8 1940 139 3 Texas 165426 1 √   
May 8 1940 137 Texas Crim. Repts.  165428 1 √   
May 8 1940 184 Miss.  165435 1 √   
May 8 1940 N.C. Senate Jour. Ex Sess. 1938
165439
1 √   
May 8 1940 307 U.S.  165514 1 √   
May 17 1940 Vance Insurance (to replace lost cop.)
165617
1 √   
May 21 1940 193 So.  165677 1 √   
May 21 1940 Montgomery’s Manual of Procedure,
3d ed.
1 √   
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May 21 1940 18 Michie Tenn. Digest,  165679 1 √   
May 21 1940 108 Fed. 2d s  165680 1 √   
May 21 1940 4 A.L.R. Digest v. 101 - 125, unac 1 √   
May 23 1940 89 Court of Claims Reports  165798 1 √   
May 23 1940 136 S.W. 2d  165780 1 √   
May 25 1940 98 Pac. 2d  165859 1 √   
May 25 1940 Hammon, Evidence, 1907 1 √   
May 25 1940 Greenleaf, Evidence, 8th ed., 3 v. 3 √   
May 27 1940 Fed. Eq. Rules, 4th ed., Hopkins
165953
1 √   
May 30 1940 Gen. + Spec. Laws of Texas 1939
(165954)
2 √    
Law Library book statistics for May
Law Lib. count Main Lib. count
Books in Law Lib. May 1 19836 19867




Net addition 34 31
Books in Law Lib. May June 1 19870 19898
Pamphlets in Law Lib. May 1 470
“ added in May 2
“ withdrawn 0
“ in Law Lib. June 1 472






Jun 7 1940 Notable Virginia Bar addresses, 1938
9
1 √   
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1940 Cum. Sup. Nichol’s Cyc. legal
forms
  √ 9 ◦
Jun 12 1940 27 Am. Jurisprudence  166078 1 √   
Jun 12 1940 Copyright Symposium, Nathan Burkan 1 √   
Jun 13 1940 Second Copyright law Symposium 1 √   
Jun 17 1940 25 N.E. 2d  166316 1 √   
Jun 17 1940 30 Fed. Suppl.  166265 1 √   
Jun 18 1940 Ohio St. Bar Ass’n Proc. 41, 42, 42,
44. 1920 - 1923 166342 -
166345
4 √   
Jun 20 1940 Swancare, Obstruction of Justice by
religion, 1936
1 √   
Jun 20 1940 290 N. W.  16638 1 √   
Jun 20 1940 281 N.Y.  166393 1 √   
Jun 20 1940 193 La.  166394 1 √   
Jun 22 1940 43 The Expert, no. 1, 1  166412 1 √    
Jun 22 1940 20 C.J. Secundum  166430 1 √   
Jun 22 1940 99 Pac. 2d  166432 1 √    
Jun 22 1940 137 S.W. 2d  166433 1 √   
Jun 25 1940 Michie Tenn. Dig. cop. 2, v. 1 - 16
166462 - 166477
16 √   
Jun 25 1940 Michie Tenn. Dig. cop. 3, v. 1 - 16
166478 - 166493
16 √   
Jun 25 1940 R.C.L. Pocket parts to Sup. + Ind.    √ 10 ◦
Jun 25 1940 Amer. jurisprudence Pocket pts.    √ 24 ◦
Jun 26 1940 Hopkins Judicial Code 1911 1 √   
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Book Statistics for June, 1940
Law Lib. count Main Lib. count
Books in Law Lib. June 1 19870 19898
“ added in June 51 51
“ withdrawn “ 0 tr fr Main +1
Net additions 51 52
Books in Law Lib. July 1 19921 19950
Pams. in Law Lib. June 1 472
“ added in June 4
“ in Law Lib. July 1 476
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Fines
Date Name Due Paid
Jul 7 1939 Mr. Arnold (Jones’ forms) due Jul 6 05 05
Jul 12 1939 Mr. Arnold (Jones’ forms) 25 25
Jul 17 1939 Mr. Price* (McKenzie, 20th cent.
crimes)
.05
Jul 17 1939 Mr. Priest (Pritchard on Wills) .40 .40




Ink (June - July) .21
Sent Main Lib Aug. 1 $1.31
Aug. 1 Brt forward *Price 05
Fine (Aug.)
Sent Main Sept. 1 .16
(No ink money)
Date Name Due Paid
Sep 29 1939 Wilson, Frank 5 5
Oct 7 1939 Matherne 35 35
Oct 10 1939 Slate 5 5
Oct 18 1939 Fort 15 15
Oct 20 1939 Miller 25 25
Oct 23 1939 Culpepper 25 25
Oct 24 1939 Pugh 5 5
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Nov. 1 To Main Lib. – fines 1.15
Ink .70
Total $1.95
Date Name Due Paid
Nov 18 1939 Culpepper 25 25
Nov 6 1939 Bradley 25 25
Nov 6 1939 Moore 30 30
Nov 13 1939 West 25 25
Nov 16 1939 Eggleston 10 10
Nov 16 1939 Mathern 10 10
Nov 29 1939 Fones 10 10
Dec. 1 To Main Lib – Fines 1.25
Ink (left $.10 for change) .39
1.64
Date Name Due Paid
Dec 4 1939 Bradley 50 50
Dec 4 1939 Lewis 25 25
Dec 6 1939 Broughton 40 40
Dec 6 1939 Kramer 50
Dec 19 1939 Ray 05 05
Dec 19 1939 Krisle 25 25
Dec 19 1939 Bradley 30 30
Dec 27 1939 Hewgley 30 30
Dec 28 1939 Bradley 25 25
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Dec. 6 Kramer $ .50
[note inserted at this page]:
Ret’d Dec. 29 = 16 days overdue = 80¢ fine.
Dec. 15 overdue. Will ret. Monday. 15¢.
Date Name Due Paid
Jan 3 1940 Bradley (see note p. 130, Jan 4)
(Miss Baker says)
$.15 $.15
Jan 4 1940 Fort
excused
--
Jan 4 1940 Southern
excused
--
Jan 8 1940 McAllister $.35 $.35
Jan 17 1940 King $.40 $.40





Left 10¢ pennies for ch.
Took 1.30 Main
[note inserted at this page]
1/20/40
Found in front of book, unstamped off .15
How about Mr. Kramer’s fine, 50¢? Dec. 6
Beck, May it please the court.
Date Name Due Paid
Feb 8 1940 Fones Bk. due 9 a.m. Feb. 7 $1.60
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Feb 12 1940 West $.45 $.45
Feb 15 1940 Mathern $.25 $.25
Feb 19 1940 McAuley $.25 $.25
Feb 21 1940 Bradley (Vance ret’d by Hewgley
9:15)(told Mr. Bradley later, about
Jones?)
$.25 $.25
Feb 22 1940 Fowler – notified Main Lib. Mar. 7 $.15 $.15
Took to Main Lib. – Fines $1.40
Ink – leaving 10¢ in box 28
$1.68
Date Name Due Paid
Mar 2 1940 Fones – brt forward – paid Mar 2 1.60
Mar 8 1940 Fones – due 15 15
Mar 11 1940 Seymour 25 25
Mar 13 1940 Priest 25 25
Mar 27 1940 Davis 10 10
$2.35
Sent Main Lib. Apr. 3 – fines $2.35, Ink cash 55¢
Date Name Due Paid
Apr 2 1940 Southern 30 30
Apr 3 1940 Fones 30 30
Apr 3 1940 Seymour 10 10
Apr 8 1940 Clark 25 25
Apr 16 1940 Bradley rept. My. 1 25 25
Apr 17 1940 Dickey 05 05
Apr 17 1940 Venable 30 30
Apr 17 1940 Carr 40 40
Apr 18 1940 Bradley rept. My. 1 to Main 35 35
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Apr 20 1940 Culpepper Don’t believe he was
told about this – ELO
25
Apr 23 1940 Fones 30 30
My. 1 Fines pd. Main Lib. $2.00
(Mr. Bradley owes 60¢)
Ink – left 10¢ in box 37
$2.37
Date Name Due Paid
May 3 1940 Freeman, N. 25 25
May 4 1940 Thomson 5 25
May 4 1940 Todd 25 25
May 6 1940 Murphy 25 25
May 6 1940 Hewgley 50 50
May 6 1940 Chistenbury 30 30
May 8 1940 Weaver 50 50
May 8 1940 Lewis 05 05
May 15 1940 Bradley 30 30
May 16 1940 Bradley 25 25
May 16 1940 Gilbertson 30 30
May 17 1940 Pearman 25 25
May 17 1940 Neblett 25 25
May 17 1940 Freeman, H. 25 25
May 25 1940 N. Freeman 25 25
May 29 1940 Evans 60 60
May 29 1940 Byrne 70 70
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$5.50




Took to Main $6.29
Left in box .10
Date Name Due Paid
Jun 18 1940 Bradley, Brannan – R.I. Ed. 6
Borrowed overnight, June 17, Ret.
9:30
25
June 30 Sent Main by Mr. Thompson –
Ink 11¢
No fines.
[Several notes found inserted at end of record book]
[inserted before last page]
Re Bradley
Maybe it would be well to note from now on the name of the book, hour due, hour ret’d – as
well as name of person + amount. Then if any question after you go, we shall have the facts.
[horizontal line] Returned Brannan, Neg. Instr. Ed. 6. Cop. taken June 17 9:30, ret’d June 18
9.40? (or .35).
[inserted at end of Daily Record book – For Display case?]
21 A.B.A Jour. p. 121-3. Wentwood, Brief writing.
Wambaugh, Study of laws
N.Y. State Bar Assn Publ. June ‛37 – Brief writing and oral argument p. 98 - 106. 
4 Kansas City law review, 6 Apr. ‛36.  p. 86-88. Effective presentation of the Law. Claude B. 
Flora.
Brumbaugh, Jesse Franklin. Legal reasoning and briefing, esp. pt. 2.
Hicks, Materials + methods of legal research, p. 139-42.
Kiser, Principles + practice of legal research, p. 26.
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Law books + their use,
p. 342 - 384. Chap. on brief-making
354 - 381. Lawyer’s Coop. Pub. Co.
v 167 Annals of the Am. Academy of political + soc. justice, p. 112 - 115, 1930.
[margin note: “Gives examples of form”]
Wambaugh, Study of cases, sec. 121ff.
[second note]
Some data on new students – most of this from Mrs. Morris.
Jackson Andrews (for summer only – has been at Washington + Lee).
Joseph Fischer – has studied law at Newark Univ.
Willard Garland
Robert B. Jones




Joseph Marshall – from Pittsburgh Univ. where his father is a member of Law fac.
Vaden (who was here a yr. or so ago).
Mr. Garthwright’s back, I thought he was [enro?]led elsewhere.
[third note]
ELO
You have to keep on the watch for Mr. Freeman’s tricks. He told me Mr. Washington had a
reserve on Crane + didn’t need it so authorized him to borrow instead. Luckily I had just
refreshed my memory so went to Mr. W. (who was using Crane) + he said he never said
anything of the kind, as he knew he hadn’t a reserve.
Can’t finish my job until we get [?] ink eradicator. I will get some as I use a car.
[fourth note]
Ballantine – Problems Ret’d 2:30 PM Jan. 5 (Due 9 AM Jan 4) by breathless Mr. Fort. Mr.
Southern mistook opening day of classes + came 1 day late. Both of these excused by Miss
Baker’s advice.
